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Abstract 

The rapid development of urban rail transit has greatly improved the accessibility of areas around 

stations, attracting urban population and public resources to gather in these areas, making the station 

realms hotspots for current urban development and construction. In recent years, with transit-

oriented development (TOD) gaining popularity among urban planners and managers worldwide, 

particularly in developing countries facing issues such as rapid urbanization, traffic congestion, and 

environmental pollution, the station realm has become a key area for urban planning and 

construction. However, China's urban rail transit started late compared with developed countries, 

the construction of the station realm lags behind the overall urban planning for a long time, and 

there is a mismatch between the function supply and people's demand. These problems will 

eventually lead to a low space utilization rate and a waste of public resources in the station realm. 

Furthermore, relevant urban studies for station realms are still in infancy, especially due to the 

difficulty in obtaining data on population activity and functional facility, which has resulted in 

relatively few studies on their spatial distribution patterns as well as interaction mechanisms. 

Therefore, this research will be based on geographic information system (GIS) and combined with 

multi-source data to establish the research methodology system tailored for the spatial distribution 

pattern and interaction mechanism of station realms. By conducting an empirical study on 16 

stations of Xi'an Metro Line 2, this research achieves the following main results: 

Chapter 1 is the Introduction, which focuses on the research background, literature review, 

research questions and purposes, as well as the content and technical route of the research. Firstly, 

the problems existing in the development process of China's urban rail transit station realm are 

introduced. Secondly, the importance of studying the spatial distribution pattern and interaction 

mechanism of station realms is discussed. Then, through the literature review of the research trends, 

theories, and methods of station realms, it is pointed out that research on population activities and 

functional facilities within station realms is still relatively scarce. Meanwhile, the rise of big data 

technology has made it possible to study urban space at the micro level, while GIS-based spatial 

analysis methods and models still dominate urban space research. Finally, the research questions 

and purposes are presented, and the research content and framework are concluded. 

In Chapter 2, Research on relevant theoretical foundations. First, the scope and limitations of this 

study are clarified by defining the concepts of rail transit, station realm, urban spatial pattern, and 

interactive relationship, as well as population activity and functional facility. Secondly, the research 

related to the station realm clarifies the walking scale is the core elements for defining the scope in 

this thesis, as well as the function-oriented classification system was used to determine the type of 

station realm. Finally, the study of fundamental theories such as central place theory and urban 

catalyst theory as well as the comparison of related cases provide the basis for the study of the 

spatial distribution characteristics and interaction mechanism of the station realm in this thesis. 

In Chapter 3, The Construction of research methodology framework. The research 

methodological framework was constructed based on the research idea of "station realm scope - 

station realm type - data collection - spatial distribution pattern - interaction mechanism", and the 

survey methods, measurement methods and analysis methods used in this study were specified. 

In Chapter 4, Spatial Distribution Pattern Analysis of Xi’an Metro Line 2 Station Realm. 16 
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stations of Xi'an Metro Line 2 are selected as the research objects. focuses on the scope and 

classification results of each study station realm and analyzes the distribution characteristics of 

population activities and functional facilities. In terms of spatial distribution patterns, population 

activity in each station realm is primarily characterized by commuting during working day, with the 

morning peak mainly concentrated between 08:00 and 10:00 and the evening peak mainly 

distributed between 17:00 and 19:00. On off day, there is no significant morning or evening peak 

phenomenon, but rather a continuous fluctuation between 09:00 and 18:00, with population activity 

during this time interval generally higher than on off day. Overall, population activity in different 

types of station realms is in a distribution statue of aggregation, and the degree of aggregation on 

working day is generally lower than on off day. In terms of the spatial distribution pattern of 

functional facilities, except for government agencies and public service facilities, other categories 

of facilities are in a distribution statue of aggregation in most of the research station realms. Among 

them, the aggregation degree of catering services, living services, and shopping facilities ranks 

among the top three. In addition, although there are significant differences in the spatial distribution 

patterns of population activities and functional facilities between the different station realms, the 

overall spatial location of the aggregation of population activities and functional facilities is 

basically the same, which indicates that there is a certain mutual influence relationship between 

them. 

In Chapter 5, Research on the correlation of population activities and functional facilities within 

station realm. This study analyzed the correlation between population activities and functional 

facilities in different station realms using Spearman's correlation test. The results of the analysis 

showed that catering service facility, living service facility, shopping facility, and transportation 

service facility show a significant positive correlation with population activity in all the research 

station realm. While Government agencies and public service facility show no significant 

correlation with population activities in most of the station realms. In addition, based on the 

significance of the correlation coefficients, the categories of facilities that have no significant 

correlation with population activities in each research station realm were excluded, thus establishing 

a variables system for the next stage in the study of interaction mechanisms. 

In Chapter 6, Research on Interaction Mechanism within Station Realm. First, the variables 

system of each research station realm was further optimized using multicollinearity and significance 

testing of OLS regression models. Second, the optimized variable system was regressed using the 

GWR model to analyze the degree of interaction between the population activities and different 

facilities in station realms. On this basis, the interaction sequence for each station realm was 

established, thus providing a theoretical basis for improving the allocation of public resources in 

this region. Specifically, the regression results indicate that transportation service facilities have a 

high degree of interaction with population activity in most of the study station realms. By increasing 

the number of transportation service facilities, the accessibility and convenience of transportation 

in the station realm can be effectively improved, thus attracting more population activity. In addition, 

the study also found that the scale of catering and shopping facilities in each station realm is higher 

than other facilities, but the degree of interaction with population activities tends to be lower. This 

suggests that over-sizing of catering and shopping facilities will be very limited in boosting 

population activity in the station realms and may even result in a waste of urban public resources. 

It is worth mentioning that medical and healthcare facilities have a high degree of interaction with 
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population activities only in station realms with quality healthcare resources. Therefore, the equity 

of public healthcare resource allocation between station realms should be worthy of the attention of 

urban managers and researchers. Overall, the relevant analysis results for the interaction mechanism 

can help us understand the degree of demand for different categories of facilities by the population 

activities in the station realm, thus providing a reliable basis for improving the allocation of public 

resources in this region. 

In Chapter 7, Conclusion and prospect. This section concludes all the key findings and provides 

prospects for future research. 

The findings of this dissertation could be an important contribution for urban managers and 

planners to deeply understand the spatial distribution characteristics and laws of station realms at 

the micro level, especially the related results on the interaction mechanism between population 

activities and different categories of functional facilities, which can provide a basis for decision-

making to improve the allocation of public resources in this region, so as to effectively avoid the 

waste of resources and the imbalanced distribution. 

 

Keywords: rail transit station realm; population activity and functional facility; geographic 

information system (GIS); spatial distribution patterns; interaction mechanisms 
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1.1 Research background 

1.1.1 The rapid urban rail transit expansion leads to spatial development imbalance of 

station realm 

By 2050 approximately two thirds of the world’s population will be living in urban areas, bringing 

a distinct set of challenges and opportunities to the area of urban development. With its outstanding 

characteristics of high speed, high efficiency, and low energy consumption, urban rail transit plays 

an active role in promoting the modernization process of cities, improving the transportation 

environment, and guiding the sustainable development of urban space [1 ]. Most notably, it has 

guided and promoted the gathering of the urban population and functions around rail transit stations, 

thus forming a polycentric urban spatial structure [2]. Studies of rail transit systems in cities such 

as Hong Kong, Tokyo, and London have found that rail transit station-oriented development models 

such as TOD, station-city integration, and rail plus property integrate the location, scale, and 

function of the station, the surrounding urban layout, landscape design, and public service facilities, 

and other factors for integrated development and utilization, thereby improving the service 

efficiency of the functional space of the station area as a means to alleviate the growing activity 

needs of residents. Therefore, as the only channel linking rail transit with urban system, the station 

area has become the basic place of citizens' daily life and an important part of urban space. 

Especially in China, which is in the stage of high-speed urbanization, more and more cities have 

started to develop urban rail transit and invest a lot of urban resources in the development and 

construction of station realms, so as to improve regional economic benefits, optimize urban spatial 

structure and promote compact urban development. 

However, compared with developed countries, China's urban rail transit started late, and the 

development concept is relatively backward (Figure 1- 1). In the process of line planning, design, 

as well as construction, there is a lack of attention to the comprehensive development of station 

surroundings and urban space, therefore the station is more like being rigidly "implanted" into the 

urban system, and it is difficult for rail transit system to guide urban development effectively and 

positively [3]. Thus, the construction of station realm has long lagged behind the urban master plan, 

thus leading to a mismatch between the growing demand for activities and the supply of urban 

functional facilities in the region [4 ,5 ,6 ]. These problems will eventually lead to a low space 

utilization rate and a waste of public resources in the station realm. 

As a result, stations with excellent built environments can better play the node effect, thus 

attracting the most important commercial, cultural, medical, and other resources and a large number 

of jobs to gather around them, becoming the concentration of modern urban functions and 

employment. This aggravates the divergence of spatial distribution patterns among stations in the 

urban rail transit system and further leads to the imbalance of spatial development of stations. This 

phenomenon is particularly evident in northwest China, where the degree of development of various 

urban regions is relatively uneven. To solve this problem, domestic and foreign scholars have 

conducted extensive and in-depth studies on the relationship between urban rail transit and urban 

space. Most of the studies believe that the characteristics of residents' activities around the rail transit 

line correspond to the layout of urban functions, and the residents' activities in a specific space and 

time can produce some corresponding characteristics of urban functional use. Therefore, 
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understanding the interaction between the distribution of population activities and urban functional 

facilities is the key to solving the imbalance of spatial development in the station realm. 

 

Figure 1- 1. Opening times of urban rail transit in different countries 

1.1.2 Importance of research on spatial distribution patterns and interaction mechanisms 

in station realms 

In the Global Urban Competitiveness Report published by UN-Habitat, it is stated that the main 

components of a city are population, activity, and space. The characteristics of urban space are 

mainly reflected in spatial aggregation, spatial connection, and spatial sharing [7]. Studies have 

shown that the impact of rail transit stations on the surrounding urban spatial pattern is mainly 

reflected in three aspects: spatial form, spatial distribution, and spatial density [8]. Therefore, since 

the morphology and density of station realm space have remained stable for some time after the 

station was built, considering that station realm space distribution is essentially an important stage 

in cognizing the interaction between population activities and urban functional facilities, it is 

particularly important to understand the spatial aggregation state and distribution characteristics of 

the station realm population activities and functional facilities through spatial distribution pattern 

analysis. At the same time, along with the continuous improvement and innovation of urban spatial 

analysis technology system, we need to carry out quantitative analysis of the spatial distribution 

pattern of station realm from theoretical development and practical application on a new operable 

platform, grasp the spatial and temporal changes in the distribution of population activities, 

determine the spatial correspondence between it and the layout of urban functions, provide 

quantitative basis for further revealing the interaction mechanism between population activities and 

functional facilities so as to improve the scientific and operable countermeasures for optimizing the 

spatial distribution pattern of station realm. 

In-depth analysis shows that there is a close connection between population activities and urban 

functional facilities in the rail transit station realm, i.e. the completion of rail transit stations 

effectively improves the accessibility of the areas around the stations, thus attracting the gathering 

of population and functional facilities, along with the increase in population activities and the 

increasing demand for space for living, working and leisure, which in turn promotes the mixed and 
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diversified development of urban functions in the station area[9,10,11]. However, in the current 

quantitative research on the relationship between population activities and functional facilities in 

station realms, there are problems such as complicated research model construction, high data 

demand, low precision, and long acquisition period. In particular, the activity behavior of human 

individuals themselves in time and space is very complex, which makes it difficult to study the 

spatial and temporal distribution characteristics of population activities at the microscopic scale. In 

recent years, with the development of information communication and positioning technology, 

urban planning analysis technology gradually moves from "small sample" to "large sample" 

research. Big data can provide more accurate spatiotemporal data of individual residents' behaviors 

from different perspectives, making it possible to study the distribution characteristics of population 

activities in the station area at the micro level. At the same time, the big data of Point of Interest 

(POI) of urban functional facilities based on electronic maps can accurately and objectively reflect 

the spatial layout of urban functional facilities, thus making it possible to conduct fine-grained 

quantitative research between population activities and functional facilities in the station realm. In 

addition, according to the characteristics of big data resources and geographic information analysis 

technology to form a complementary research approach, it can make the spatiotemporal 

characteristics of population activities more easily expressed in geographic space. 

Therefore, based on geographic information system (GIS) combined with the use of big data 

analysis technology will become an effective way to identify the spatial distribution characteristics 

of population activities and functional facilities in the rail transit station realm, as well as to reveal 

the interaction mechanism between them. 

1.1.3 The development status of urban rail transit in Xi'an 

Xi'an is in the middle of the People's Republic of China and is one of the national central cities, 

with a population of 12,952,900[12]. Xi'an is not only the starting point of the Silk Economic Belt 

in China's "The Belt and Road Initiative" policy, but also an important city in the New Asia-Europe 

Continental Bridge and the Yellow River Basin, and the economic, scientific, and technological, 

educational, financial, cultural and commercial center of the Guanzhong City Group. In February 

2018, China's National Development and Reform Commission released the Guanzhong Plain City 

Cluster Development Plan, which proposes to support Xi'an's development as an international 

metropolis with an international integrated transportation hub. 

As of December 2022, there are 8 metro lines in operation in Xi'an, with a total operational 

mileage of 279 km; there are 176 stations, including 17 interchange stations (Figure 1- 2). In addition, 

Metro Line 1 Phase 3, Line 2 Phase 2, Line 8, Line 10, Line 15, and Line 16 are under construction. 

In June 2019, the National Development and Reform Commission's approval of the third phase of 

urban rail transit construction planning in Xi'an (2018-2024) stated that a rail network with 12 lines 

in operation and a total length of 423 km will be formed by 2024, while the proportion of rail transit 

to public transport trips will reach 60% [13]. Thus, the construction of urban rail transit in Xi'an has 

entered the stage of network development, which will greatly improve the travel conditions of 

residents, increase the accessibility of areas along the line, and strengthen the connection between 

the areas around each station point, thus having a significant impact on the development of urban 

space. 
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However, compared to international metropolises such as Shanghai, Hong Kong, and Tokyo 

where rail transit is well developed, there is still a big gap in urban rail transit in Xi'an. Not enough 

attention has been paid to the overall development of station areas. According to public data, the 

area covered by 500 meters of rail transit stations in Xi'an only accounts for 12.2% of the total area 

of urban construction land [14]. This indicates that the construction of rail transportation in Xi'an is 

lagging the current situation of urban development. 

 
Figure 1- 2. Xi'an rail transit operation route map (As of November 1, 2022) 

1.2 Literature review 

The study of spatial distribution pattern and interaction mechanism of rail transit station realm 

belongs to cross-discipline, and its research focuses on several related fields such as urban 

geography and traffic geography, urban planning, and traffic planning. This paper introduces the 

research results of spatial distribution pattern and interaction mechanism of rail transit station realm 

at the present stage from three aspects: research progress, theoretical research, and methodological 

research. 

1.2.1 Research trends in rail transit station realm 

In this section, this study uses VOSviewer software [15 ] to visually analyze [16 ]the relevant 

literature in order to summarize the current research trends regarding rail transit stations. The 

bibliometric analysis followed a three-step approach: collecting literature data, analyzing literature 

data, and visualizing bibliometric associations. The literature data were analyzed mainly from the 

Web Of Science core collection database. The literature was searched by using the Web Of Science 

core collection database with the keywords "topic" = "rail transit station realm" or " Around rail 

transit station" was used as the keyword, and the period was selected from 2000 to 2022, and 2167 

articles were retrieved. As can be seen from the Figure 1- 3, the number of articles issued has been 

maintaining a trend of year-on-year growth, especially in the latter year of 2017 ushered in a 
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substantial increase, which indicates that the scale and quality of research on the rail transit station 

realm has continued to increase, and that the attention of research on the rail transit station realm 

has increased significantly since 2018. 

 

Figure 1- 3. Statistics on the number of articles published in the Web of science core database 

for the rail transit station realm 

A total of 42,635 keywords (including author keywords and index keywords) used in the collected 

literature and 10 research studies were used as the minimum threshold for screening, i.e., a keyword 

must have been used in at least 15 research studies [17 ]. This minimum threshold yielded 415 

eligible keywords for further cluster analysis. In the keyword clustering network, the nodes 

represent the keywords, while the size represents the frequency of the nodes in the literature and the 

color represents the different clusters, i.e., research results under the same cluster have thematic 

similarity. As shown in the Figure 1- 4, the keywords are distinguished by three different colors (red, 

green and blue), which indicate that they form three different clusters. 

 

Figure 1- 4. Network visualization of keywords co-occurrence (weights=occurrences) 
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The specific results of the cluster analysis statistics are shown in Table 1- 1, according to the 

attributes of the keywords these three clusters can be interpreted as (a) red - station realm theory 

study; (b) green - station realm passenger flow study; (c) blue - -station realm planning and design 

studies. Among them, the red cluster includes keywords related to station realm theory, such as 

development concept, impact relationship, accessibility, etc. The green cluster focuses on the study 

of station realm passenger flow influencing factors, including time, passengers, line network, and 

operations. The blue cluster focuses more on the study of station realm planning and design, 

involving architecture, structures, indicators, platforms, etc. 

Table 1- 1. Description of co-occurring keyword clusters 

Cluster 
Research 

theme 
Total 

Five most 

frequently used 

keywords 

Occurrences 
Average 

publication year 

Average 

citations 

Red Theoretical 207 

Transit 516 2017.4 10.91 

Development 392 2017.2 9.39 

Relationship 232 2018.3 11.90 

Transit station 217 2017.9 8.90 

Accessibility 183 2019.1 10.10 

Green 
Passenger 

flow 
83 

Time 606 2017.5 11.90 

Passenger 468 2017.7 11.05 

Network 415 2017.7 9.79 

Operation 386 2017.1 8.85 

Problem 384 2017.3 11.19 

Blue 
Planning 

and Design 
125 

Condition 239 2016.3 8.23 

Construction 231 2015.9 4.11 

Structure 205 2016.2 7.32 

Parameter 143 2018.3 8.32 

Platform 134 2016.7 10.01 

The density analysis provides an understanding of the current research hotspots in the literature 

about the rail station realm. Each point on the plot of the density analysis is filled with a color based 

on the density of the elements surrounding that point; the greater the density secret, the closer it is 

to red; conversely, the lower the density, the closer it is to blue. The density size depends on the 

number of elements in the surrounding area and the importance of those elements. The density view 

can be used to quickly observe the important areas and the density of knowledge and research in 

each area. Figure 1- 5 shows the visualization results of the density analysis, and interaction, 

accessibility analysis, land use intensity, and passenger flow analysis are the research directions that 

have received the most attention in the field of rail transit station realm in recent years. 
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Figure 1- 5. Density analysis of keyword frequency 

1.2.2 Review of theoretical research 

(1) Theoretical study of spatial distribution pattern in station realm 

The spatial distribution pattern is one of the significant characteristics of the rail transit station 

area, reflecting the distribution and organization of various spatial elements [18 ]. These spatial 

elements include population, buildings, functional facilities, land use, etc., and their spatial 

distribution pattern reflects geographical differences and regional characteristics [19]. Among them, 

C Mulders Kusumo (2005) investigated the retail layout and spatial configuration around railway 

stations in the cities of Delft and Leiden in the Netherlands [20]. According to Cai Guotian (2004), 

the construction and operation of rail transit not only affects the price of land along the route, but 

also affects the distribution of functional spaces such as retail and commercial [21]. Wang Xifu 

(2005) summarized and analyzed the land use types along Nanjing Metro Line 1, and concluded 

that rail transit has spatial and typological differentiation effects on land use of different nature [22]. 

Taking Shanghai's rail transit as an example, Wang Huimin (2006) studied and analyzed the 

functional spatial layout of the station areas along Shanghai's rail transit lines, pointing out that the 

residential functional space spreads outward in a bead chain pattern along the lines, and its influence 

on the residential space increases in scope as it gets farther from the city center [23]. Zemp S (2011) 

analyzed the spatial distribution characteristics of land use and transport services around railway 

stations in Switzerland to classify the 1,300 railway stations in Switzerland [24]. Liu Shiqi (2014) 

analyzed the land use structure, land utilization rate, information entropy, and equilibrium indexes 

within 2000m of each station and different ring zones in Beijing to reveal the spatial distribution 

characteristics of land use around different stations [25]. Wu Huaguo (2016) classified rail transit 

station areas into residential, commercial center, and transportation hub types according to their 

functional orientation, and explored the land use composition, development intensity, and spatial 

layout of station areas in a categorical manner [26]. Wu Yongxi (2017) categorized and identified 

the spatial pattern of productive service industries in Xi'an's rail transit station area by combining 
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factors such as urban land development, infrastructure support, industrial environment and urban 

location around the rail transit stations [27]. Yuan Ming (2018) quantified the spatial distribution 

characteristics of the multi-level commercial space in the station area of rail transit stations in the 

core urban area of Shanghai [28]. Niu S (2019) analyzed the land use characteristics around rail 

transit TOD stations in Singapore and found that the city center hierarchy and the new town 

development concept led to differences in the land use characteristics of TOD stations [29]. Yu Yang 

(2022) analyzed the spatial distribution patterns of the clustering degree, spatial distribution, and 

business composition of station realm commercial spaces in three urban-level subway stations in 

Chengdu, including Chunxi Road, Tianfu Square, and Mule City, as examples [30]. 

(2) Theoretical study of the spatial interaction of the station realm 

Most of the current studies focus on the interaction between land use intensity, land price, urban 

space, accessibility, and other factors and passenger flow in the station realm, while the interaction 

between population activities and urban functions is not sufficiently studied, especially under the 

time-varying characteristics of the population. 

In terms of land prices, Cervero (1994) studied the positive impact of rail transit on office type 

real estate development in joint development (JD) and came to the basic conclusion that office rents 

in JD are directly proportional to the patronage of the rail system [31]. Gadziński J, Radzimski A 

(2016) A survey of residents and rent prices in the vicinity along the Rapid Tram in Poznań, Poland, 

and further analysis of the impact of the PST on travel behavior, housing choice and satisfaction, 

and apartment prices in the vicinity along the line, found that about 20% of respondents in close 

proximity to a PST station indicated that they would be willing to pay more for an apartment close 

to the station [32]. 

In terms of land use, Zhou, J. and Xu, J.G. (2002) studied the mutual influence relationship 

between residents' travel patterns and land use types in the station area of Shanghai Metro Line 3, 

pointing out that rail transit promotes the clustering of population around stations, which leads to 

the development of residential and commercial land, but shows rejection of industrial land, thus 

concluding that rail transit causes the divergence of land use properties [33].Pan H, Zhang M (2008) 

The impact of rail transit on land use in Shanghai reveals that high development intensity land use 

occurs in areas more accessible to residents near stations, and further elaborates on the impact on 

land prices around stations [34 ]. Calvo F (2013) illustrates the impact of the Madrid Metro on 

population settlement and land use around stations by analyzing the relationship between population, 

land use, and transportation systems in the vicinity of Madrid Metro stations in Spain [35]. Chan S 

(2013) studied the impact of intensity of different nature of sites on passenger flow and found that 

for every 10% increase in population density during morning peak hours, inbound passenger flow 

increased by 7.4%, and for every 10% increase in commercial and administrative office space, 

outbound passenger flow increased by 6%, and that increasing intensity, diversity, and level of 

connectivity to public transit are effective means of increasing passenger flow [36]. H Sung (2014) 

explored the impact of land use on ridership at rail stations in the Seoul Metropolitan Area through 

accessibility and found that land use intensity within the coverage area of 750 m radius of the station 

was positively associated with ridership, while land use diversity was not associated with ridership 

[37]. Wang Yajie (2018) studied the interaction between land use and passenger flow in the Beijing 

subway station realm and found that functional elements, locational elements, and socioeconomic 
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elements all have an impact on the interaction between volume ratio and passenger flow [38]. 

In terms of accessibility, the Cervero study shows that residents around the subway are two to 

five times more likely to ride the subway than in other areas, suggesting that accessibility attracts 

more riders [39]. Guan Chenghe (2019) explored the spatial distribution of high-rise buildings in 

Shanghai and their relationship with public transportation development by examining the number 

of high-rise buildings within the 500-m buffer zone of metro stations and the time distance to these 

stations [40 ]. Cai Chaoyang (2019) studied the reciprocal feedbacks between accessibility and 

spatial distribution of land in the rail transit station area in Tianjin, where accessibility within the 

rail transit station area has a large impact on commercial and office space, with the most significant 

impact on the capacity of commercial space [41]. 

In addition, some studies also point out that intensity or mix elements do not have a significant 

impact on passenger flow. Wang (2012) conducted a regression analysis of passenger flow and land 

use elements at 30 metro stations in Shanghai and found that land use intensity and mix and 

accessibility did not have a significant effect on passenger flow, while bus service was more closely 

related to passenger flow [42]. By analyzing the effect of land use mix on subway station passenger 

flow, Junfang Li (2016) found that the land use mix of 109 stations in Tokyo, Japan, had a weak 

effect on passenger flow, while the ratio of number of jobs to residential population showed a 

significant positive correlation with outbound passenger flow [43]. Using Shanghai metro station 

passenger flow data, Jin Yu (2015) used a multinomial logit regression model to find that factors 

such as station area population, number of jobs, proportion of commercial land to commercial 

service facility land, number of bus stops around the station, and the number of years the station has 

been open significantly affect station passenger flow distribution patterns [44]. 

1.2.3 Review of methodological research 

(1) Methodological study of spatial distribution pattern identification 

Not only qualitative analysis but also quantitative analysis is needed in the study of spatial 

distribution pattern of rail transit station realm. Firstly, it is necessary to determine whether there is 

a pattern in the spatial distribution of elements, i.e., whether the spatial distribution is clustered, 

scattered, or random. Then it is also necessary to analyze the type of spatial aggregation (the 

aggregation of things of the same type, or the aggregation of things of different types), the location, 

size, and shape of the aggregation area, etc.; finally, it is also necessary to analyze the reasons for 

the aggregation. The literature shows that the widely used spatial pattern identification methods are 

mainly based on the spatial statistical tools provided by geographic information system software 

(ArcGIS), including Average Nearest Neighbor, multi-distance spatial clustering analysis (Ripley's 

K Function), kernel density analysis, global spatial autocorrelation (Moran's I, Getis-Ord General 

G), and local spatial autocorrelation (Anselin Local Moran's I, Getis-Ord Gi*), as shown in Table 

1- 2. 

In terms of spatial point pattern identification, Botte M and Olaru D (2012) used kernel density 

estimation to analyze household travel diaries collected within three unique TOD areas in Perth, 

Western Australia, revealing the spatial distribution of activities characterizing travel behavior 

within TOD areas [45]. Using the average nearest neighbor index, Bingqing Che (2020) analyzed 

the spatial point data and population data of public service facilities such as bus stops, banks, schools, 
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and hospitals to reveal their spatial distribution characteristics [46]. Sui, Hongxin (2020) used multi-

source data information data and the mean nearest neighbor of spatial statistical tools to measure 

the urban function facilities in the rail transit station realm, and the study showed that the urban 

functions in the rail transit station realm space showed a clustering distribution pattern [47]. Xing 

Zhaomin (2020) conducted a hotspot analysis of GPS location data within the metropolitan rail 

transit station areas using a kernel density analysis tool to reveal the spatiotemporal travel 

characteristics of residents [48]. Liu Wen (2022) used the Wujiaochang station area of Shanghai's 

rail transit as a research object to analyze the kernel density of POI data of land development in the 

past 10 years using ArcGIS platform, and further discussed the correlation between rail transit 

station area policies and land use [49]. 

In terms of the spatial distribution pattern of spatial autocorrelation, Mi Diao (2015) used spatial 

autocorrelation to analyze accessibility around the subway in the city of Boston and further assessed 

the impact of the property values of individual households in the subway system [50]. Laura Eboli 

(2018) rated the service satisfaction or importance of Milan rail stations and analyzed the spatial 

patterns of each attribute varying across regions and time using a spatial autocorrelation tool [51]. 

Xia Xuanxuan (2021) used global autocorrelation to analyze the spatial and temporal characteristics 

of population, economy, and spatial urbanization around the rail transit lines in Beijing [52 ]. 

Wijayanto Y (2022) using the Moran's Index putting on data PT KCI from 2014 through 2020, 

spatial data, and population data, the density level of Jabodetabek KRL stations and their routes as 

well as the spatial pattern of Jabodetabek KRL in Indonesia were investigated. [53]. 

Table 1- 2. Statistics on identification method of spatial distribution pattern of station realm 

Technology 

Classification 
Application Scenarios Statistical indicators 

Spatial point 

pattern 

identification 

Determine the spatial distribution pattern of point 

things or phenomena. 

Average Nearest Neighbor 

Ripley’s K 

Generate density distribution maps based on the 

statistical data of the elements to visualize their 

spatial distribution 

Kernel Density Analysis 

Spatial 

autocorrelation 

analysis 

Whether a certain type of thing or phenomenon 

causes the appearance of similar or dissimilar 

things or phenomena in the vicinity, i.e., whether 

the space is autocorrelated. 

Moran’s I 

Getis-Ord General G 

Find the spatial location of an unusual gathering of 

a certain type of thing or phenomenon in order to 

facilitate the analysis of the cause of the gathering. 

Anselin Local Moran’s I 

Getis-Ord Gi* 

The above study found that spatial pattern analysis methods have been widely applied to rail 

transit station realms, and domestic and foreign scholars have used various spatial pattern analysis 

methods to identify the spatial distribution characteristics of elements such as residential activities, 

functional facilities, and land prices. Table 1- 2 summarizes the application scenarios and statistical 

indicators of various current spatial pattern analysis methods. The analysis methods and statistical 

indicators differ according to the research objects and data. Therefore, how to select the analysis 

methods and statistical indicators required for the study is the focus of this paper to establish the 

research framework of the spatial distribution pattern of station realms. 
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(2) Methodological study of data technology analysis 

In terms of the choice of technical analysis methods, domestic and foreign scholars have mainly 

conducted correlation studies based on a large amount of travel data with land use and urban 

functional facilities data. The research idea is developed in three parts: "data collection and survey 

- correlation analysis of target factors - analysis of results and prediction or strategy". The technical 

analysis method of this study is based on travel data collection and survey, i.e., data on human 

mobility and precise geographical data on functional facilities. Traditional mobile data can no longer 

support the study of rail transit station realms at a more micro level. With the development of 

information and communication and location-based navigation technologies, analysis techniques 

are gradually moving from "small sample" to "large sample" studies. Big data provides important 

information for the study of residents' spatial activities from different perspectives, and it is possible 

to use cell phone data, public transportation data, social media data, etc. to obtain spatial and 

temporal data of residents' individual behaviors and use the data to study the distribution 

characteristics of population activities at the micro level. The literature review shows that the 

attention and the number of results on the relationship between the role of demographic activities 

and urban functions combined with big data analysis techniques have been on the rise in recent 

years. 

Among them, Francesco Calabrese (2014) used mobile phone trajectory data to investigate the 

mobility patterns of mobile phone users within the Boston metropolitan area [54]. Mi Kyeong Kim 

(2017) used public transportation card data to identify the passenger flow distribution patterns and 

station influence zone characteristics of Seoul Metropolitan Area subway stations [55]. Xu Xinyue 

(2018) analyzed the route choice behavior of subway passengers based on the Automatic fare 

collection (AFC) data of Beijing Metro Line 1, Line 2, Line 4 and Line 6 [56]. Huang Jie (2018) 

calculated the travel time and OD matrix (Origin-Destination Matrix) of 4.31 million smart transit 

card data to study the temporal and spatial distribution characteristics of its passenger flow, taking 

the Beijing subway as an example [57 ]. Shen Lifan (2018) studied the relationship between 

reasonable walkable range-built environment and rail commuting at rail stations using subway 

swipe card data, taking 44 rail stations in Beijing as an example [58]. Ana Condeço-Melhorado 

(2020) used Twitter's geolocation data to analyze the activity patterns of Twitter users during the 

2016 Rio Olympics [59]. Kovács, Z (2021) used Twitter's geolocation data to analyze user activity 

patterns to study the spatiotemporal characteristics of users' use of the city [60]. 

In addition, the use of electronic maps of points of interest (POI) to identify urban functional 

facilities has become one of the mainstream methods to study the functional layout characteristics 

of cities. Sun Shixi (2018) used an analysis of Baidu Map POI to characterize the land use 

composition around Beijing's rail transit stations [61 ].Shu Bo (2019) conducted a quantitative 

empirical study on the structural characteristics of urban functions along five subway lines in 

operation in Chengdu City by using the kernel density analysis and inductive comparative analysis 

method of ArcGIS software using Gode map POI data, and found that the distribution of urban 

functions around rail stations is not exactly in a circle pattern [62]. Pengjun Zhao (2021) used cell 

phone signaling data and POI data to determine the range of residents' living circles and the 

accessibility of service facilities, and analyzed the spatial matching relationship between them and 

their geographical differentiation characteristics, using Beijing as an example [63]. 
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From the published literature, big data usually has the advantages of rich sources, large sample 

size, and real-time, which can objectively and truly reflect the characteristics of the object. In the 

study of the spatial distribution pattern and interaction of station realms, big data analysis methods 

can provide researchers with more detailed required data and can reflect the behavioral activity 

distribution of residents in the station area space and the preference degree of different functional 

facilities through the analysis of visualized data.  

(3) Methodological study of spatial relationship model 

At present, in order to clarify the relationship between the elements of the station realm 

researchers have used different spatial regression models to study, and mainly divided into two 

categories: global spatial regression models and local spatial regression models, as shown in Table 

1- 3. The global spatial regression models mainly include Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Spatial 

Error Model (SEM) and Spatial Lagged Model (SLM), among which OLS is the most commonly 

used regression method to assess the relationship between urban spatial elements [64,65]，and it is 

also the starting point of all spatial regression analysis [66 ]. OLS regression models have been 

widely used to study the interaction between rail stations and surrounding elements such as land 

price [67]、community structure [68]、infrastructure [69]. SEM is a spatial regression model based 

on a linear regression model that introduces a spatial error term to account for the effects of spatial 

dependence [70]. SLM introduces spatial lagged values to explain the variables [71]. Usually, SEM 

and SLM need to be used together to test the significance of both by building a spatial 

autocorrelation model, if the error value of the model is significant, choose SEM, if the Lagged 

value is significant, choose SLM, if neither is significant, then choose OLS. 

In terms of local spatial regression models, they currently include geographically weighted 

regression (GWR), multiscale geographically weighted regression (MGWR), and geographically 

temporal weighted regression (GTWR). Among them, GWR is the basis of MGWR and GTWR, 

and is an important method for local analysis in modern spatial econometrics. GWR is a local 

regression method based on kernel density estimation and weighted least squares, focusing on 

explaining spatial non-stationarity and heterogeneity of explanatory variable parameters [72]. GWR 

is commonly used by most researchers because of its compatibility with discrete data, large data or 

real-time update data, and its ease of interpretation and operation [73]. For example, MF Dziauddin 

(2015) GWR estimated the impact of the Greater Kuala Lumpur LRT transit system on the value of 

residential properties along the route in Malaysia [74]. Shaoying Li (2020) used a GWR model to 

characterize the interaction between passenger flow and the built environment in the rail station 

realm by integrating multiple sources of spatial big data such as POI, social media, and building 

footprint data [75]. 

AS Fotheringham built the MGWR model by adding equations that can calculate the bandwidth 

at different scales to the GWR model [76]. This improves the performance and application of the 

GWR model, because classical GWR assumes that all modeled processes operate at the same spatial 

scale. Since MGWR incorporates multiple distances as an influencing factor, it is more suitable for 

studying geographical phenomena in the macro-spatial domain or the relationships between things 

that act on each other. GTWR is a GWR model based on temporal weights proposed by Huang B in 

2010, which forms a temporal weight matrix by embedding temporal interval distances in the kernel 

function [77]，GTWR makes the research more reasonable and relevant, but it is not widely used 
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due to its complex calculation process and the high accuracy of the data required, as well as the need 

for specific tools to assist the calculation. 

Table 1- 3. Analysis of the advantages and limitations of the spatial relationship model 

Model Running Logic Advantages Limitations 

OLS 

Find the best functional match 

for the data by minimizing the 

squared sum of errors 

Easy to operate. 

Highly interpretable 

Wide range of applications 

Low computational cost 

Assumption Limits 

Sensitive to outliers 

Multiple covariance 

SEM 

First calculate the error values 

of the spatial units adjacent to 

the parameters, and then use 

generalized least squares to 

estimate the other parameters 

Predictions can be made 

on the data 

Considers spatial 

correlation 

Model stability 

Complex models 

Assume many 

constraints 

Cannot handle highly 

autocorrelated data 

SLM 

First calculate the lagged values 

of the spatial units adjacent to 

the parameters, and then use 

generalized least squares to 

estimate the other parameters 

Consider spatial 

correlation 

Accurate parameter 

estimation 

Capable of estimating 

heterogeneity 

High data requirements 

Complex models 

High computational 

costs 

GWR 

Using the different spatial 

locations of each element, 

calculate the bandwidth, then 

calculate the weight value of the 

spatial location of each element, 

and then use the regression 

equation to calculate 

High accuracy of results 

Consider the spatial 

location properties 

Visualization of results 

Not applicable to small 

data sets 

Cannot process multi-

point data 

MGWR 

Improve GWR by calculating 

the bandwidth of each 

independent variable 

Improved model accuracy 

Suitable for large 

geographic scales 

Requires auxiliary tool 

High computational 

costs 

Limited interpretability 

GTWR 

Based on GWR, regression 

analysis was performed on the 

elements of each time period 

The weight of time 

variation in geographic 

space is considered 

Requires auxiliary tool 

High computational cost 

Limited interpretability 

In recent years, quantitative statistical analysis and multiple regression models have dominated 

the analysis of the interrelationship between different elements in the study of rail transit station 

realm, and simple comparative analysis has been gradually withdrawn, which also reflects the 

advancement of the research related to the travel patterns of station realm residents and the 

characteristics of urban built environment from simple to complex and from local to comprehensive 

processes. 

1.2.4 Summary 

The study of the spatial distribution pattern and interactive interrelationship of rail transit station 

realms is multi-level, systematic and interdisciplinary in character. 
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From the theoretical research, scholars have conducted extensive and in-depth theoretical 

research on the spatial distribution pattern of rail transit station realm in terms of land use 

characteristics, industrial distribution characteristics and individual city function spatial distribution 

characteristics, but few studies have identified and integrated different categories of city function 

spatial distribution characteristics. At the same time, the current research on the interrelationship 

between the elements of station realms is mainly carried out in two directions: passenger flow and 

land use, and the research paradigm follows a combination of theory and empirical evidence, mainly 

using indicators such as land price, land use function and land use intensity to study the interaction 

with passenger flow. The study also found that the public space around the rail station is a special 

space dominated by the activity trajectory of residents, and people are the main actors of activities 

in the public space [78]. The characteristics of residents' activities along the rail line correspond to 

the layout of urban functions, and the residents' activities in a specific time and space can produce 

some corresponding urban functional use characteristics [79]. At present, most studies tend to focus 

on the temporal distribution characteristics of passenger flows, and do not explore the spatial and 

temporal distribution characteristics of population activities within the station realm in depth. 

In terms of methodological research, among the spatial pattern identification methods, many 

scholars have used the spatial pattern analysis tools provided by ArcGIS to identify the spatial 

distribution characteristics of elements such as station realm land use, urban functional facilities, 

and passenger flow according to the type of research data. And the big data analysis technology 

based on multi-source heterogeneous data has been a research hotspot in recent years, forming a 

complementary research approach based on the characteristics of different data resources, and multi-

source heterogeneous data makes the spatiotemporal behavioral characteristics of population 

activities easier to express in space. In the spatial regression models, quantitative statistical analysis 

and multiple regression models dominate, and simple comparative analysis has been withdrawn. 

From the empirical cases, the spatial distribution patterns, and interactions of rail transit stations 

in different cities have different characteristics because the planning and construction of urban rail 

transit are influenced by multiple aspects such as geographical location, policy guidance and 

technical conditions. At present, most of the research results are mainly focused on rail transit in 

developed or large cities. Especially in China, the research mainly focuses on the rail transit systems 

of large cities in the southeast region, such as Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. And there are few 

in-depth studies on the rail transit station realm of cities in the northwest region. Therefore, the 

research result of this paper, which takes Xi'an Metro Line 2 as the research object, not only fills 

the gap in the theoretical system of urban rail transit station realm research in China, but also has 

important significance for the planning and development of urban rail transit station realm in 

northwest China and along the " One Belt and One Road" in the future. 

1.3 Research question and purpose 

1.3.1 Research question 

This study focuses on the following three questions： 

(1) How to identify the distribution pattern of population activities and functional facilities within 

the station realm at the micro level? 
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(2) What is the degree of correlation between population activity and different categories of 

facilities within the station realm? What categories of facilities have a positive correlation with 

population activity? 

(3) What are the interaction mechanisms between population activities and different categories 

of facilities within station realm? How to improve the allocation of public resources in the station 

realm through interaction mechanisms? 

1.3.2 Research purpose 

The research purpose of this paper are mainly the following three points: 

(1) To analyze the spatial distribution status and locations of population activities and functional 

facilities within station realm. Based on geographic information systems (GIS), utilizing multi-

source big data and multiple spatial analysis methods, the aim is to identify the spatial distribution 

characteristics of population activities and functional facilities within the station realm at the micro 

level, thus contributing to the enrichment of the theoretical system of spatial-related research in the 

station realm. 

(2) To determine the degree of correlation between population activities and various facilities 

within station realm, as well as establish the variable system for spatial relationship model. By 

analyzing the degree of correlation between population activities and facilities such as catering, 

shopping, and transportation in the station realm, the aim is to establish a reliable system of variables 

for the studying the interaction mechanism between population activities and functional facilities.  

(3) To explore the interactive relationship between population activities and various facilities 

within station realms, and to propose development suggestions for different facilities based on the 

degree of interaction. The degree of interaction between population activities and various facilities 

in different types of station realms was obtained through regression models, and a sequence of 

interactions was established, thus providing a basis for improving the allocation of public resources 

in station realm. 

1.4 Research content and framework 

This paper, supported by research background, literature review, and relevant theoretical studies, 

establishes a research framework for the spatial distribution patterns of urban rail transit station 

areas. It employs a complementary strategy of big data and traditional survey data, as well as a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques. Furthermore, taking Xi'an Metro 

Line 2 as the empirical object, it explores the spatial distribution patterns of station realms and 

summarizes the distribution models of these areas. It further reveals the interaction mechanisms 

between "population activities" and "functional facilities". The goal is to comprehensively 

understand the characteristics and patterns of station area spatial distribution from a micro 

perspective, provide decision-making basis for urban managers and designers to improve the 

allocation of public resources and the living environment in station areas, and achieve the 

sustainable development of urban space supported and guided by rail transit. The research content 

of thesis is listed below, with the research framework is shown in Figure 1- 6. 

In Chapter 1, focuses on the research background, literature review, research questions and 
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purposes, as well as the content and technical route of the research. 

In Chapter 2, the interpretation of core concepts, clarify the core elements that define the scope 

of the station realm and determine the classification system that delineates the type of station realm. 

The theoretical studies related to the spatial distribution pattern and interaction, and a comparison 

of the characteristics of station realm development modes. 

In Chapter 3, the research methodological framework is constructed. It mainly includes the 

method of defining the scope and type of the station realm, the method of collecting data on 

population activities and functional facilities, the method of analyzing the spatial distribution pattern 

of the station realm, and the regression model selected to study the interaction mechanism. 

Chapter 4 is the first part of the empirical study, and 16 stations of Xi'an Metro Line 2 are selected 

as the research objects. Firstly, the scope and type of each research station realm are defined based 

on the actual survey data. Secondly, the spatial distribution characteristics of population activities 

and functional facilities in each station realm were analyzed using location-based information data. 

Finally, the location relationship between them was explored. 

Chapter 5 is the second part of the empirical study, which analyzes the correlation between 

population activities and various categories of functional facilities in each research station realm 

and establishes a system of variables through the significance of the correlation coefficients. 

Chapter 6 is the third part of the empirical study, which mainly utilizes the ordinary least squares 

(OLS) model and the geographically weighted regression (GWR) model to conduct regression 

analysis on the constructed variable system, so as to analyze the degree of interaction between the 

population activities and different functional facilities in the station realm, and to establish the 

interaction mechanism. Meanwhile, a detailed discussion around the main findings of the study is 

presented, and further development suggestions are made to improve the allocation of public 

resources in the station realm. 

In Chapter 7, summarizes the main conclusions of this study and suggests research directions for 

future research. 

 

Figure 1- 6. Research framework 
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2.1 Core concept identification 

2.1.1 Urban rail transit  

Urban rail transit refers to a rail transportation system constructed, operated, and serving the 

urban areas or surrounding regions, using railway technology, powered by electricity [1 ]. It 

facilitates urban residents' travel and follows specified routes, stations, operating hours, and fares. 

Compared to other modes of transportation, urban rail transit exhibits characteristics such as high 

capacity, high speed, high efficiency, low pollution, and low noise. It is an essential component of 

modern urban public transportation systems and a symbol of urban modernization and sustainable 

development. 

In 1863, the world's recognized first underground railway, the "London Metropolitan Railway," 

was opened, marking the birth of urban rail transit [2]. In the early and mid-20th century, electrically 

powered trains rapidly replaced steam locomotives, propelling urban rail transit into a phase of 

sustained and rapid development. However, from the mid to late 20th century, due to the 

development of the automobile industry, wars, massive investments, and other factors, the 

development of rail transit stagnated. It wasn't until after World War II when the excessive growth 

of private automobiles, urban sprawl, and increasing traffic congestion became pressing issues that 

urban rail transit once again received attention, leading to the construction of rail transit systems in 

many cities. 

From 1925 to the 1940s, some major cities in Europe and Japan had already achieved large-scale 

and networked operations of rail transit. In the 1990s, cities in Asia and South America also 

experienced rapid development in urban rail transit. Today, urban rail transit has evolved into a state 

of diverse coexistence with multiple types. Currently, China is also in a period of rapid development 

in urban rail transit construction. 

There are various types of urban rail transit systems worldwide, and due to the different aspects 

of rail transit systems or lines in different regions, the classification criteria for urban rail transit also 

vary. This paper, based on the "Classification Criteria for Urban Public Transportation," combines 

the operational characteristics, technological features, and other factors of various rail transit modes. 

As shown in Table 2- 1, the urban rail transit was classified into seven categories: Metro Rail Transit 

(MRT), Light Rail Transit (LRT), Monorail Transit, Tramway, Maglev Train, Automatic Guideway 

Transit (AGT), and Suburban Rail Transit (SRT) [3]. 

As shown in Table 2- 2, among the 9,018.3 km of urban rail transit lines in operation throughout 

China in 2021, the three main types of rail transit are as follows: metro lines cover 7,305 km, 

suburban rail covers 577 km, and tram lines cover 543.6 km [4]. This indicates that subway systems 

hold a dominant position in the urban rail transit systems of major cities in China and are also the 

primary mode of operation in the current urban rail transit system in Xi'an city. 

In conclusion, based on the current usage of urban rail transit in China and the consistency with 

the topic of discussion in this study, the term "urban rail transit" specifically refers to metro systems 

serving the urban areas. However, other types of rail transit will be mentioned and discussed in the 

case studies presented in this paper. 
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Table 2- 1. Classification and comparison of urban rail transit in China 

Classificati

on 
MRT LRT 

Monora

il 

Transit 

Tramwa

y 

Maglev 

Train 
AGT SRT 

Type 

Undergroun

d, elevated 

and above 

ground 

Fully 

enclosed 

overhead, 

above 

ground or 

undergrou

nd 

Closed 

or 

dedicat

ed lane 

elevate

d 

Closed 

surface 

lane 

Enclose

d or 

semi-

enclose

d 

elevate

d 

Fully 

enclosed 

undergrou

nd or 

elevated 

Undergrou

nd or 

elevated, 

fully 

enclosed 

Constructio

n cost 
High Medium Low Low High Medium High 

Capacity 

(Million 

passengers/

h) 

4.5～7 1～3 1～3 ≤1 1.5～3 ≤1 2.5～3.5 

Operating 

Speed 

(km/h) 

≥35 25～35 30～35 23～25 60～85 ≥25 120～160 

Formation 

(Vehicle) 
4～10 2～6 4～6 1～2 4～10 2～6 ≤10 

 

Table 2- 2. Operating mileage statistics of China urban rail transit in 2021 [4] 

Operating 

Mileage 

(Km) 

MRT LRT 
Monorail 

Transit 
Tramway 

Maglev 

Train 
AGT 

Suburban 

Rail Transit 

China 7305 285.6 143.8 543.6 58.7 104.6 577 

Xi'an 228.2 -- -- -- -- -- 29.3 

2.1.2 Rail transit station influence realm  

With the gradual integration of rail transit lines and stations into cities, a series of new phenomena 

and rules have emerged, along with a range of urban spaces influenced or radiating from these 

stations. The areas surrounding these stations have become hotspots of urban development and focal 

points of public activities, playing a crucial role in supporting the functioning of urban spaces. 

Currently, there is no unified terminology or definition in existing international research. As shown 

in the Table 2- 3, scholars from various fields such as transportation, urban planning, and economic 

geography have proposed different definitions from different perspectives. 

In summary, from the perspective of urban planning and transportation planning, this paper uses 

the term "rail transit station realm" to describe this specific urban space, referred to as "station 

realm." It is defined as "the urban space centered around rail transit stations, where human activities 

and urban elements are influenced by the proximity to these stations within a certain range." It 

represents a specific territorial concept within the city. The size and scope of the rail transit station's 
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influence realm are of great significance for urban transportation planning and development. The 

detailed explanation of how to define the station realm will be discussed in Section 2.2. 

Table 2- 3. Related expressions of the rail transit station realm 

Perspective Definition Title Meaning 

Transportation 

Perspective 

Traffic attraction area (Liu Huimin,2003) 

1.Walking accessibility 

of rail stations. 

 

2.The passenger flow 

generation area created 

by the station. 

Passenger flow radiation area (Guo Peng,2007) 

Passenger connection area (Dai Jie,2009) 

Coverage area (Wibowo,2010) 

Catchment area (Guerra et al，2012) 

Pedestrian Catchment Area (Zhao,2013) 

Last mile area (Nie Lei,2013) 

Service area (El-Geneidy,2014) 

Urban 

Development 

Perspective 

TOD area (Calthorpe,1993) Urban space where 

population, functional 

layout, land use and 

other urban elements are 

affected by a certain 

range of the station. 

Transit village (Bernick et al,1997) 

TOD rational area (Guo Tao,2008) 

Metro station area (Huang Jun,2008) 

Station area (Chorus et al,2011) 

Influencing realm of rail station (Zhu Dongzhu,2015) 

Economic 

Perspective 

TJD area (Cervero et al,2002) 

The area with the 

greatest range of market 

returns or where the 

station has a greater 

impact on surrounding 

property values. 

Metro impact area (Liu Gui Wen,2007) 

2.1.3 Urban spatial distribution pattern and interactive relationship 

DL. Foley (1964) argued that urban space should be understood from two aspects: form and 

process. Form refers to spatial distribution patterns, while process refers to the mechanisms of 

spatial functioning [5]. 

Based on Foley's conceptual framework, MM. Webber (1964) proposed three elements of urban 

space: material elements, which involve the positional relationships of physical elements; activity 

elements, which pertain to the spatial distribution of various human activities; and interaction 

elements, which encompass various flows in the city, such as human flow, goods flow, and traffic 

flow [6]. Therefore, the form of urban space refers to the spatial distribution patterns of material and 

activity elements, while the process refers to the interactions between these elements. 

According to Huang Yaping et al. (2002), urban space serves as a carrier and container that 

supports and accommodates urban activities. Urban space encompasses the distribution and 

interactions of all urban elements (both material and non-material) within the urban region and 

constitutes a dynamic system or collection that evolves over time [7]. 

(1) Urban Spatial distribution pattern 

The study of spatial distribution patterns plays a crucial role in urban planning and management 
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as it provides scientific evidence and theoretical support. Through the analysis of spatial distribution 

patterns, a deep understanding of urban spatial structure, functional distribution, and development 

trends can be achieved. This knowledge can then be used to formulate targeted planning and 

management measures to promote sustainable urban development. Spatial distribution patterns are 

a manifestation of human social activities in a geographical environment and are an important 

research subject in urban planning and management. The development of this field can be 

summarized into three stages: 

1. Regional differentiation stage (late 19th century to the 1940s): This stage focused on studying 

the influence of geographical environmental factors on spatial distribution patterns. Research 

primarily examined the impact of natural geographic factors on population, industry, agriculture, 

transportation, as well as the distribution patterns of urban and rural areas. Research methods mainly 

involved regional comparisons and empirical studies. 

2. Social location stage (1950s to 1980s): During this stage, with urbanization and 

industrialization processes, attention shifted towards the influence of socio-economic factors on 

spatial distribution patterns. Key research topics included urban functional zoning, urban form, and 

urban spatial structure. Research methods mainly involved regional analysis, statistical analysis, 

and empirical studies. 

3. Spatial structure stage (1990s to present): In this stage, with the acceleration of urbanization 

and globalization processes, researchers delved deeper into the study of urban spatial distribution 

patterns. Major research topics included intra-urban spatial structures, spatial connections between 

cities, and the evolution of urban spatial distribution patterns. Research methods primarily involved 

spatial analysis and geographic information system technologies. 

In summary, the urban spatial distribution pattern refers to the regularity, concentration, 

decentralization, and variability of various phenomena, elements, or objects within the city over a 

certain period and scope. In this context, the key elements are population and urban facilities, and 

the spatial distribution pattern of these elements reflects variability and characterization.  

(2) Urban interactive relationship 

EW. Soja, an early scholar exploring the relationship between urban materiality and social space, 

introduced the concept of "The socio-spatial dialectic," which was an early achievement in directly 

studying the relationship between urban materiality and social space. Soja believed that people both 

create and are shaped by urban space, actively changing and adjusting the environment to meet their 

needs and reflect their values. Simultaneously, humans gradually adapt to the natural environment 

and the people around them. Soja (1980) explained this as an ongoing two-way process in urban 

development, where people, while creating and transforming urban space, are also influenced and 

controlled by the spaces they inhabit and work in [8]. 

C. Pickvance and others discussed the relationship between urban renewal and social space. C. 

Pickvance (1985) argued that the main change in urban renewal is material renewal rather than 

economic revitalization. Social conflicts centered around public resources serve as the primary 

mechanism for inner-city renewal. Various social groups with shared interests form territorial 

coalitions based on local areas (communities) to acquire more investment and achieve 

improvements in the local material environment [9]. 
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In recent years, as urbanization has entered the stage of stock development, research on the 

relationship between urban material space and social space has often focused on more micro-level 

perspectives. The research has become more specific and detailed, primarily concentrating on 

studies of gentrification and the reconfiguration of urban communities and neighborhoods [10 ]. 

Additionally, studies have been conducted on the role of urban material spaces such as streets, 

squares, and shopping centers in promoting social integration [11,12] as well as the relationship 

between the development of gated communities and urban social development [13]. 

In summary, the urban spatial interaction of this topic refers to the two-way process between 

population activities and functional urban facilities. It involves assessing their interdependence 

through quantitative analysis and spatial modeling. The methodology aims to propose an 

optimization strategy for urban functional layout based on the allocation of public resources, so as 

to improve the physical environment and achieve the sustainable development of the station realm. 

2.1.4 Population activity and functional facility 

Wikipedia defines Human Population as the number of humans in a geographical area, and the 

subjects that study populations include sociology and geography. It is the fundamental category of 

population research. The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2015) defines 

population statistics as the collection of statistical data on population events and the characteristics 

of individuals and related persons involved in those events. Population statistics are of 

immeasurable value for planning, monitoring, and evaluating various schemes, such as those related 

to social security, education, public housing, and more [14]. E. Diener et al. (1980) define activities 

as the sum of actions that are united by a common purpose and fulfill a certain social function. 

Activities consist of purpose, motivation, action, and commonality and have a complete structural 

system [15]. In specific terms, activities refer to actions undertaken by individuals with a common 

purpose, involving purposeful actions. 

Urban functions refer to the uses and purposes of various urban spaces, including social, 

residential, commuting, administrative, and productive activities. Urban functions encompass 

facilities and services that enable economic operations [16]. They also include material engineering 

facilities that provide public services for social production and residents' daily lives. Urban functions 

are the general material conditions necessary for the survival and development of society. As urban 

functions become more specialized, functional facilities not only include public infrastructure such 

as power grids, communication (telephony, television, internet, postal services), water supply, gas 

supply, transportation (roads such as highways, railways, airports, ports), commonly referred to as 

basic infrastructure, but also include social undertakings such as education, technology, emergency 

services, healthcare, law, culture, sports, waste management, collectively known as "social 

infrastructure." 

In summary, in this article, population activities refer to the number of purposeful actions carried 

out by individuals within a station realm at a specific moment or within a day. It is not merely a 

simple statistical figure but also possesses detailed geographic location attributes, allowing for a 

visual representation of the spatial distribution of population activities. Functional facilities mainly 

refer to the quantity of social infrastructure such as commerce, healthcare, dining, etc., within the 

station realm. Data with geographic location attributes can effectively reflect the agglomeration 
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characteristics of urban functions in a specific area at a micro level. 

2.2 Fundamental research related to the station realm 

2.2.1 The scope of station realm 

The delineation of the station realm boundary is a prerequisite for conducting any research on 

station area space. The reasonable definition of the station realm boundary is crucial to ensure the 

reliability of the analytical results of the entire study. 

The walking scale is usually the core element to define the scope of rail transit station realm. At 

present, the method of defining the scope of the rail transit station realm is usually a circular area 

formed by taking the rail transit station as the center of the circle and the walking distance of 10 

min to 15 min as the radius [17]. According to the general normal human walking speed of about 

1.0 m/s ~ 1.2 m/s, of which 10 min is 600 m ~ 720 m, 15 min walking distance of 900 m ~ 1080 m. 

However, in practice, since the scale standard is not a fixed value, the station area range value tends 

to vary from city to city. For example, the walking distance of station realm in Canadian cities is 

mostly between 300m and 900 m, while it is 400 to 800 m in the U.S. [18,19]. Hyungun Sung 

delineated the Seoul rail transit station impact area with a reasonable walking range of 500 m [20]. 

In Shenzhen, China, some scholars proposed that the public habitual walking time is mostly 

concentrated in 6~10 minutes interval walking range is about 400~700m based on the survey [21]. 

In addition, the spatial extent is defined differently in other cities in China, but most of them are 

within this range (as shown in the Table 2- 4). 

Table 2- 4. List of methods for defining scope of station realm 

Author Region Method 

Du Caijun, Jiang Yukun [22] Beijing 
Average walking time: 9.9 min 

Walking scale: 900 m 

Huang Libin[23] Shanghai 
Average walking time: 10 min 

Walking scale: 600 m 

Huang Weidong, Su Qianqian [24] Hangzhou 
Average walking time: 5 min ~ 10 min 

Walking scale: 400 m ~ 800 m 

Wang Jinyuan, Zheng Xian, et al. [25] Shenzhen 
Average walking time: 6 min ~ 10 min 

Walking scale: 400 m ~ 700 m 

Ning Zhang, Jie Dai, et al. [26] Nanjing 
Average walking time: 6 min ~ 10 min 

Walking scale: 904 m 

Duan Degang, Zhang Fan [27] Xi’an 
Average walking time: 10 min 

Walking scale: 800 m 

Guo Daqi, Gao Feng, et al. [28] Shenyang 
Average walking time: 10 min 

Walking scale: 800 m 

However, some scholars believe that the rail transit station realm is not simply delineated by 

abstract geometric radius, it is also influenced by topographic space, road pattern, plot function and 

other factors [49]. 
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In summary, in order to make the research results more accurate and practical, this study will 

investigate and study the pedestrian and environmental characteristics around each station of Xi'an 

Metro Line 2, calculate the pedestrian scale based on the actual findings on pedestrian walking time 

and walking speed, and make further optimization based on the characteristics of parcel boundaries 

and roads, finally determine the influence realm range of each station. 

2.2.2 The types of station realm 

Through in-depth literature analysis, it is found that there are not many studies specifically 

focused on the classification of rail transit station realms. However, research on the classification of 

rail transit stations can serve as a reference for selecting the division criteria in this study, and the 

classification methods used in these studies can also provide insights for this section of the research. 

The common classification criteria for rail stations are typically node-oriented classification, place-

oriented classification, and function-oriented classification. 

Node-oriented classification primarily focuses on the transportation functions of stations as the 

main criterion for division. As a high-capacity public transportation mode in urban areas, rail transit 

has the advantages of speed and convenience, making it an important component of urban 

connectivity and transportation hubs. Therefore, this type of classification emphasizes the role of 

rail stations in the urban rail transit system and their relationships with other public transportation 

modes. 

Place-oriented classification emphasizes that various urban activities around rail transit stations 

are supported by land use. The nature of land use is the main factor determining the types of urban 

spatial functions within the station realm. Thus, this classification method uses urban land use 

functions as the criteria, including the location factors of rail transit stations in the city. 

Function-oriented classification categorizes stations based on the land use around the stations and 

their roles in specific functional areas. The advantage of function-oriented classification is that it 

can rationalize land use and contribute positively to urban planning. 

(1) Classification of rail transit stations under node-oriented approach 

In the node-oriented classification, which focuses on transportation functions, rail transit stations 

are classified based on their location, architectural layout, structural type, and alignment of the rail 

lines [29]. Stations can be categorized according to their location as underground stations, surface 

stations, or elevated stations. Based on the architectural layout, stations can be classified as shallow-

buried or deep-buried. The structural types can be rectangular box-shaped underground stations or 

elliptical tunnel stations. Depending on their operational nature, stations can be classified as 

intermediate stations, hub stations, transfer stations, terminal stations, vehicle depots, and parking 

facilities. Finally, stations can also be categorized based on the alignment of the rail lines as island 

platform stations, side platform stations, or a combination of both island and side platforms. 

Guangzhou, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Beijing, and other major cities divide rail transit stations into 

3-4 grades according to a series of indicators such as the number of rail transit lines connected to 

the station, the mode of interchange traffic related to the station, and the land attributes of the area 

where the station is located[30,31],The details are shown in the Table 2- 5. 
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Table 2- 5. Node-oriented station hierarchy in different cities 

City Grading indicators Grading profile and criteria 

Guangdong 
Number of connected rail 

lines 

Major Interchange Hub: Nodes connecting three 

urban-level or two regional-level rail lines. 

Interchange Station: Nodes connecting two urban rail 

lines. 

General Station: Other regular rail transit stations. 

Shanghai 

Interchange Modes of 

Transfer 

 

Land Use Attributes of 

Interchange Hub Areas 

Passenger Hub Station: Rail transit hubs connecting 

with large-scale external transportation hubs. 

Bus Hub Station: Rail transit hubs located at major 

conventional bus hubs, line junctions, or CBD areas. 

Bus Interchange Station: Rail transit hubs connecting 

with regular bus hubs. 

General Interchange Station: Rail transit stations 

connecting with regular bus stops. 

Shenzhen 

Types of interchange modes 

 

Land Use Attributes of 

Interchange Hub Areas 

Integrated Interchange Hub: Rail transit hubs located 

at the junctions of major conventional bus hubs, 

external transportation hubs, or city primary and 

secondary centers. 

Major Interchange Hub: Rail transit hubs located at 

the junctions of regular bus hubs or central areas of 

districts. 

General Interchange Hub: Rail transit hubs connecting 

with regular bus stops. 

Beijing 

Types of Interchange Modes 

 

Number of Interconnected 

Rail Transit Lines 

Level 1 Hub: Rail transit hubs connecting with large-

scale external transportation hubs. 

Level 2 Hub: Interchange hubs between rail transit 

lines and interchange hubs connecting rail transit with 

multiple regular bus lines. 

Level 3 Hub: Rail transit stations connecting with 

regular bus stops. 

(2) Classification of rail transit stations under place-oriented approach 

Under the place-oriented classification, rail transit stations are classified based on the surrounding 

area, aiming to clarify the purpose of land development and reduce the workload of land use 

categorization. However, due to the consideration of multiple indicators during the classification 

process, the resulting classification results may be more ambiguous. 

Zheng Ming believes that there are two planning patterns for subway stations by combining land 

use: a. Strong Center, where the central unit undergoes high-intensity development, forming an 

intensive urban complex with the station; b. Weak Center, where stations are independently located 

such as standalone at-grade or elevated stations, or underground stations located at intersections 

[32]. Fu Bofeng et al., taking the land use within the influence range of suburban rail transit stations 

as the starting point, comprehensively consider the transportation function and place characteristics 

of the stations, and divide suburban rail transit stations into 7 major categories and 11 subcategories 
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[33]. At Tongji University, Hui Ying categorizes station areas into four types: Public Center Area, 

Transportation Hub Area, Mature Residential Area, and Urban Periphery Area based on the 

characteristics and functions of the station areas [34]. Zhang Yunan, starting from the micro-scale 

urban spatial form of the stations, proposes several forms of the core area between urban rail transit 

stations and surrounding areas, including station-centric urban blocks, node-centric stations, 

integrated complexes blending stations with urban spaces, nodes developing around the urban center, 

and various levels of transportation hubs inside and outside the city [35]. 

（3） Classification of rail transit stations under function-oriented approach 

From the perspective of guiding land development in station areas, function-oriented 

classification is more suitable. According to urban functional positioning, rail transit stations are 

generally classified into three major types: central stations, residential stations, and hub stations [36]. 

As shown in the Table 2- 6, with the continuous improvement of technological conditions, 

researchers have refined and enriched the classification indicators, greatly enhancing the accuracy 

of the classification results for rail transit stations. 

Table 2- 6. Different scholars have classified stations based on functional orientation 

Author Classification basis Classification results 

Huang Jun 

Transportation Function: Traffic 

Type (A) + Function Type (B) 

Urban Function: Spatial Function 

(C) + Regional Level Entity (D) 

Station Area Spatial Type: A1 + B1 + C1 + 

D1 

Wang Xialu 
Station Area Functional Layout 

Development Intensity 

Public Center Type Station, Transportation 

Hub Type Station, Residential Community 

Type Station, Landscape Open Type Station 

Duan Degang, 

Zhang Fan 

Functionalities of Surrounding 

Areas 

Transportation Function 

Land Use Functions 

Residential Type Station, Public Type 

Station, Commercial/Service Type Station, 

Transportation Type Station 

Zhao Chang 
Urban Function 

Transportation Function 

Planned Type, Residential Type (Peripheral 

Residential Type, Core Residential Type), 

School District Type, Center Type 

(Peripheral Center Type, Core Center Type), 

Hub Type, Industrial Type 

Ministry of 

Housing and 

Urban-Rural 

Development 

Classification of Rail Transit 

Network 

Land Use Function 

Transportation Service Scope 

Service Level 

Hub Station (Class A), Center Station (Class 

B), Cluster Station (Class C), Special 

Control Station (Class D), Terminal Station 

(Class E), General Station (Class F) 

Liu Jiachen 

Urban Function, Transportation 

Function of the Station, Population 

Density 

Public Commercial Service Type, High 

Population Density General Type, Low 

Population Density General Type, Industrial 

Warehouse Type, Higher Education Type, 

Planned Development Type 
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In summary, different research purposes result in different station classification approaches. 

Based on the station classification methods, there is currently no comprehensive standard to 

determine the type of each station. Particularly, for the study of rail transit station realms as part of 

urban space, it is important to focus on describing the urban spatial characteristics within the station 

area. Therefore, based on the synthesis of indicators from the three classification systems: node-

oriented, place-oriented, and function-oriented, this study combines the characteristics of rail transit 

stations themselves and the urban space. The classification of rail transit station realms in this study 

mainly includes two major indicators: transportation functional space and urban functional space. 

Transportation functional space primarily considers the transportation environment characteristics 

of the station itself and the station area, while urban functional space primarily considers the spatial 

form and density characteristics of the station realm. The specific indicator classification is shown 

in the Table 2- 7. Additionally, to classify the Xi'an Metro Line 2 station realm objectively and 

comprehensively, this study adopts cluster analysis to analyze and categorize the various indicators. 

Table 2- 7. Classification index of rail station realm 

First-level indicators Second-level indicators  Third-level indicators 

Transportation 

Functional Space 

Station conditions 
Number of Transit Lines 

Number of stations entrances and exits 

Station realm transportation 

environment 

Number of bus stops 

Number of transportation service 

facilities 

Urban Functional 

Space 

Station realm spatial form 

Boundary form 

Network form 

Building form 

Station realm spatial density 
Population density 

Land use intensity 

2.3 Theoretical research of urban spatial distribution 

2.3.1 Geographic information system theory 

Geographic Information System theory believes that the analysis of urban spatial distribution 

pattern can be done with the help of Geographic Information System (GIS) technology, through 

collecting, storing, processing and analyzing the spatial data of the city, so as to understand the 

urban spatial pattern and urban development trend more comprehensively and precisely. 

The history of GIS theory can be roughly divided into the following stages： 

(1) The pioneering period of spatial analysis (1960s to early 1970s): Roger Tomlinson, a 

geographer, introduced the concept of Canada Land Inventory, the world's first geographic 

information management system that enabled digital map production and management [37 ]。

Subsequently, he first introduced the concept of Geographic Information System in his paper 

published in 1967 and described the basic principles and applications of GIS. [38]。 

(2) The initial establishment of GIS theory (mid-1970s to early 1980s): In the mid-1970s, GIS 

theory gradually gained the attention of academia and industry, and theoretical research continued 

to deepen. basic concepts and methodological systems of GIS were initially established, and basic 
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technologies such as map projection, spatial data structure, data acquisition and data processing 

gradually matured. [39]。 

(3) The period of widespread application of GIS (1980s to mid-1990s): The application of GIS 

technology gradually expanded to many fields, including land use, urban planning, resource 

management, environmental monitoring and so on. At the same time, GIS software tools gradually 

developed, commercial software such as ArcGIS, MapInfo, etc. came out one after another. 

(4) The development period of geographic information science (mid-1990s to present): GIS 

theory gradually penetrated into geographic information science, GIS became an emerging science 

integrating data, methods, technologies and theories, and the integration and development of related 

technologies such as remote sensing, spatial statistics, multimedia technology, etc. made the scope 

of GIS applications expand continuously [40]. With the rise of the Internet and open-source software, 

OpenGIS has started to become a new research direction. It proposes a new GIS framework and 

model, aiming to promote the rapid development of GIS applications and development. 

In conclusion, the theoretical research and practical development of GIS have been continuously 

deepened, from the initial mapping to geographic information science, from computer applications 

to the Internet era, the scope and field of application of GIS have been expanded, providing strong 

support for the sustainable development of urban space. 

2.3.2 Spatial analysis technology 

Spatial analysis can refer to the analysis of spatial data or the spatial analysis of data. The former 

focuses on the analysis of non-spatial characteristics of spatial objects and phenomena. Robert 

Haining's work specifically emphasizes the sampling design, statistical compilation, data simulation, 

and analysis of statistical properties of spatial statistical data. He believes that a central issue is how 

to use mathematical (statistical) models to describe and simulate spatial phenomena and processes, 

transforming geographical models into mathematical models to facilitate quantitative description 

and computational processing [41]。Wang Jinfeng et al. then define it as a technique for analyzing 

spatial data based on the location and morphology of geographic objects with the aim of extracting 

and transmitting spatial information. Spatial analysis is the main feature of the Geographic 

Information System [42]. Zhang Kequan and Guo Renzhong, on the other hand, focus on statistical 

analysis methods, particularly multivariate statistical analysis methods, for handling spatial data. 

These analyses typically do not consider the spatial characteristics of the data as restrictive factors. 

The specific spatial locations described by spatial data do not play a constraining role in these 

analyses [43]。 

From this perspective, the analysis of spatial data does not fundamentally differ from general data 

analysis. However, the interpretation of the results of spatial data analysis inevitably relies on 

geographic space. In most cases, the results of the analysis are described and represented in the form 

of maps. Therefore, although the spatial positions of the data sampling points are not explicitly 

considered during the analysis process, the analysis still describes spatial processes and reveals 

spatial patterns and mechanisms. 

Spatial analysis of data involves studying spatial objects in terms of their spatial positions, 

relationships, and other aspects, with the aim of providing quantitative descriptions of spatial 
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phenomena [44,45]. From the perspective of information extraction, spatial analysis of data is a 

process of description and explanation, involving the extraction of features and computation of 

parameters. The main methods used in spatial analysis include spatial statistics, graph theory, 

topology, and computational geometry, with the primary task being the description and analysis of 

spatial structures. The main contents of spatial analysis include spatial location, spatial distribution, 

spatial morphology, spatial distance and spatial relationship[46 ]， the relevant definitions and 

analysis methods are shown in Table 2- 8. 

Table 2- 8. Content, definition, and analysis methods of spatial analysis 

Main content Definition Analysis method 

Spatial location 

Transmission of positioning 

information of spatial objects with 

the assistance of spatial coordinate 

system 

Spatial superposition analysis 

Spatial distribution 

Group positioning information of 

the same type of spatial objects, 

including distribution, trend, 

comparison, etc. 

Mean Nearest Neighbor Analysis 

Multi-distance spatial clustering 

analysis 

Kernel density analysis 

Spatial form Geometric form of spatial objects 

The one-dimensional measure of area 

and perimeter 

Fractional dimensionality 

Spatial distance 
Proximity of spatial objects to each 

other 
Network analysis 

Spatial relationship 
Correlation, orientation, similarity, 

correlation, etc. of spatial objects 
Spatial autocorrelation analysis 

2.4 Theoretical research of urban spatial interaction relations 

2.4.1 Central place theory 

The Central Place Theory was initially proposed by German geographer Walter Christaller in 

1933. In his work "Central Places in Southern Germany," Christaller proposed that a city is a 

collection of central areas, each consisting of a residential area, a service center, and a market region 

[47 ]. The size and function of a city depend on its central position. Hoffman's theory provided 

important theoretical support and guidance for urban geography and urban planning. 

Building upon Christaller's work, American geographer Brian J. L. Berry further developed and 

expanded the Central Place Theory in the 1950s. He introduced three important concepts: central 

place hierarchy, central place function, and market areas. Applying Christaller's theory to the study 

of American cities, Berry found a close relationship between the spatial distribution and functional 

differentiation of cities and factors such as central position, market area size, and hierarchy. 

Furthermore, in the 1960s and 1970s, the Central Place Theory underwent further development 

and revisions. American geographers William Garrison and Lawrence Curran introduced two new 

concepts: marginal analysis and expansion analysis [48,49]. They argued that the spatial distribution 

and development of cities depend on the influence range of central places, the size and demand of 
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markets, and the level of transportation and communication technology [50]. 

With the globalization and development of information technology, the Central Place Theory 

gradually shifted towards a global perspective, emphasizing urban competition, cooperation, and 

the global status and power of cities. In the 1980s, British geographer Peter J. Taylor and others 

introduced the New Economic Geography [51]. This theory emphasized cities as centers of global 

economy and culture, studying the development and transformation of cities in the context of 

globalization, as well as the connections and interactions between cities and their surrounding 

regions and other cities. The theory has been widely applied and developed in the fields of urban 

geography and globalization studies. The core ideas of the New Economic Geography include: 

1. Global Cities: The theory views cities as integral components of globalization, studying the 

status, influence, and functions of global cities, as well as the connections and interactions between 

them [52]. 

2. Network Space: The theory recognizes that the development of information and 

communication technologies has changed the spatial relationships between cities and regions, 

creating a global network space in which cities and regions play important roles [53]. 

3. Spatial Organization: The theory emphasizes the spatial organization and functional 

differentiation of cities, viewing cities as complex systems composed of multiple centers and sub-

centers, each with its own specific function and influence range [54]. 

4. Geopolitics: The theory places urban development and transformation within the context of 

geopolitics, studying the relationships and mutual influences between cities and nations/regions, as 

well as the roles and functions of cities in geopolitics [55]. 

Additionally, research methods in the New Economic Geography include case studies, statistical 

analysis, GIS technology, network analysis, and others. 

2.4.2 Urban catalyst theory 

The concept of "catalyst" in urban context, borrowed from the chemical concept of a catalyst, 

refers to elements that can trigger a series of chain reactions and stimulate the development of other 

elements within a city, without undergoing any changes themselves throughout the process [56]. 

The concept of "urban catalyst" was formally introduced by American scholars Wayne Attoe and 

Donn Logan in 1989 in their book "American Urban Architecture: Catalysts in the Design of Cities." 

Attoe and Logan proposed that any element in a city that can inspire and catalyze urban development 

can be considered as a "catalyst." By introducing these elements as catalysts, they can mutually 

stimulate and coordinate various chain reactions, which can manifest in social, economic, and 

political aspects, as well as in the form and architecture of a specific urban space [57]. 

These catalyst elements that trigger a series of chain reactions in the city can be tangible elements, 

such as a building, a green space, a plaza, or a transportation mode, as well as intangible elements, 

such as architectural trends or development patterns. As long as they can facilitate the interaction of 

urban elements, catalyze urban development, and have an impact, they can be regarded as catalysts. 

The theory of "urban catalyst" differs from traditional urban design theories as it guides the 

development and construction of urban space in a bottom-up and gradual manner. By controlling 
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the focal points of urban growth, it plays a dual role of stimulation and guidance [58 ]. Urban 

catalysts emerge during the process of urban development and, in turn, influence and contribute to 

the continuous improvement and development of urban spatial structure and functionality. 

The catalytic process is shown in the Figure 2- 1. Actions (represented by shaded lines), and the 

regulating aspects of the process are represented by the dotted lines around the shaded lines. 

Whether the urban space is developed, restored, or renewed catalyzes other actions, which in turn 

drive other actions. Of course, each action is also limited in some way so that the reaction does not 

disrupt the overall space of the city. 

 
Figure 2- 1. Diagrammatic representation of the catalytic process [56] 

Urban public transport stations are the places where the highest concentration of people naturally 

gathers in the city, inevitably leading to a significant amount of commercial activity and promoting 

the development of the surrounding areas. Urban rail transit, with its high capacity for passenger 

transportation, acts as a catalyst through its stations. The ability of rail transit stations to handle large 

volumes of passenger flows helps create an attractive urban space, providing opportunities for 

increased interaction and activities, and guiding the city towards a healthy and sustainable 

development. 

The guiding role of urban rail transit in spatial structure has gradually become evident during the 

rapid development of rail transit. With rail transit stations as the anchor, the development and 

construction of commercial, office, residential, and public service areas in the surrounding regions 

have generated new business opportunities, driving a series of developments and updates in station 

realms and promoting their spatial development. Therefore, rail transit stations, as important 

catalysts in the construction of new urban areas or the revitalization of old ones, simultaneously 

promote the overall development of the city through their individual growth [59]. They provide a 

method for gradually achieving urban planning goals, fully harnessing their catalytic role in guiding 

the development of urban functions and urban structures and are of significant importance in guiding 

urban spatial development. 

2.5 Theoretical research on development model of urban rail transit station 

2.5.1 Transit-oriented development model 

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is a public transportation-oriented development model 
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pioneered in 1993 by Peter Calthorpe, an American architect and urban planner who is a 

representative of New Urbanism [ 60 ]. He defined TOD as a comprehensive community of 

commercial, cultural, educational, and residential developments within a walking radius of 400 to 

800 meters (5 to 10 minutes), using a grid of roads, mixed use of functions, appropriate development 

density, and walkability within the residential area (Figure 2- 2). In urban planning, TOD is a type 

of urban development that maximizes the amount of residential, business and leisure space within 

walking distance of public transport [61 ]. It promotes a symbiotic relationship between dense, 

compact urban form and public transport use [62]. 

Although TOD theory was initially adopted primarily as a response to the unrestricted sprawl of 

individual cities in the United States after World War II, as a response to the traditional automobile 

use-driven development model [63 ]. However, as urbanization levels are increasing rapidly in 

countries around the world, more and more cities or regions are turning to TOD as a means of 

improving their urban fabric. TOD has become a comprehensive strategy for merging land use and 

transportation networks, enhancing compact urban forms, and promoting public transportation use 

by reducing the use of private vehicles. 

 
Figure 2- 2. Illustration of transit-oriented development (TOD) [64] 

In 2005, the City of San Francisco implemented the Transbay Redevelopment Project with 

the aim of transforming the Transbay area into a mixed-use, transit-oriented, and sustainable 

development model. During this time, the old Transbay terminal and elevated ramp will be 

transformed into the Salesforce Transit Center, a modern, integrated transit hub. 

The Salesforce Transit Center is located one block south-east of Market Street, a primary 

commercial and transportation artery in San Francisco (Figure 2- 3). The Salesforce Transit 

Center, with a total built-up area of approximately 14 square meters, serves as a hub for 11 

regional bus systems and street-level municipal transit services (Figure 2- 4). With the 

completion of the underground tunnel, it will provide regional commuter rail and high-speed 

rail services for the residents of San Francisco, eventually extending its reach across the entire 

state of California. 
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Figure 2- 3. Salesforce Transit Center location in San Francisco 

 

Figure 2- 4. Salesforce Transit Center's main building form [65] 

The Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) model led by the Salesforce Transit Center has 

had a significant impact on the economy and communities in the Transbay area. To date, the 

regional development has created approximately 650,000 square meters of commercial and 

office space, 4,200 housing units (including 35% permanently affordable housing), 1,000 hotel 

rooms, and a nearly 9,000 square meter retail district, forming a truly multifunctional urban 

center. Simultaneously, since 2017, high-tech research and development companies, including 

Google, Uber, Facebook, Dropbox, Airbnb, and Amazon, have progressively established their 

presence, making the Transbay area a high-tech hub of San Francisco. 

Bounded by Mission, Howard, Beale and Second streets, the four-block long multi-modal 

Salesforce Transit Center’s transit operators provide daily transit services within and to San 

Francisco, the North and East Bays along with the Peninsula. As show in the Figure 2- 5, the Transit 

Center serves AC Transit, Greyhound, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (Muni), 
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Golden Gate Transit, Paratransit, and WestCat Lynx, with proximity to SamTrans, Amtrak, Muni 

Metro, and BART. Bus operations are found on the ground floor Bus Plaza (between Fremont and 

Beale streets) and the third floor Bus Deck. In the future, the Transit Center will serve Caltrain and 

California High Speed Rail when rail service is connected from the 4th and King Street station and 

ultimately, the State’s statewide rail service system. 

 

Figure 2- 5 Salesforce Transit Center's Stereoscopic Transfer System [66] 

2.5.2 Station-city integrated development model 

"Station-City Integration" is an urban planning concept that aims to integrate transportation hubs 

with urban buildings, enhancing the sustainability and efficiency of the city through spatial and 

functional integration [67]. Station-city integration development goes beyond the development of 

transportation hubs and their surrounding areas. It simultaneously integrates the "human factor" by 

combining multiple modes of transportation and engages in the overall planning and development 

of residential and commercial areas along the rail transit lines. As shown in the Figure 2- 6, the basic 

approach of development and construction can be summarized as the integrated development of 

office, residential, and transportation infrastructure, with the goal of creating a comprehensive urban 

development that blends the station with the surrounding city. Various techniques are employed, 

such as expanding the development area with bus transit systems, constructing interdisciplinary 

public spaces and pedestrian networks, and strategically placing facilities at terminal and 

intermediate stations to attract passenger flow. Station-city integration development not only allows 

operators and developers of rail transit to achieve economic benefits but also amplifies the 

agglomeration effect of hub stations, thereby enhancing the city's attractiveness. 
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Figure 2- 6. Cluster Development Model Centered on Rail Transit Station 

The development of station-city integration in Japan, guided by rail transit, has undergone 

multiple transformations and has been deeply implemented in various aspects of rail transit planning, 

design, construction, and operation. Japan is also one of the earliest, most widely applied, and most 

developed regions in the world when it comes to the practice of "station-city integration" 

development model. With the significant development of rail transit, the development model of rail 

transit stations in Japan has become increasingly refined and has evolved to the TOD 4.0 model, 

which emphasizes the integrated development from "station-city" to "station-city-people" [68 ]. 

Through the collaborative development of rail transit construction and urban development, compact 

cities with a walking distance of approximately 800 meters have been formed [69]. For example, 

Shibuya Station in Tokyo (Figure 2- 7), through a series of redevelopment projects, has reconfigured 

transportation infrastructure while integrating urban functional spaces through the concept of an 

"Urban Core." This integration has facilitated smooth connectivity in public transportation, linking 

high-rise complexes consisting of offices, music theaters, event halls, and commercial facilities to 

multiple railway lines, making Shibuya Station one of Tokyo's most representative commercial 

districts. 

The three typical measures of station-city integration that showcase the three-dimensional 

utilization of space are overhead development, vertical transportation, and station complexes. 

Overhead development is a common practice that involves utilizing space in layers. Its purpose is 

not only to save land and space but also to bridge fragmented spaces and activate the city's "negative 

space." Station complexes refer to integrated complexes that combine multiple functions with 

station construction. In the underground section, resources such as subway stations, underground 

parking lots, and underground commercial facilities are shared, making full use of the underground 

space of the subway station. Underground commercial facilities are located on the basement level, 

while underground parking is situated on the sub-basement level. An underground pedestrian system 

is connected to public parking lots and underground commercial facilities. In the above-ground 

section, there are usually bus stops, commercial areas, offices, and other functions, creating a 

multifunctional space that reinforces the status of the transportation hub. 
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Figure 2- 7. Shibuya Station's Space Location in Tokyo 

An example is shown in Figure 2- 8, during the integrated construction of Shibuya Station, an 

elevated road was constructed to reduce the division caused by the railway lines. Additionally, to 

manage complex pedestrian flows, the station area has planned multiple elevated and underground 

pedestrian walkways, including underground passages, surface-level walkways, and elevated 

walkways. This approach not only saves land resources and enhances spatial connectivity but also 

facilitates convenient travel while shaping a vibrant urban space. Moreover, within the Shibuya 

Station area, there are numerous corridors and walkways connecting various commercial spaces. 

Especially noteworthy are the walkways above the railway tracks, which link both sides of the 

railway. Passengers can easily traverse between different shopping centers, facilitating a mutually 

beneficial interaction between transportation and commercial activities. 

 

Figure 2- 8. Station-city Integration at Tokyo Shibuya Station [70] 

2.5.3 Rail plus property model 

The "Rail plus Property" (R+P) Model is a development concept proposed by the MTR 

Corporation in Hong Kong, aiming to promote urban spatial integration and functional 
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intensification centered around railway stations. Hong Kong has a total area of approximately 1,100 

km², but due to its mountainous terrain, the urban land area is only around 200 km². This makes 

Hong Kong one of the most densely populated cities in the world, with a population density of 7,125 

people/km² as of 2020 [71 ]. According to statistics from 2018, Hong Kong residents make 

approximately 13.216 million trips on public transportation daily, with railways accounting for 43.9% 

of the total trips. Furthermore, nearly 50% of the population resides within a 500-meter radius of a 

subway station [72]. Hong Kong effectively utilizes the R+P model to ensure the normal functioning 

of a densely populated city with limited land resources. 

The R+P model is derived from Transit-Oriented Development (TOD), where residential 

developments are constructed above or near railway stations. This creates the "Rail plus Property" 

(R+P) model, as illustrated in Figure 2- 9. With intensive development and the influence of the 

terrain in established areas, Hong Kong's urban space has transitioned from a single-plane city to a 

three-dimensional city, responding to the demands of high-density development. This spatial 

characteristic synergizes with the development of the public transportation system. 

Kowloon Station is one of the representatives of the "R+P" model development in the Hong Kong 

subway system. The subway tracks and the buildings above form an integrated block complex. The 

underground levels consist of the subway station and high-speed rail station, the ground level 

includes bus and taxi stands, and the second to third floors house commercial shops. Above that are 

enclosed high-rise residential buildings, providing a total of 6,390 housing units. The top-level 

platform of the podium serves as a central landscaped garden for the residential area and the only 

public open space. The entire Kowloon Station complex offers all the essential life services, from 

transportation to residential and office spaces, making it a self-sufficient and independent 

neighborhood. 

 

Figure 2- 9. Maritime Square Residential-retail Development atop Tsing Yi Station [73] 

The "R+P" model tightly integrates Kowloon Station with the properties above (commercial and 

residential areas), creating a compact spatial form centered around the rail station that promotes 

urban spatial integration and functional intensification (Figure 2- 10). Additionally, the 18 to 35-
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story residential towers form a prominent silhouette within the massive architectural ensemble. 

 

Figure 2- 10. Kowloon Station's Space Location 

The Kowloon Station neighborhood covers an area of 135,000 square meters, with a total floor 

area of 1.7 million square meters and a high plot ratio of 1:12 [74]. The development of the Kowloon 

Station neighborhood in a high-density and compact mode with the "R+P" model effectively 

addresses the constraints of Hong Kong's high population density and scarce land resources. As 

shown in Figure 2- 11, the spatial layout within the Kowloon Station area has undergone a 

transformation from a single "flat" dimension to a three-dimensional configuration. The Kowloon 

Station neighborhood integrates community services, offices, hotels, and transportation facilities, 

among other public amenities, into a comprehensive public space. It resembles a self-contained mini 

city that is completely separated from the outside. The three-dimensional layout provides great 

convenience for the users of the properties above Kowloon Station. 

 

Figure 2- 11. Kowloon Station's Stereoscopic Transfer System 
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2.5.4 The station integrated development model 

Station Integrated Development (SID) refers to the coordinated planning, development, and 

construction of both the railway station and its surrounding area, creating a highly integrated urban 

layout [75 ]. Many cities in France, such as Paris, Lyon, and Lille, have pioneered the organic 

integration of high-speed rail hubs with urban architectural complexes, forming transportation and 

building complexes within the city. Lyon Part-Dieu station is the largest integrated transportation 

hub in Lyon, serving national transportation and being the largest train station in France outside the 

Île-de-France region. With an area of 60 hectares (Figure 2- 12), Lyon Part-Dieu station area features 

a large-scale urban central business district (CBD) with 64,380 square meters of commercial space, 

216 hotels, and 700 parking spaces. It gathers 40% of Lyon's office buildings and accommodates 

approximately 85,000 people passing through the station each day [76]. 

The Lyon Part-Dieu station area is an important urban gateway in Lyon, with several iconic 

buildings that significantly influence the city's architectural landscape. The Part Dieu Tower, 

completed in 1977 and standing at a height of 164 meters, and the Oxygen Tower, completed in 

2010 and standing at a height of 166 meters, together form the tallest skyline in Lyon. According to 

statistics from the Lyon Part-Dieu station area official website (http://www.lyon-partdieu.com), the 

residential population in the area was approximately 20,000 people in 2016, with a population 

density of 17,600 people per square kilometer. The land use intensity in this area is much higher 

than in surrounding areas, making it one of the true centers of Lyon. 

 

Figure 2- 12. Lyon Part-Dieu Station's Space Location 

The station area encompasses various functions, including office spaces, residential areas, 

commercial establishments, and leisure facilities, creating an intensive and multi-functional spatial 

layout (Figure 2- 13). The current office buildings in the station area cover an approximate area of 

1 million square meters, and there are 12 hotels of different levels and 8 hotel-style apartments, 

making it one of the most important business and trade negotiation areas in Lyon. Lyon Part-Dieu 

station area is also one of the largest shopping centers in Europe, with an annual visitor flow of 

54.75 million people. Additionally, the area features traditional food markets, a concert hall, Lyon 

Central Library, sports arenas, and other public service facilities, providing comprehensive support 
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for the needs of employees, residents, and tourists in the Lyon Part-Dieu station area. 

 
Figure 2- 13. Functional Zoning of Lyon Part-Dieu Station Area 

2.6 Chapter summary 

This chapter is research on relevant theoretical foundations. First, the scope and limitations of 

this study are clarified by defining the concepts of rail transit, station realm, urban spatial pattern 

and interactive relationship, as well as population activity and functional facility. Secondly, the 

research related to the station realm clarifies the walking scale is the core elements for defining the 

scope in this thesis, as well as the f function-oriented classification system was used to determine 

the type of station realm. Finally, the study of fundamental theories such as central place theory and 

urban catalyst theory as well as the comparison of related cases provide the basis for the study of 

the spatial distribution characteristics and interaction mechanism of the station realm in this thesis. 
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Introduction 

This chapter is the construction of the research methodological framework, focusing on five parts, 

including station realm scope, station realm type, source and access to positioning data, spatial 

distribution pattern, and interaction mechanism. First, based on the relevant literature study in 

Chapter 2.2, the method of determining the scope station realm scope and the classification method 

of station realm type is determined. Second, the reasons for the selection, sources and access 

methods of positioning data representing population activities and functional facilities are explained. 

Third, based on the attribute characteristics of the data, the spatial distribution pattern analysis 

methods suitable for population activities and functional facilities were selected respectively. Finally, 

the analysis methods for exploring the interaction mechanism are mainly based on correlation 

analysis and spatial regression modeling. The research methodological framework constructed in 

this chapter is to provide technical support for the next empirical research. 

3.1 Defining method of station realm scope 

3.1.1 Technology route 

In this study, based on the methods used by many scholars in the past to determine the scope of 

the influence realm of rail transit stations, the relevant data to be investigated in this section of the 

study have been clarified through the elemental analysis in Chapter 2.2. Therefore, this survey uses 

questionnaire survey method, observation record method, and electronic map measurement method 

to investigate the data on pedestrian walking time, walking speed, and environmental characteristics 

around each station of Line 2. The specific technology route is shown in Figure 3- 1. 

 

Figure 3- 1. Technology route of defining station realm scope 

3.1.2 Survey method of data 

The specific survey contents and methods are as follows:  

(1) Survey walking time 

The thesis will use a questionnaire to investigate the maximum acceptable walking time for 

pedestrians around the station. The surveyors were located near the entrances and exits of the 

subway stations and distributed questionnaires to the pedestrians, the style of which is shown in 

Appendix A. In this study, the survey data will be counted and analyzed using Excel, and the highest 
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percentage of time will be selected as the maximum acceptable walking time for pedestrians, which 

will be set as 𝑇𝑝. 

(2) Measuring walking speed 

Set the observation distance to 30 meters, use the electronic stopwatch to observe the walking 

time of pedestrians around the station, and calculate the walking speed based on the observation 

distance and walking time, the specific equation is: 

 𝑉𝑝 = 𝐿/𝑇𝑜 3- 1 

Where, 𝑉𝑝 is the walking speed of a single sample，𝐿 is the observation distance，𝑇𝑜 is the 

walking time required for the pedestrian to pass the observation distance. Use Excel to count the 

sample walking speed and calculate its arithmetic mean, set as 𝑉𝑚. 

(3) Access geographic data 

In this study, land boundary lines and urban road networks are used to adjust the boundaries of 

the station realms, whose geographic data are mainly derived from OpenStreetMap (OSM) - an 

electronic map that can be edited online and exported by anyone [1]. As show in Figure 3- 2, the 

geographic information data of land boundary line and road network around the stations were 

exported in Shapefile format by accessing OSM, and then they were imported into ArcGIS to 

establish a geo-database and saved (Figure 3- 3). 

 

Figure 3- 2. Exporting geographic data from the OSM 
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Figure 3- 3. Geo-database in ArcGIS 

3.1.3 The defining method for station realm scope 

First, from the survey data, the obtained pedestrian travel data are walking time and walking 

speed respectively, so the walking distance can indicate the walking scale, then the walking scale is 

calculated as follows: 

 𝐿𝑝 = 𝑇𝑝 × 𝑉𝑚 3- 2 

Where, 𝐿𝑝  is the pedestrian's walking scale, 𝑇𝑝  is the pedestrian's walking time, 𝑉𝑚  is the 

pedestrian's walking speed. 

Second, the calculated walking scale is used as the radius and the station is the center of the circle, 

and ArcGIS buffer analysis is used to generate a circular buffer for each station, as shown in Figure 

3- 4. a. 

Finally, the boundary of the buffer zone is optimized according to the characteristics of the land 

plot boundaries and roads within the buffer zone, so as to obtain the extent of the station influence 

realm of Xi'an Metro Line 2 as shown in Figure 3- 4. b. 
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Figure 3- 4. The scope optimization process of the station realm. (a) Before optimization, (b) 

After optimization 

3.2 Classification method of station realm type 

3.2.1 Technology route 

The results of the literature study from Chapter 2.2.2 show that the classification system of rail 

transit stations selected for different research purposes is different, especially in the selection of 

indicators that mainly consider the passenger flow, the number of station entrances and exits, the 

number of bus lines around the station, and other transportation function factors. However, for the 

station realm which belongs to the urban space at the micro level, the urban spatial form and spatial 

density around the station are also important characteristic elements [2 ,3 ]. Therefore, based on 

considering the transportation function elements, this paper adds the indicators such as building 

form, road network form, population density and land use intensity into the classification system, 

then uses cluster analysis to classify the station realm, so as to make the classification results more 

detailed and objective. The specific technology route is shown in Figure 3- 5. 

 

Figure 3- 5. Technology route of station realm type classification 
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3.2.2 Survey methods for classification indicators 

According to the literature research on survey methods, the selection of survey methods should 

be easy to operate, widely applicable, and have practical value. Based on the research findings 

related to the classification of rail transit station realm in Section 2.2.2, this study has determined 

the various indicators shown in Table 3- 1 and their corresponding survey methods. 

1. Electronic map measurement: This method involves using electronic maps to assist in 

measuring objects that cannot be surveyed on-site. 

2. Photo sampling: The survey of building facades is recorded in the form of photographs, which 

are numbered and well-documented for ease of processing in later stages. 

3. On-site recording: Through on-site visits, public spaces, bus stops, and other locations within 

the station realm are marked. Information such as the number of floors and land use types of 

buildings within the station realm is recorded. The on-site records are then compared with electronic 

maps for calibration. 

4. Literature survey: Relevant reports, yearbooks, and other documents are searched to gather 

statistical data such as population figures. 

5. GIS calculation: Basic data is processed using a ArcGIS platform to obtain secondary data, 

primarily used for calculating area, perimeter, and other measurements in bulk. 

Table 3- 1. Station realm spatial classification indicators and survey methods 

Classification Indicators Secondary indicators Survey Methods 

Station conditions 
Interchangeable rail lines On-site recording 

Station entrances and exits On-site recording 

Station realm traffic 

environment 

Number of bus stops On-site recording 

Quantity of transportation facilities On-site recording 

Spatial form 

Station realm size GIS calculation 

Perimeter of the station realm outline GIS calculation 

Length of road networks at various levels 
Electronic map 

measurement 

Number of building floors On-site recording 

Building facade outlines 
Photographic sampling 

GIS calculation 

Building height On-site recording 

Spatial density 

Resident population Statistical yearbooks 

Land use types On-site recording 

Land area GIS calculation 

Building area GIS calculation 

Building site area GIS calculation 

3.2.3 Quantification method of classification indicators 

(1) Quantification method of traffic space 
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The data of station condition indicators, such as the number of entrances and exits at metro 

stations and the number of transit lines, can be obtained directly from the official metro website. 

(2) Quantification method of spatial form 

In terms of spatial form, the urban planar form typically refers to the geometric shape of urban 

land in the plane space. The compactness ratio of the outer contour shape of the city is considered a 

crucial concept that reflects the spatial form of the city [4 ,5 ,6 ]. It can serve as an indicator 

representing the compactness and fullness of the urban built-up area, used for comparing and 

analyzing urban forms. Generally, during the rapid expansion phase of the rail transit station realm, 

the compactness of its outer contour shape decreases. When the area transitions to an internal infill 

and redevelopment phase, its compactness tends to increase. There are various methods to calculate 

the compactness of urban forms, with the compactness formulas proposed by Cole (1964) and Batty 

(2001) being the most widely used. In this study, the circularity method based on perimeter is 

employed [7], Its measurement equation is: 

 𝐶𝐼 = 2√𝜋𝐴/𝑃 3- 3 

where, the CI (Compaction Index) represents the compactness of the city within the station realm, 

where A is the station realm's area and P is the perimeter of the station realm boundary. The CI value 

ranges between 0 and 1, with a value of 1 indicating a perfectly circular shape, representing the 

highest level of compactness. As CI approaches 0, the shape of the area becomes more linear and 

less compact. 

Urban transportation relies heavily on roads, which serve as the most essential infrastructure for 

the operation of urban transportation systems. Therefore, the urban road network forms the 

backbone of a city, and the structural form of roads determines the network morphology of the city. 

Road network density refers to the network morphology composed of roads of different functions, 

levels, and locations within a certain range, with a certain density and appropriate form [8]. The 

road network density indicator reflects both the quantity and level of road construction within a 

given area and to some extent reflects the rationality and balance of road network layout [9,10]. It 

is considered one of the ideal indicators for evaluating regional network morphology. Road network 

density can generally be calculated by dividing the length of the road network centerlines within the 

station realm by the station realm's size. This calculation includes main roads, secondary roads, and 

local roads within the urban road network but excludes roads within residential areas. The equation 

is as follows: 

 𝑃 = 𝐿/𝐴 3- 4 

Where P is the density of the road network, L is the total length of the road network and A is the 

area of the station realm. A higher value of P indicates a denser road network within the station 

realm. 

The combination and distribution of buildings in urban space form the skyline, which is the 

overall image of the city characterized by its undulating, varied heights, and clear distinction 

between primary and secondary elements. A distinctive skyline with these characteristics contributes 

to the unique architectural form of the region [11,12]. Since the birth of fractal theory in 1977, it 

has been widely applied in the field of urban spatial morphology. The fractal dimension is the 
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primary parameter used to describe a fractal [13]. It represents the size of the space occupied by the 

fractal set in Euclidean space and reflects the complexity of the set. The greater the fractal dimension 

of a fractal object, the more complex and intricate it is, while a smaller fractal dimension 

corresponds to a smoother object. Therefore, based on the comparative analysis of relevant cases in 

Chapter 2.3, a mature and developed station realm skyline should exhibit undulations, a well-

balanced density, and a rich hierarchical structure. It should consist of a main group of buildings 

and several secondary building groups, with each group arranged in a varied and well-balanced 

manner. Such an undulating and richly layered skyline would obtain a relatively high fractal 

dimension value. 

The box-counting dimension method is a widely used approach for calculating fractal dimensions 

and is among the most applied methods. Its calculation logic involves counting the number of boxes 

(grid cells) occupied by the fractal shape at different sizes. The method then calculates the ratio 

between the number of boxes and the corresponding scale of the boxes. Finally, a linear regression 

is performed to determine the slope, which is used to calculate the fractal dimension. The equation 

is as follows: 

 𝐷𝐵𝐹 = lim
𝛿→0

log 𝑁𝛿(𝐹)

− log 𝛿
 3- 5 

where 𝐹 is the skyline contour of the study area, 𝐷𝐵𝐹 is the fractal dimension of the skyline 

contour, 𝛿 is the side length of each box of the grid, and 𝑁𝛿(𝐹) is the number of boxes occupied 

by the skyline contour. Due to the huge statistics of box number, fractal calculation software is 

usually used to calculate the box dimension. In this paper, we calculate the fractal dimension of the 

skyline of the rail transit station realm the help of MATLAB mathematical software. 

The prominence ratio reflects the degree to which the tallest building group in the city skyline 

stands out visually. It is an important indicator for assessing the recognizability and dominance of 

the core building group within a region [14]. In Kevin Lynch's book "The Image of the City," he 

proposed five elements that contribute to the recognizability of a city, with landmarks being one of 

them [11]. This means that a higher prominence ratio results in a stronger visual and landmark effect 

of the core high-rise building group, leading to better recognizability and dominance. The 

prominence ratio is calculated by dividing the difference between the height of the tallest building 

and the average height of all buildings by the height of the tallest building. The equation is as follows: 

 𝐷 = (𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐻𝑝)/𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥  3- 6 

where, D is the prominence ratio of the building group within the station realm, Hmax is the 

height of the tallest building, and Hp represents the average building height. The higher the ratio, 

the higher the prominence ratio, indicating a greater visual prominence of the tallest building group 

in relation to the average building height. 

(3) Quantification method of spatial density 

Population density refers to the average number of people living in a certain area of land during 

a specific period. It is an important indicator for assessing the population distribution in an area and 

is commonly used to measure the population distribution in a country, city, or region. Population 

density assumes that the population is evenly distributed within the specified geographic area. 
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Therefore, the smaller the scope of population density calculation, the more accurately it reflects 

the actual population distribution. The equation is as follows: 

 𝐷𝑝 = 𝑁𝑝/𝐴 3- 7 

Where Dp is Population density within the station realm, Np is Population count within the 

station realm, A is Area of the station realm (in square kilometers), A higher Dp value indicates a 

higher population density within the station realm, indicating a more densely populated area. 

The different types of land use in cities carry out different activities, resulting in varying levels 

of traffic generation. In urban geography, land use mix can be quantified using principles from 

information theory, where the magnitude of entropy represents the degree of mixing. A higher 

entropy value indicates a more balanced distribution of land uses in an area, while a lower value 

suggests a more concentrated allocation of land uses and a lower degree of land use mix [15,16,17]. 

Referring to Knaap's calculation method for land use mix [18], the formula for calculating land use 

mix is as follows:  

 
𝑆 = − ∑ 𝑃𝑖 ln 𝑃𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1
 3- 8 

where S is entropy value representing the degree of land use mix, 𝑃𝑖 is proportion of the area 

occupied by the i-th land use type related to travel, relative to the total land area of the area, 𝑛 is 

number of different land use types related to travel within the sample area. 

Land use intensity refers to the spatial distribution and intensity of various components that make 

up a city, such as population, employment, buildings, economic activities, and social structure, on a 

per unit area basis [19,20]. Plot ratio and building density are commonly used indicators to reflect 

land use intensity within a certain area [21]. Plot ratio represents the ratio of total built-up area to 

net land area within a region. The formula is as follows:  

 𝑃𝑟 = 𝐴𝑏/𝐴𝑙 3- 9 

where，Pr is Plot ratio within the station realm，Ab is total built-up area of the individual plots 

within the area，Al is total land area of the individual plots within the area. 

Building density refers to the proportion of the total footprint area of buildings to the land area 

they occupy within a certain range (%). It reflects the open space ratio and the degree of building 

intensity within a specific land area. 

 𝐷𝑏 = 𝐴𝑚/𝐴𝑙 3- 10 

where: 

Db - Building density within the station realm, 

Am - Total footprint area of the individual plots within the area, 

Al - Total land area of the individual plots within the area, 

A higher Db value indicates a higher proportion of building footprint area to land area within the 

station realm, resulting in a lower open space ratio. 
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The land use types in this study are based on the "China Urban Land Classification and Planning 

Construction Land Standards"[22]. The specific subcategories and categories of land use are shown 

in Table 3- 2. 

Table 3- 2. Code for classification of urban land use and planning standards of development 

land 

Code Name Secondary Code Name 

R Residential land 
R2 Second-class residential land 

R3 Third-class residential land 

A 
Administration and public 

services land 

A1 administrative office land 

A2 cultural and recreational land 

A3 Education and research land 

A4 Sports land 

A5 Medical and health land 

A6 Social welfare land 

A7 
Cultural relics and monuments 

land 

A9 Religious land 

B 
Commercial and business 

facilities land 

B1 Commercial land 

B2 Business land 

B3 Recreation and sports land 

B4 Land for public utility business 

outlets 

B9 Other service facilities 

M Industrial and manufacturing land   

S 
Street and transportation facilities 

land 

  

W Logistics warehousing land   

U Municipal utilities land   

H Development land   

G Green space and square land 

G1 Public Green Space 

G2 Protective green space 

G3 Square land 

3.2.4 The method of cluster analysis method 

At present, there have been scholars using the method of cluster analysis, selecting different 

classification indexes to classify urban rail transit stations for research [23,24,25]. This provides a 

quantitative and more detailed method for station classification, which is more operable in practice. 

In statistics, clustering analysis is often used to group similar individuals together into larger 

categories. During the analysis process, based on the similarity of several or multiple characteristics 

collected from individuals, clustering analysis automatically identifies and assigns individuals into 

different categories, forming clusters. Within the same cluster, individuals share high similarity in 

terms of their properties and features, while there are significant differences between individuals 

from different clusters. 
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For this clustering analysis, the K-means clustering algorithm [26] is used. The basic principle of 

the K-means algorithm is as follows: given a dataset and the desired number of clusters k (specified 

by the user), the algorithm repeatedly assigns data points to k cluster categories based on a chosen 

distance function. The general steps of the K-means algorithm are as follows: 

1. Randomly select k objects as the initial cluster centers. 

2. Calculate the distance between each object and the seed cluster centers and assign each object 

to the nearest cluster center. 

3. After the assignment of individuals, calculate the mean of all individuals within each cluster as 

the new center for that cluster. 

4. Recalculate based on the current cluster centers and repeat the process until all individuals are 

assigned to their respective clusters. 

5. This process is repeated until no further assignment can be made. 

Before clustering the data, it is necessary to calculate the similarity measure. In this study, the 

squared Euclidean distance is used as the similarity measure. The specific formula is as follows: 

 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = ∑(𝑥𝑖𝑘 − 𝑥𝑗𝑘)2

𝑚

𝑘=1

 3- 11 

where 𝑑𝑖𝑗  is the distance between the i-th sample and the j-th sample; 𝑥𝑖𝑘 ,𝑥𝑗𝑘  are the k-th 

indicator in the i-th and j-th samples, respectively. 

3.3 Methods of collecting data on population activity and functional facility 

3.3.1 Technology route 

In this study, data on population activity and facility amenities were collected within the 

boundaries of each station realm. The population activity data was collected using the WeChat mini 

applet called EasyGO, while the facility amenities data was collected using the API provided by 

AutoNavi Map. The collected data was stored in CSV format. To process the data, the point 

conversion tool in ArcGIS was utilized, and the appropriate coordinate system was set. Finally, a 

database was established for each station realm. 

 
Figure 3- 6. Technical route of data collection and processing 
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3.3.2 Population activity data 

Mobile phone signaling technology is usually used to extract OD data of residents' traffic travel 

[27], but the distribution density of communication base stations is small (the coverage radius of 

urban areas is generally 100~500m) [28]. Using the base station to send and receive data may cause 

spatial positioning errors, which in turn affects the accuracy of crowd identification. The AFC 

system data is only applicable to the statistics of the total passenger flow of the rail transit network, 

and the real-time passenger flow distribution cannot be obtained [29]. In addition, the use of social 

media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Weibo to collect analytical data related to 

population activity trajectories is not sufficient to represent the activity characteristics of people of 

all ages since most of the contributors are young people [30]. The Wi-Fi signaling technology needs 

to plan and deploy many signals equipment to ensure full coverage of signals in the station realm 

region, in order to ensure the accuracy of data collection, but greatly increase the research cost [31]. 

In this study, we choose the mobile terminal program developed by WeChat, EasyGO applet. 

WeChat is an instant messaging software launched by China's Tencent on January 21, 2011, that 

supports mobile operating systems such as Android and IOS. EasyGO data has the following 

advantages:  

(1) Strong real-time performance. The data of WeChat comes from the GPS positioning 

information of the mobile intelligent terminals of the crowd, it has the characteristics of dynamic 

update and real-time feed-back [32]. 

(2) High accuracy. The extraction range of the data of EasyGO is only 25m×25m grid, which is 

more suitable for research at the micro-scale [33]. 

(3) High coverage. The positioning data of EasyGO mainly comes from WeChat, which covers a 

wider population in China and has strong utilization value. As of June 30, 2021, the software's 

monthly users active (MUA) exceeded 1.2 billion, making it the most active social software in China 

[34 ]. In addition, WeChat accounts for about 69.2% of China's communication software [35 ], 

excluding children, elementary school students and the elderly who rarely use mobile phones, the 

data can fully cover various activities of the population of all ages. It has been shown that there is a 

high correlation coefficient of 0.9 between Tencent location data and the residential population [36]. 

(4) Easy availability. EasyGO directly provides an API interface to make data easier to obtain 

directly. 

Therefore, by recording the real-time location information of WeChat users, it gives the real-time 

pedestrian location in the form of spatial point data, which has the characteristics of low acquisition 

cost, high spatial resolution, and real-time dynamic change. Therefore, the above points are the 

reasons why the data of EasyGO can reflect the spatial distribution characteristics of population 

activity in this research.  

The EasyGO data for population activities are sourced from the Tencent Location Big Data 

Service window (https://heat.qq.com/index.php). As shown in the Figure 3- 7, the data is collected 

at the boundaries of each station realm. All the above data were converted from raw data to point 

data based on latitude and longitude information using ArcGIS platform and were summarized and 

integrated according to the names of the stations to prepare for the next stage. 
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Figure 3- 7. Data collection area and partial data. (a) Data collection area of Metro Line 2; (b) 

Point data distribution of population activities. 

3.3.3 Functional facilities data 

(1) Data source 

POI (Point of interest) data mainly includes spatial information and attribute information data of 

geographic entities closely related to people's lives. It can quickly and intuitively obtain the 

distribution of various functions in urban space, which is superior to traditional research data [37]. 

In addition, different from the previous studies on the relationship between rail stations and 

surrounding urban land through the nature of land use, POI data is more microscopic and has more 

advantages in data accuracy, which can more intuitively reflect the spatial agglomeration 

characteristics of urban functions [38]. In this study, POI reflects the spatial distribution of urban 

functions in the station realm and conducts correlation analysis with the spatial activity 

characteristics of pedestrians.  

The data for POIs in this paper are sourced from the AutoNavi Map’s Public Application 

Programming Interface (API) (https://lbs.amap.com). 

(2) Data collection 

The POI data were also collected within the boundaries of each research station realm, ten 

categories that are closely related to daily life were selected according to the primary classification 

codes based on the National Economic Industry Classification (GB/T 4754-2017) issued by the 

General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of China [39 ]. The 

quantity statistics of POI data are shown in Appendix B. 

All the above data were converted from raw data to point data based on latitude and longitude 

information using ArcGIS platform and were summarized and integrated according to the names of 

the stations to prepare for the next stage. 
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3.4 Analysis methods of spatial distribution pattern 

3.4.1 Technology route 

Based on the literature research on spatial distribution pattern recognition methods in section 1.2. 

and the detailed data description in section 3.3, In this study, the choice of analytical methods for 

identifying spatial patterns is based primarily on the attribute values assigned to the data. Since the 

population data for travel suitability consists of point data with attribute values, where each point 

represents a specific population count, spatial autocorrelation analysis is more suitable. On the other 

hand, the POI data from Amap (Gaode Maps) for functional facilities do not have attribute values, 

with each point representing a single facility, making spatial point pattern recognition analysis more 

appropriate. The specific technical approach is illustrated in the Figure 3- 8. 

Regarding the spatial distribution pattern of population activity in station realms, the first step is 

to conduct global spatial autocorrelation analysis to assess the spatial distribution status of 

population activity. If there is evidence of clustering, the specific type of clustering can be identified. 

Subsequently, local spatial autocorrelation analysis is used to identify spatial distribution location 

for different types of population activity clusters. 

For the spatial distribution pattern of functional facilities in station realms, the average nearest 

neighbor method is employed to assess the distribution status of facilities in the station realm. Kernel 

density analysis is then utilized to visualize the distribution location and provide an intuitive 

representation of the spatial distribution characteristic of facilities. 

 

Figure 3- 8. Technology route of spatial distribution pattern 

3.4.2 Spatial correlation analysis method of population activities 

(1) Global spatial autocorrelation analysis method 

Currently, global spatial autocorrelation statistics mainly include global Moran's I statistic and 

High/Low Clustering (Getis-Ord General G statistic). Compared to the global Moran's I statistic, 

high/low clustering not only identifies whether the data are spatially clustered or dispersed, but also 

determines the type of clustering or dispersion, e.g., whether it is a high-value clustering or a low-
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value clustering [40 ,41 ]. Therefore, this study will use the High/Low Clustering to identify 

distribution status of population activities in the station realm. The formula is as follow: 

 𝐺 =
∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑖

𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

, ∀𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 3- 12 

Where 𝑥𝑖  and 𝑥𝑖  are attribute values for features 𝑖  and 𝑗 , and 𝑤𝑖,𝑗  is the spatial weight 

between feature 𝑖  and 𝑗 . 𝑛  is the number of features in the dataset and ∀𝑗 ≠ 𝑖  indicates that 

feature 𝑖 and 𝑗 cannot be the same feature. 

High/Low Clustering tests the statistical significance of spatial autocorrelation using 𝑧𝐺- score 

[42]. As shown in Figure 3- 9, a positive 𝑧𝐺- score indicates high/high clustering, while a negative 

value indicates low/low clustering, meaning high population activity clustering with high population 

activity or low population activity clustering with low population activity. The 𝑧𝐺- score for the 

statistic is computed as: 

 𝑧𝐺 =
𝐺 − 𝐸[𝐺]

√𝑉[𝐺]
 3- 13 

Where: 

 𝐸[𝐺] =
∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛(𝑛 − 1)
, ∀𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 3- 14 

 𝑉[𝐺] = 𝐸[𝐺2] − 𝐸[𝐺]2 3- 15 

 

 
Figure 3- 9. Results of high/low clustering statistics (Grtis-Ord General G) analysis 
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(2) Local spatial autocorrelation analysis method 

The local spatial autocorrelation analysis mainly consists of Local Moran's I [43] and Hot Spot 

Analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*) [44 ]. Each method has its own advantages: Hot Spot Analysis can 

accurately detect clustering areas, while Local Moran's I generally have larger identification bias 

for the clustering extent and can only roughly identify the center of clustering areas, with the 

identified range usually smaller than the actual range [45,46]. Under the same conditions, Hot Spot 

Analysis has a better ability to identify high-value clusters compared to Local Moran's I [47 ]. 

Therefore, this study primarily utilizes Hot Spot Analysis with the Getis-Ord Gi* index to identify 

the spatial distribution areas of various clusters in station realms' population activities. 

The equation for calculating the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic is as follows: 

 
𝐺𝑖

∗ =
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 − �̅� ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑠√[𝑛 ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗
2 − (∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 )

2𝑛
𝑗=1 ]

𝑛 − 1
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Where 𝑥𝑗 represents the attribute value of feature j, 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 represents the spatial weight between 

feature i and feature j, and n is the total number of features. 

And： 

 
�̅� =

∑ 𝑥𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
 3- 17 

 

 

𝑆 = √
∑ 𝑥𝑗

2𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
− (�̅�)2 3- 18 

The Gi* statistic returned for each feature in the dataset is a 𝑧𝐺𝑖- score. For statistically significant 

positive 𝑧𝐺𝑖- score, the larger the z-score is, the more intense the clustering of high values (hot spot). 

For statistically significant negative 𝑧𝐺𝑖 - score, the smaller the z-score is, the more intense the 

clustering of low values (cold spot) [48]. 

3.4.3 Spatial point pattern identification method 

Spatial point pattern identification techniques such as average nearest neighbor and kernel density 

analysis have been widely applied to study the spatial distribution characteristics of urban elements 

[49 ,50 ,51 ,52 ]. Since spatial point pattern recognition techniques can only analyze data without 

attribute values, and POI data is in line with this requirement, this study will use average nearest 

neighbor and kernel density analysis to study the spatial distribution status and characteristics of 

functional facilities within the station realm. 

(1) Average nearest neighbor 

The Average Nearest Neighbor refers to the average distance between points [53]. This analysis 

method compares the average distance between nearest neighboring point pairs with the average 

distance between nearest neighboring point pairs in a random distribution pattern to determine the 
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spatial pattern [54]. Therefore, this study will use the average nearest neighbor to determine the 

spatial distribution status of functional facilities within the station realm. 

The Average Nearest Neighbor ratio is given as: 

 
𝐴𝑁𝑁 =

𝐷𝑂

𝐷𝐸

 3- 19 

Where 𝐷𝑂 is the observed mean distance between each feature and its nearest neighbor: 

 
𝐷𝑂 =

∑ 𝑑𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
 3- 20 

and 𝐷𝐸 is the expected mean distance for the features given in a random pattern: 

 
𝐷𝐸 =

0.5

√𝑛/𝐴
 3- 21 

In the above equations, 𝑑𝑖 equals the distance between feature 𝑖 and its nearest neighboring 

feature, 𝑛 corresponds to the total number of features, and 𝐴 is the area of a minimum enclosing 

rectangle around all features, or it’s a user-specified Area value. 

The average nearest neighbor ZA-score for the statistic is calculated as: 

 
𝑍𝐴 =

𝐷𝑂 − 𝐷𝐸

𝑆𝐸
 3- 22 

where: 

 𝑆𝐸 =
0.26136

√𝑛2/𝐴
 3- 23 

The positive or negative 𝑧𝐴-score in the analysis results can be used to determine whether the 

spatial distribution of functional POI data within the influence zone of the station is random, 

clustered, or dispersed. In this analysis, a negative 𝑧𝐴-score represents clustering, while a positive 

𝑧𝐴-score represents dispersion. 

(2) Kernel density analysis 

The Kernel Density analysis in ArcGIS 10.7 platform can visualize the clustering of points based 

on the values and distribution of input point features, providing an indication of the overall 

distribution pattern in the area. The various types of functional POI data from Amap are all 

geolocated point data. Therefore, Kernel Density analysis can be used to investigate the spatial 

clustering of functional facilities within the station realm, including the location of the clusters. 

The Kernel Density analysis is a method that utilizes the values and distribution of input point 

features to display the clustering pattern of points and reflect the overall distribution of an area. It 

generates a continuous raster grid (heatmap) that represents the density of the points [55 ]. The 

Kernel Density analysis has been widely applied in urban spatial research [56,57,58]. In this study, 

the Kernel Density analysis is employed to explore the spatial distribution of pedestrian activities 

and functional facilities within each station realm. The calculation formula is as follows: 
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where: 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 are the input points. Only points in the sum are included if they lie within the 

radius distance of the (𝑥, 𝑦) position. 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖 is the distance between point i and the (𝑥, 𝑦) position. 

3.5 Analysis methods of interaction mechanism 

3.5.1 Technology route 

As shown in the Figure 3- 10, this paper explores the interaction mechanism follows three steps:  

Step 1, Spearman correlation analysis will be used to analyze the correlation between Population 

activity and functional facility and further establish the system of variables. 

Step 2, Ordinary least squares (OLS) model will be used to test the variables system for 

multicollinearity and significance. 

Step 3, The final optimized variable system will be used in the Geographically weighted 

regression (GWR) model to explore the interactive relationship between population activities and 

different facilities. 

 

Figure 3- 10. Flowchart of spatial relationship model of the station realm 

It is necessary to specify that before constructing a GWR model, it is common practice to first 

build an OLS model to identify variables that do not significantly explain population activity. The 

results of the OLS model can help identify and exclude non-significant variables, thereby improving 

the fit of the GWR model. This screening process aids in selecting the most explanatory combination 
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of explanatory variables, leading to an improved fit of the GWR model. 

3.5.2 Method of correlation analysis 

By plotting scatter plots of the data, it is possible to observe a monotonic relationship between 

urban functional facilities and population activities. Since both sets of data, functional facilities, and 

population activities, do not pass the normality test, it is not appropriate to use Pearson correlation 

analysis [59,60]. However, as both variables are continuous and exhibit a monotonic relationship, 

the non-parametric test method of Spearman correlation analysis is used. 

For a sample of size n, where the n original data points of X and Y are transformed into rank data 

R(X) and R(Y) respectively, the correlation coefficient 𝑟𝑠 is calculated as follows: 

 𝑟𝑠 = 𝜌𝑅(𝑋), 𝑅(𝑌) =
𝑐𝑜𝑣[𝑅(𝑋𝐼), 𝑅(𝑌𝐼)]

𝜎𝑅(𝑋𝐼), 𝑅(𝑌𝐼)
 3- 25 

where 𝜌  is represents the coefficient, which is calculated using rank variables, 

𝑐𝑜𝑣[𝑅(𝑋𝐼), 𝑅(𝑌𝐼)]  denotes the covariance of the rank variables, 𝜎𝑅(𝑋𝐼), 𝑅(𝑌𝐼)  refer to the 

standard deviations of the rank variables. A larger value of 𝑟𝑠  indicates a stronger correlation 

between the variables. 

3.5.3 Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model 

In this study, the role of the OLS model is mainly to diagnose multicollinearity in the system of 

variables. Multicollinearity is assessed by the variance inflation factor (VIF) value and if the VIF is 

less than 10, it indicates the non-existence of multicollinearity [61 ,62 ]. Secondly, based on the 

regression coefficients of the OLS model, variables with insignificant coefficients can also be 

further excluded. 

OLS regression is a commonly used traditional (non-spatial) statistical method and serves as the 

starting point for spatial regression analysis. This model allows us to identify the factors that have 

a significant impact on the dependent variable from the set of independent variable indicators 

constructed for the dependent variable. When the sign associated with the coefficient is positive, the 

coefficient is positively related to the dependent variable, and conversely, it is negatively related. In 

addition, probabilities (p-values) can help us find which variables are statistically significant (p < 

0.05) and thus deserve further analysis. The expression for OLS regression is as follows: 

 𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 + ⋯ 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛 + 휀 3- 26 

where 𝑦  is the dependent variable, 𝑥𝑛  is the explanatory variable, 𝛽𝑛  is the regression 

coefficient, and 휀 is the random error. In this study, the number of active people in the study station 

realm is the dependent variable, and the number of POIs in each functional facility is the explanatory 

variables.  

3.5.4 Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) model 

In 1996, Brunsdon et al. introduced the geographically weighted regression (GWR) technique 

[63], which provides an intuitive and practical approach for analyzing spatial heterogeneity and non-
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stationarity [64]. It has become an important method in local spatial statistical analysis. In 1970, 

Tobler proposed the first law of geography, stating that "Everything is related to everything else, but 

near things are more related than distant things [65]." This law highlights the crucial characteristic 

of spatial objects and their attribute relationships, with the degree of association decaying as spatial 

distance increases. 

The GWR technique incorporates the first law of geography into local spatial statistical methods. 

It performs regression analysis separately for independently sampled analysis points, obtaining 

spatially varying regression coefficients that correspond to each specific spatial location. These 

estimated coefficients quantify the spatial heterogeneity characteristics by varying with different 

spatial positions. Relevant literature suggests that the GWR model has an advantage in its ability to 

address spatial heterogeneity (spatial heterogeneity refers to the inhomogeneity and complexity of 

the spatial distribution of urban elements) compared to the spatial lag model (SLM) and the spatial 

error model (SCM) [66]. Meanwhile, the GWR model has a good performance in highlighting the 

spatial nature of the data [67], especially in terms of compatibility with discrete data, positioning 

big data or real-time updated data [68]. Therefore, the regression results of the GWR model are used 

in this study as the main basis for revealing the interaction mechanism between population activities 

and functional facilities within the station realm. 

The basic form of the GWR model can be expressed as follows: 

 𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽𝑜(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖) + ∑ 𝛽𝑘(

𝑝

k=1

𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑖)𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 휀𝑖        (𝑖 = 1,2,3, … , 𝑛) 3- 27 

where 𝑦𝑖 is the value of the dependent variable at location 𝑖, 𝑥𝑖𝑘(𝑘 = 1,2 … 𝑛) is coordinates 

of regression analysis point 𝑖 , (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖)  is the intercept term that varies with the coordinates 𝑖𝑛 

𝛽𝑜(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖) is the intercept term, 𝛽𝑜(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖)(𝑘 = 1,2 … 𝑛) is the regression coefficient. 

3.6 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, the research methodological framework is constructed around five main aspects: 

(1) Taking pedestrian scale as the core and using field investigations and mathematical statistics, the 

methods for defining the station realm scope are clarified. (2) Using transportation functional space 

and urban functions as primary indicators, four secondary indicators and fourteen investigation 

indicators are identified. The methods for data collection and analysis for each indicator are 

determined, and cluster analysis is conducted to classify the station realms into different types. (3) 

the sources and collection methods of population activity data and functional facility data based on 

location information are determined. (4) Based on the characteristics of the data, spatial 

autocorrelation analysis is determined as the method for identifying the distribution patterns of 

population activities in station realms. Spatial point pattern recognition techniques are used for 

recognizing the spatial distribution patterns of functional facilities in station realms. (5) The research 

route of "Spearman correlation analysis - OLS model - GWR model" is proposed to explore the 

interaction mechanism between population activities and functional facilities. In summary, the 

survey methods, measurement methods and analysis methods used in this study are specified around 

the construction idea of "station realm scope - station realm type - data collection - spatial 

distribution pattern - interaction mechanism". 
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Introduction 

This chapter presents the empirical study based on the theoretical framework established in 

Chapter 3. Taking the 16 stations of Metro Line 2 as an example, the ranges of each station realm 

are defined, and the types of station realms are determined. The identification of station realm spatial 

distribution patterns mainly focuses on two dimensions: "population activities" and "functional 

facilities". Through data collection and processing, a large-scale investigation data system supported 

by population activities and functional facilities is established, which includes data from the 

EasyGO and functional facilities data from Amap. Spatial autocorrelation analysis and spatial point 

pattern recognition techniques are used to identify the spatial distribution patterns of population 

activities and functional facilities in each station realm of Metro Line 2, to understand the 

spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of population activities and the distribution 

characteristics of functional facilities. 

4.1 Study area and object 

4.1.1 Overview of the study area 

The Xi'an Metro Line 2 was opened for operation on September 16, 2011. It spans a total length 

of 26.7 kilometers and currently has 21 stations (Figure 4- 1). Metro Line 2 is the first urban rail 

transit line opened in Xi'an and northwest China [1]. 

 

Figure 4- 1. Xi'an Metro Line 2 and the location of each station 

As shown in Figure 4- 2, Line 2 runs north to south, starting from Xi'an North Station in Weiyang 

District in the north, passing through Lianhu District, Xincheng District, Beilin District, Yanta 

District, and ending at Weigu South Station in Chang'an District in the south. It is also the core route 

that overlaps with the city's central axis and north-south urban development axis, linking the 

administrative center, transportation hubs, university gathering areas, scientific research areas, 
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commercial centers, and several tourist attractions in Xi'an in a tight chain, thus strongly supporting 

Xi'an's urban spatial development strategy [2]. 

 

Figure 4- 2. Distribution of Metro Line 2 stations in Xi'an city administrative districts 

The highest single-day passenger flow can reach 1,257,600 passengers [3]. Therefore, Metro Line 

2 is the main support for the north-south spatial expansion of the city and the main north-south 

passenger flow corridor in the central city of Xi'an. Usually, residents in the rail transit station realm 

tend to prefer rail transit travel. The incoming and outgoing passenger flow of a station often reflects 

the spatial aggregation of the population in its vicinity, i.e., the station with higher incoming and 

outgoing passenger flow has a higher density of human flow in its station realm and the more 

frequent population activities in space [4,5]. As shown in the figure, the incoming and outgoing 

passenger flows for one natural week (November 5-November 12, 2022) at six stations of Metro 

Line 2 are counted, and the results show that there is a significant variability in the incoming and 

outgoing passenger flows at each station of Metro Line 2, and this phenomenon is reflected at 

different times at the same station. 

 

Figure 4- 3. Monthly average daily passenger flow of Xi'an Metro in 2022 [6] 
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To sum up, Metro Line 2 is a very important research case, which has a profound impact on the 

urban spatial pattern along the line and around the stations, and the characteristics of the spatial 

distribution of population activities and urban functions in the station realm and the inner interaction 

mechanism between them revealed by the in-depth study have strong implications for the future 

planning and development of the rail transit station realm in Xi'an and the whole Northwest China. 

4.1.2 Study object selection 

The selection criteria for the study objects in this study consider the following three conditions:  

(1) Urban functions of the stations: 

Comparing the results of related studies on rail transit station realms in major cities such as 

Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, it is evident that the selected objects should have universality and 

generalizability. If a station serves multiple urban functions, its spatial characteristics in the station 

realm become more specific and complex. As a result, the research findings may lack universality 

and generalizability. 

(2) Urban location of the stations: 

Based on the relevant theoretical foundations mentioned earlier, the rail transit station realms 

studied in this paper belong to the inner space of the city. Stations located in the outskirts of the city 

are often situated in the urban-rural transition zones, where the level of urbanization is generally 

lower, and there may be inadequate provision of facilities and sparse population. Therefore, the 

selection of research objects must consider the urban location of the stations. 

(3) Development status of the surrounding areas: 

The research objects should be chosen in areas surrounding stations where the built environment 

is mature. Considering data availability, if the surrounding area is under construction or in the initial 

stages of development, it not only increases the difficulty of obtaining data but also reduces the 

accuracy of the obtained data. This, in turn, affects the accuracy of the research in identifying the 

spatial distribution characteristics and patterns in the station realms. 

4.1.3 Selected station 

Through the preliminary investigation, the basic information statistics of each station of Xi'an 

Metro Line 2 are shown in Table 4- 1. Five stations, Xi'an Bei (Bei Ke) Station, San Yao Station, 

Feng Xi Yuan Station, Hang Tian Cheng Station, and Wei Qu Nan Station, will be excluded for the 

following reasons: 

(1) Xi’an Bei Station 

The Xi’an Bei Station serves as a large comprehensive transportation hub, integrating railway 

passenger transport, long-distance and medium-distance bus services, urban rail transit, buses, taxis, 

and private vehicles [7 ]. Due to its complex functionality in connecting Xi'an with external 

transportation, it is excluded as a research object. 
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(2) San Yao Station, Feng Xi Yuan Station, Hang Tian Cheng Station, and Wei Qu Nan Station 

These stations are located on the outskirts of the city, beyond the third ring road (Figure 4- 4). 

Additionally, the surrounding areas of these stations are still under development, which poses 

challenges in obtaining survey data. Therefore, these stations are also excluded from the research. 

Table 4- 1. Basic information about Xi'an Metro Line 2 

Abbreviations Name Interchange lines 
Administrative 

District 

Urban Traffic 

Location 

BKZ BEI KE ZHAN  
Metro line 4 

Metro line 14 

Weiyang 

District 

Outside the Third 

Ring Road 

BY BEI YUAN —— 

Third Ring Road 

YDGY 
YUN DONG GONG 

YUAN 
—— 

XXZX 
XING ZHENG 

ZHONG XIN 
Metro line 4 

FCWL 
FENG CHENG WU 

LU 
—— 

STSG SHI TU SHU GUAN 
Metro line 8 

(In progress) 

DMGX DA MING GONG XI —— 

Second Ring 

Road 
LSY 

LONG SHOU 

YUAN 
—— Lianhu District 

AYM AN YUAN MEN —— 
Lianhu District 

Xincheng 

District 

BDJ BEI DA JIE Metro line 1 

First ring road 
ZL ZHONG LOU 

Metro line 6 

(Extension Line) 

YNM 
YONG NING 

MENG 
—— 

Beilin District 
Second Ring 

Road NSM NAN SHAO MEN Metro line 5 

TYC TI YU CHANG —— 

XZ XIAO ZHAI Metro line 3 

Yanta District 
Third Ring Road 

WYJ WEI YI JIE —— 

HZZX 
HUI ZHAN ZHONG 

XIN 

Metro line 8 

(In progress) 

SY SAN YUAN —— 

Outside the Third 

Ring Road 

FXY FENG XI YUAN —— 

Changan 

District 
HTC 

HANG TIAN 

CHENG 

Metro line 15 

(In progress) 

WQN WEI QU NAN —— 

Therefore, considering the above factors, the study focuses on the 16 stations within the inner 

area bounded by the third ring road, which is also the main urban area of Xi’an. The 16 stations 

include Bei Yuan station to Hui Zhan Zhong Xin station. 
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Figure 4- 4. The location of stations on Xi'an Metro Line 2 

4.2 Defining scope of station realm 

4.2.1 Survey of pedestrian walking scale 

The pedestrian scale of pedestrians around study stations was measured according to the method 

proposed in Section 3.1. 

(1) Firstly, questionnaires were distributed to pedestrians around each station of Xi'an Metro Line 

2 (50 copies for each station, 800 copies in total, 774 valid questionnaires, 96.8% effective rate) to 

investigate the acceptable maximum walking time of pedestrians. As shown in the Figure 4- 5, the 

highest percentage of walking time was 10 min (36.82%), followed by 8 min (26.49%) and 15 min 

(16.54%). Therefore, based on the relevant literature research and the actual demand of this paper, 

10 min was selected as the walking time around the 16 station of Xi’an Metro Line 2. 

 

Figure 4- 5. Pedestrian walking time 
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(2) Secondly, the observation distance was set to 30 meters, and 30 pedestrians were randomly 

selected around each station (480 in total at 16 stations), and the time of pedestrians passing the 

observation distance was measured by a stopwatch timer. The walking speed was calculated for all 

measurements according to Equation 3- 1, and the results are shown in Figure 4- 6. The arithmetic 

mean of the walking speed of 480 pedestrians was calculated to be 1.18m/s, which was set as the 

walking speed of pedestrians around the 16 stations of Xi'an Metro Line 2. 

 

Figure 4- 6. Pedestrian walking speed 

(3) According to Equation 3- 2, the walking scale of pedestrians around the station of Metro Line 

2 is calculated to be about 708m. Then, the walking scale is used as a radius to create circular shape 

for each research station on ArcGIS, as shown in Figure 4- 7, for example. 

 

Figure 4- 7. Create circular shape for study station on ArcGIS 
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4.2.2 Definition result 

Based on Section 3.1, this study will also use the urban road network and land boundary line to 

adjust the circular shape of each study station to make the boundaries of the station realm more 

realistic. The data of urban road network and land boundary line were obtained from OSM 

(https://www.openstreetmap.org, access time: August 10, 2022). 

Finally, the shape of the adjusted boundary for each study station is shown in Figure 4- 8, thus 

completing the definition of the station realm in this study. 

 

Figure 4- 8. Scope of the 16 research station realms 
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4.3 Classification of station types 

4.3.1 Analysis of station realm traffic function environment 

Through the field survey of each index of traffic function environment, the data statistics of transit 

lines, the number of metros entrances and exits, the number of bus stops, and the number of traffic 

facilities within each station realm of Line 2 were conducted, at the same time, a database was 

created for each station realm on ArcGIS. The visualization results are shown in the Figure 4- 9. 

 
Figure 4- 9. Visualization of the traffic function environment within each station realm 

4.3.2 Analysis of spatial form within station realm 

(1) Boundary form characteristics of station realm 

Based on the previous definition of the influence range of key research stations on Xi'an Metro 

Line 2, the area and perimeter data of each key research station realm were statistically analyzed. 

Table 4- 2 presents the results. The BDJ station realm has a compactness value of 0.62, indicating a 
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high degree of irregularity in the spatial form of the station realm boundary. Currently, the increase 

in the urban built-up area within the station realm is mainly through external expansion.  

The WYJ station realm has the highest compactness value of 0.82, indicating the least irregularity 

in the spatial form of the station realm boundary. The increase in the urban built-up area within this 

station realm is primarily through infill development between the edges of the built-up area. By 

considering the location characteristics of each station realm, it can be observed that the 

compactness of the station realm boundaries along Xi'an Metro Line 2 generally increases from the 

central city area to the inner ring road and then to the outer ring road. This indicates a transition 

from internal expansion to internal infill and redevelopment stages for the station realms from the 

central city area to the inner ring road and then to the outer ring road. 

Table 4- 2. Boundary compactness statistics for 16 station realms 

Code Area of station realm (m2) Perimeter of station realm (m) Compactness ratio 

BY 753687.48 4041.60 0.76 

YDGY 1262594.20 5639.68 0.71 

XXZX 1979003.61 6750.02 0.74 

FCWL 1711534.97 6484.81 0.72 

STSG 1481082.21 6087.63 0.71 

DMGX 1325517.71 5384.35 0.76 

LSY 1542765.02 6370.60 0.69 

AYM 1370970.00 6177.55 0.67 

BDJ 1236478.83 6378.27 0.62 

ZL 1432799.43 5641.73 0.75 

YNM 1112872.54 5100.71 0.73 

NSM 1355405.55 5081.50 0.81 

TYC 1460523.75 6131.07 0.70 

XZ 1394105.80 5437.03 0.77 

WYJ 1656312.09 5586.42  0.82 

HZZX 1952449.43 6194.52 0.80 

(2) Road network form characteristics 

Through survey methods such as field survey and photo observation, this study collected data for 

each grade of road network in 16 station realms, mainly counted the length of each grade, and 

visualized them using ArcGIS10.7 platform. As shown in Figure 4- 10, the network forms of each 

station realm can be summarized into four basic structural forms: conventional square network, end-

of-range network, strip network, and free network. 

The road network density of each key study station realm is shown in Table 4- 3, where the road 

network density of the XZZX station realm is 3.34, DMGX station realm is 5.47, LSY station realm 

is 7.93, BDJ station realm is 8.16, TYC station realm is 4.70, and WYJ station realm is 4.49.It can 

be seen that the overall road network density in the station realm of Metro Line 2 shows the 

characteristic of gradually decreasing from the high city center to the outside. 
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Figure 4- 10. Grid pattern in each station realm 

 

Table 4- 3. Statistics of road network density in each station realm 

Code Road network length (m) Road network density 

BY 2322.82 3.08 

YDGY 6117.99 4.85 

XXZX 6044.35 3.05 

FCWL 6349.70 3.71 

STSG 4762.16 3.22 

DMGX 6264.27 4.73 

LSY 10388.90 6.73 

AYM 9321.87 6.80 

BDJ 8997.23 7.28 

ZL 12227.23 8.53 

YNM 7695.06 6.91 

NSM 5819.61 4.29 

TYC 6493.74 4.45 

XZ 4830.04 3.46 

WYJ 5469.94 3.30 

HZZX 7226.68 4.15 
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(3) Architectural form characteristics 

In this paper, the current information of the building facade area (north-south direction), number 

of floors and height of the buildings in each research station realm was collected through field survey 

and photo recording, and the 3D analysis technology of ArcGIS10.7 platform was used to visualize 

the building facade profile of the station realm (Appendix C). The fractal dimension was calculated 

by MATLAB software, and the specific results are shown in Table 4- 4. The overall building height 

of each key research station realm basically shows the characteristics of decreasing contours from 

high to low centered on the station. 

Table 4- 4. Statistics of fractal dimension of building contours in each station realm 

Code Skyline 
Fractal 

dimension 

BY 

 

1.7835 

YDGY 
 

1.6893 

XXZX 

 

1.6139 

FCWL 

 

1.6896 

STSG 
 

1.7247 

DMGX 

 

1.7216 

LSY 

 

1.7185 

AYM 
 

1.7163 

BDJ 
 

1.6424 

ZL 

 

1.6738 

YNM 

 

1.7008 

NSM 

 

1.6543 
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TYC 

 

1.6446 

XZ 

 

1.6505 

WYJ 

 

1.7290 

HZZX 

 

1.7338 

The results of the dominance degree calculation for the architectural form within each station 

realm are shown in Table 4- 5. Among them, the Sports Stadium station realm has the highest 

dominance degree (0.87), indicating that the core high-rise buildings within this station realm are 

relatively prominent in terms of their visual impact and landmark significance. They exhibit good 

recognizability and commanding presence. On the other hand, the ZL station realm has the lowest 

dominance degree (0.71) due to height restrictions imposed by regulations on historical block 

architecture (not exceeding 36 meters in height). This limitation results in a moderate level of 

recognizability and commanding presence for the high-rise buildings within this station realm. 

Table 4- 5. Building height and building primacy in each station realm 

Code 
Highest building 

floor 

Average building 

floor 

Average building 

height (m) 

Building 

primacy 

BY 28 5.75 17.24 0.79 

YDGY 35 6.75 20.26 0.81 

XXZX 31 4.74 14.21 0.85 

FCWL 31 6.94 20.81 0.78 

STSG 31 7.34 22.02 0.76 

DMGX 33 5.88 17.63 0.82 

LSY 33 5.85 17.54 0.82 

AYM 32 4.95 14.86 0.85 

BDJ 20 4.96 14.88 0.75 

ZL 16 4.57 13.70 0.71 

YNM 32 6.35 19.05 0.80 

NSM 32 5.97 17.90 0.81 

TYC 51 6.86 20.58 0.87 

XZ 37 5.20 15.59 0.86 

WYJ 30 5.64 16.92 0.81 

HZZX 32 5.83 17.48 0.82 

4.3.3 Analysis of spatial density within station realm 

This study conducted data statistics on the current land use composition within each station realm 

of Line 2 in Xi'an City, based on the CAD maps of current land use in Xi'an City and the shapefile 
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data of current buildings obtained from OpenStreetMap. A database was established in the ArcGIS 

10.7 platform to facilitate the calculation of population density, land mixture degree, and land use 

intensity for each station realm.  

(1) Population density 

In this study, the EasyGO applet was used to calculate the total daily population activity within 

each station realm, which was then used to calculate population density. The statistical results are 

shown in Figure 4- 11. Among them, ZL station realm had the highest population density, followed 

by XZ station realm, while AYM station realm had the lowest population density. 

 

Figure 4- 11. Population density statistics within each station realm 

(2) Land use mix 

Based on Figure 4- 12, this study conducted a statistical analysis of the current land use 

composition within each station realm of Line 2. The land use max was calculated using Formula 

3-8, and the specific results are shown in Figure 4- 13. Among them, XZZX station realm had the 

highest land use max, while YDGY station realm had the lowest land use max. 
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Figure 4- 12. Statistics on the percentage of land use types within each station realm 

 

 

Figure 4- 13. Statistics of land use mix within each station realm 
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(3) Building density 

In this study, the building density within each station realm was calculated using the raster 

calculation tools in ArcGIS 10.7. The results are shown in Figure 4- 14, where darker colors indicate 

higher building density in the corresponding land parcels. 

 

Figure 4- 14. Building density statistics within each station realm 

From Figure 4- 15, it can be observed that the average building density is highest in the ZL station 

realm, with a value of 133.69%. This indicates that the land vacancy rate is low, and the level of 

building intensity is very high in this station realm. On the other hand, the BY station realm has the 

lowest average building density at 15.28%, suggesting a relatively higher land vacancy rate and 

lower building intensity in this area. 
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Figure 4- 15. The average building density of each station realm 

(4) Plot ratio 

This study calculated the plot ratio (PR) for each station realm of Line 2 using ArcGIS 10.7. 

Figure 4- 16 illustrates the results, where darker shades of red indicate higher PR values. According 

to Figure 4- 17, which presents the average PR for each station realm, the XZ station realm has the 

highest average PR of 6.37, followed by the ZL station realm with an average PR of 5.05. The BY 

station realm has the lowest average PR. 

 

Figure 4- 16. The average plot ratio of each station realm 
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Figure 4- 17. Statistics of plot ratio within each station realm 

4.3.4 Cluster analysis results 

In order to facilitate the subsequent analysis and research, the 16 station realms are represented 

by codes M1 to M16 in this paper, M1 for BY station, and M16 for HZZX station. The codes of 

each indicator are represented by C1 to C12, as shown in the Table 4- 6. 

Table 4- 6. Code for each level indicators 

Secondary Indicators Tertiary Indicators Code 

Station environment 
Passing lines C01 

Number of bus stop C02 

Station traffic environment 
Number of transportation facilities C03 

Metro entrances and exits C04 

Spatial form of station realm 

Compactness ratio C05 

Road network density C06 

Fractal dimension C07 

Building primacy C08 

Spatial density of station realm 

Population density C09 

land use mix C10 

Average building density C11 

Average plot ratio C12 
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The individual indicators are summarized by station code, as shown in the Table 4- 7. 

Table 4- 7. Statistics of indicators for each station realm 

Code C01 C02 C03 C04 C05 C06 C07 C08 C09 C10 C11 C12 

M01 1 3 37 4 0.76 3.08 1.78 0.79 30.17 0.31 0.15 0.70 

M02 1 15 90 4 0.71 4.85 1.69 0.81 45.91 0.30 0.25 1.45 

M03 2 63 129 8 0.74 3.05 1.61 0.85 36.12 0.62 0.20 0.89 

M04 1 68 181 4 0.72 3.71 1.69 0.78 35.63 0.47 0.36 2.23 

M05 1 61 193 4 0.71 3.22 1.72 0.76 43.60 0.58 0.92 4.93 

M06 1 44 138 4 0.76 4.73 1.72 0.82 38.12 0.59 0.34 2.14 

M07 1 53 192 4 0.69 6.73 1.72 0.82 35.93 0.40 0.34 2.19 

M08 1 70 106 4 0.67 6.8 1.72 0.85 23.07 0.61 0.71 3.77 

M09 2 67 158 4 0.62 7.28 1.64 0.75 60.42 0.49 0.52 2.94 

M10 2 63 196 11 0.75 8.53 1.67 0.71 108.32 0.55 1.34 5.05 

M11 1 35 152 4 0.73 6.91 1.70 0.8 52.50 0.42 0.58 4.47 

M12 2 52 123 6 0.81 4.29 1.65 0.81 41.61 0.51 0.74 4.64 

M13 1 46 169 4 0.7 4.45 1.64 0.87 33.21 0.43 0.42 3.10 

M14 2 52 148 6 0.77 3.46 1.65 0.86 90.19 0.48 0.84 6.37 

M15 1 58 114 4 0.82 3.30 1.73 0.81 34.41 0.39 0.32 1.81 

M16 1 101 174 4 0.8 4.15 1.73 0.82 41.16 0.58 0.36 2.69 

(1) Data standardization 

In the process of cluster analysis, variables of different magnitudes must be standardized for 

subsequent cluster analysis because the variables have different magnitudes. The basic idea of data 

standardization is to calculate the obtained data according to the mathematical concept and reduce 

the values of the original variables to a relatively small interval to facilitate categorization and 

comparison. In this paper, we use the standardized fraction normalization method with the following 

equation: 

 𝑥𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝜇𝑖𝑗

𝜎𝑖𝑗

 4 - 1 

where 𝜇𝑗 is the mean of the j-th column of sample data, 𝜎𝑗 is the standard deviation of the j-th 

column of sample data. 

where 𝜇𝑗 is calculated as follows: 

 𝜇𝑗 =
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑖=1

 4 - 2 

where 𝜎𝑗 is calculated as follows: 

 𝜎𝑗 = [
1

𝑛 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝜇𝑗)

2
𝑛

𝑖=1

]

1
2

 4 - 3 

The standardization results are shown in the Table 4- 8. 
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Table 4- 8. Statistics of each indicator after standardized treatment 

Code C01 C02 C03 C04 C05 C06 C07 C08 C09 C10 C11 C12 

M01 
-

0.65 

-

2.21 

-

2.47 

-

0.47 
0.47 -1.04 1.99 -0.40 -0.74 -1.70 

-

1.18 
-1.46 

M02 
-

0.65 

-

1.69 

-

1.24 

-

0.47 

-

0.47 
-0.03 

-

0.03 
0.07 -0.04 -1.79 

-

0.87 
-1.00 

M03 1.44 0.43 
-

0.34 
1.54 0.09 -1.05 

-

1.82 
1.02 -0.48 1.34 

-

1.03 
-1.34 

M04 
-

0.65 
0.65 0.86 

-

0.47 

-

0.28 
-0.68 

-

0.03 
-0.63 -0.50 -0.13 

-

0.52 
-0.52 

M05 
-

0.65 
0.34 1.14 

-

0.47 

-

0.47 
-0.96 0.64 -1.11 -0.15 0.95 1.25 1.13 

M06 
-

0.65 

-

0.41 

-

0.13 

-

0.47 
0.47 -0.10 0.64 0.31 -0.39 1.05 

-

0.58 
-0.58 

M07 
-

0.65 

-

0.01 
1.12 

-

0.47 

-

0.85 
1.03 0.64 0.31 -0.49 -0.81 

-

0.58 
-0.55 

M08 
-

0.65 
0.74 

-

0.87 

-

0.47 

-

1.23 
1.07 0.64 1.02 -1.06 1.24 0.59 0.42 

M09 1.44 0.61 0.33 
-

0.47 

-

2.17 
1.35 

-

1.15 
-1.34 0.60 0.07 

-

0.01 
-0.09 

M10 1.44 0.43 1.21 3.06 0.28 2.05 
-

0.48 
-2.29 2.74 0.66 2.58 1.20 

M11 
-

0.65 

-

0.80 
0.19 

-

0.47 

-

0.09 
1.14 0.20 -0.16 0.25 -0.62 0.18 0.84 

M12 1.44 
-

0.05 

-

0.48 
0.54 1.42 -0.35 

-

0.92 
0.07 -0.24 0.26 0.68 0.95 

M13 
-

0.65 

-

0.32 
0.58 

-

0.47 

-

0.66 
-0.26 

-

1.15 
1.49 -0.61 -0.52 

-

0.33 
0.01 

M14 1.44 
-

0.05 
0.10 0.54 0.66 -0.82 

-

0.92 
1.25 1.93 -0.03 1.00 2.00 

M15 
-

0.65 
0.21 

-

0.69 

-

0.47 
1.61 -0.91 0.87 0.07 -0.56 -0.91 

-

0.65 
-0.78 

M16 
-

0.65 
2.11 0.70 

-

0.47 
1.23 -0.43 0.87 0.31 -0.26 0.95 

-

0.52 
-0.24 

(2) Clustering factor extraction 

Before clustering, a homogeneity analysis was conducted on the standardized variable factors, 

using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to extract common factor variables from the 12 

variables, thereby improving the accuracy of the observed data. 

The KMO test and Bartlett's test were performed, as shown in Table 4- 9, using 12 site factor 

variables and 16 site variables for factor analysis. Based on the test results, it can be observed that 

the KMO test value is 0.641, indicating good intercorrelation among the variables. The p-value is 

0.00, suggesting that the data structure is reasonable and the initial factor variables are suitable for 

factor analysis. 
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Table 4- 9. KMO and Bartlett's test 

KMO test value  0.641 

KMO and Bartlett's test 

Chi-Square 114.665 

df 66 

P value 0.000 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to extract common factors, and the extraction 

results are shown in Table 4- 10. The results of factor extraction indicate that all factor extraction 

values are above 0.5, indicating that they effectively capture the information from the initial 

variables. 

Table 4- 10. Communality statistics 

Code Initial value Extracted value 

C01 1.000 0.886 

C02 1.000 0.841 

C03 1.000 0.715 

C04 1.000 0.768 

C05 1.000 0.898 

C06 1.000 0.747 

C07 1.000 0.901 

C08 1.000 0.608 

C09 1.000 0.860 

C10 1.000 0.753 

C11 1.000 0.877 

C12 1.000 0.622 

Based on the initial variables of the 12 factors, four variables were extracted with eigenvalues 

greater than 1. The specific factor analysis variances are shown in Table 4- 11. 

Table 4- 11. Total variance explained 

Factor 

Eigen value (Unrotated) Eigen value (Rotated) 

Total 
% of 

Variance 

Cumulative % of 

Variance 
Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative % of 

Variance 

1 4.656 38.802 38.802 2.984 24.870 24.870 

2 1.789 14.908 53.711 2.530 21.083 45.953 

3 1.723 14.358 68.068 2.403 20.025 65.977 

4 1.309 10.908 78.976 1.560 12.999 78.976 

5 0.883 7.355 86.331    

6 0.584 4.866 91.198    

7 0.424 3.535 94.733    

8 0.282 2.352 97.085    

9 0.168 1.400 98.486    

10 0.109 0.909 99.395    

11 0.063 0.527 99.922    

12 0.009 0.078 100.000    

Extraction method: Principal component analysis 
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In summary, factor analysis extracted a total of 4 common factors with eigenvalues greater than 

1 from the 12 variables. Based on the cumulative results, these four common factors can explain 

78.976% of the information in the initial sample, indicating that the factor extraction falls within a 

reasonable range. The extracted common factors can effectively explain the initial variables. 

To better interpret the extracted public factors, the factor loading matrix is rotated using 

orthogonal transformation, which can simplify the structure of the rotated factor loading matrix [8,9]. 

Table 4- 12 shows the rotated factor loading matrix and Table 4- 13 shows the component score 

coefficient matrix. Therefore, for the common factor F1, the loading values of road network density 

(C06), population density (C09), building density (C11), and plot ratio (C12) are relatively close 

and range from 0.533 to 0.839, indicating a positive correlation. However, the loading value of 

building prominence (C08) is negatively correlated (-0.739). Therefore, the factor F1 represents 

station realms with an average distribution of building heights, high road network density, high floor 

area ratio, and high population and building densities. F1 can be defined as the station realm scale 

factor. 

For the common factor F2, the loading values of transit lines (C01), subway entrances/exits (C04), 

and population density (C09) are relatively close and positively correlated. The loading value of 

fractal dimension (C07) is negatively correlated. Therefore, F2 represents station realms with a high 

number of transit lines and station entrances/exits, leading to high population density. F2 can be 

defined as the station realm pedestrian flow factor. 

Table 4- 12. Factor loading (Rotated) 

Code 
Factor loading 

F1 F2 F3 F4 

C01  0.900   

C02   0.915  

C03   0.717  

C04  0.697   

C05    0.944 

C06 0.533   -0.675 

C07  -0.886   

C08 -0.739    

C09 0.780 0.502   

C10   0.832  

C11 0.829    

C12 0.637    

For the common factor F3, the loading values of bus station quantity (C02), transportation facility 

quantity (C03), and land use mix (C10) are relatively high and close. This indicates a well-connected 

transfer environment and high land use mix in the station realms. F3 can be defined as the station 

realm transfer factor. 

For the common factor F4, the loading value of boundary compactness (C05) is significantly 

positive, while the road network density (C06) is negatively correlated. This suggests that the station 

realms are in a state of internal functional renewal or external expansion. Therefore, F4 can be 

defined as the station realm development factor. 
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Table 4- 13. Component Score Coefficient Matrix 

Code 
Component 

F1 F2 F3 F4 

M01 -0.13 -0.88 -2.45 0.83 

M02 -0.34 0.00 -1.88 -0.56 

M03 -1.77 2.12 0.39 0.35 

M04 -0.33 -0.60 0.52 -0.25 

M05 0.82 -1.08 1.09 0.20 

M06 -0.39 -0.57 0.25 0.37 

M07 -0.15 -0.77 0.03 -1.21 

M08 -0.42 -0.59 0.86 -0.83 

M09 0.10 0.82 0.00 -2.27 

M10 2.93 1.04 0.11 -0.09 

M11 0.69 -0.53 -0.44 -0.54 

M12 0.12 1.05 0.01 1.17 

M13 -1.07 0.35 0.15 -0.68 

M14 0.49 1.44 0.10 1.12 

M15 -0.24 -0.78 -0.37 1.35 

M16 -0.32 -1.01 1.63 1.04 

（3）Cluster analysis results 

Using the extracted 4 common factors as clustering variables, the data was input into the SPSS 

software for cluster analysis. To achieve a more reasonable classification of rail transit station realms, 

clustering analyses were performed with different values of K, set as 3, 4, 5, and 6. Considering the 

output results and the existing situation, the clustering result with K=5 is determined as the final 

station realm classification in this study. The clustering result is presented in Table 4- 14. 

Table 4- 14 Cluster analysis results of Metro Line 2 station realm 

Code Cluster Distance 

M01 1 0.878 

M02 1 0.878 

M03 3 1.608 

M04 4 0.888 

M05 5 1.123 

M06 5 0.713 

M07 4 0.621 

M08 4 0.81 

M09 4 1.702 

M10 2 0 

M11 4 1.209 

M12 3 0.776 

M13 4 1.078 

M14 3 0.914 

M15 5 1.212 

M16 5 1.075 
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4.3.5 Classification result of station realm types 

Based on the above analysis, the station realms in this study are divided into 5 categories. The 

specific classification results are shown in Table 4- 15. 

Category 1 includes BeiYuan station (M01) and YunDongGongYuan station (M02). The 

classification is mainly based on the station realm development factor. These station realms are 

characterized by their distant geographic location from the city center and the absence of significant 

central clusters. The population density, land-use mix, and land use intensity are not high, indicating 

that they are in the stage of development. Therefore, they are classified as under development station 

realms. 

Category 2 includes ZhongLou station (M10). The classification is primarily based on the station 

realm scale factor, followed by the station realm pedestrian flow factor and transfer factor. These 

station realms have a high number of transit lines and subway entrances, extensive bus connections, 

complete transportation facilities, and are located in the city center. They have high population 

density, land-use mix, and land use intensity. Therefore, they are classified as city center station 

realms. 

Category 3 includes XingZhengZhongXin station (M03), NanShaoMen station (M12), and 

XiaoZhai station (M14). The classification is primarily based on the station realm pedestrian flow 

factor, followed by the station realm development factor and transfer factor. These station realms 

have a high number of transit lines and subway entrances, high population density, a large number 

of bus stops and transportation services, and a high level of development and land-use mix. 

Therefore, they are classified as high-density hub station realms. 

Category 4 includes FengChengWuLu station (M04), LongShouYuan station (M07), AnYuanMen 

station (M08), BeiDaJie station (M09), YongNingMen station (M11), and TiYuChang station (M13). 

The classification is primarily based on the station realm transfer factor. These station realms have 

a large number of bus connections, a significant number of transportation services, and a high land-

use mix. Therefore, they are classified as transfer station realms. 

Category 5 includes ShiTuShuGuan station (M05), DaMingGongXi station (M06), WeiYiJie 

station (M15), and HuiZhanZhongXin station (M16). The classification is primarily based on the 

station realm transfer factor and development factor. These station realms have a significant number 

of bus and transportation services and a higher number of residential areas, resulting in lower road 

network density and relatively moderate development. Therefore, they are classified as general 

residential station realms. 

Table 4- 15. Xi'an Metro Line 2 station realm classification results 

Station realm Type Number Station realm 

Under development type 2 BY, YDGY 

Urban center type 1 ZL 

High population density Hub type 3 XXZX, NSM, XZ 

Interchange type 6 FCWL, LSY, AYM, BDJ, YNM, TYC 

General residential type 4 STSG, DMGX, WYJ, HZZX 
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4.4 Data collection 

The data for population activities and POIs in this paper are sourced from the Tencent Location 

Big Data Service window (https://heat.qq.com/index.php) and the AutoNavi Map’s Public 

Application Programming Interface (API) (https://lbs.amap.com). These applications can collect all 

the data in the delimited area and export them to csv files. The details are shown in Table 4- 16. 

Table 4- 16. The specific metadata of the obtained original dataset 

Data attributes EasyGO AutoNavi map 

Location 
Longitude Longitude 

Latitude Latitude 

Time information 
Date -- 

Time period -- 

Ancillary information Number of Activity people Place name 

Data categorization  Place address 

Data ID Date City functional nature 

4.4.1 Population activity data 

In this study, the Easygo data were collected from November 17th and November 20th, 2021 

(17th is working day and 20th is off day) using the boundary of each research station realm as the 

data collection scope, and the collection time was from 7:00 a.m. to 22:00 p.m. (according to the 

Xi’an metro operation time), and were collected including raw data in CSV format such as activity 

date, activity number, longitude, and dimension of pedestrians. A total of 12,283 pieces of 

population activity data were collected for this study, and the specific statistics for each research 

station realm are shown in the Figure 4- 18. 

 
Figure 4- 18. Statistics on the number of population activities in each research station realm 
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4.4.2 Functional facility data 

The POI data were also collected within the boundaries of each research station realm, and the 

collection time was December 30, 2021, with a total of 37,012 pieces. The quantity statistics of POI 

data are shown in Figure 4- 19. 

 

Figure 4- 19. Statistics on the number of various facilities in each research station realm 

4.5 Analysis of spatial distribution pattern within station realm 

4.5.1 Overall station realm spatial distribution pattern of Xi'an Metro Line 2 

This study first identified the overall spatial distribution pattern of the Xi'an Metro Line 2 from a 

global perspective to understand the basic distribution characteristics of population activities and 

functional facilities within the station realms. As shown in the Figure 4- 20, ArcGIS was used to 

create a 3D model of the urban space within the Xi'an Metro Line 2 stations. All spatial distribution 

pattern recognition and subsequent interactive mechanism research in this study were based on this 

spatial scope. 

 

Figure 4- 20. 3D visualization of Xi'an Metro Line 2 station realm 
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(1) The spatial distribution pattern of population activities within Metro Line 2 station realm 

The temporal distribution of population activities on working day and off day is shown in the 

Figure 4- 21. On working day, population activities on Metro Line 2 are mainly characterized by 

commuting, resulting in distinct peak hours. The morning peak is concentrated between 08:00 and 

10:00, while the evening peak is mainly distributed between 17:00 and 19:00. On off day, there is 

no obvious morning peak in the temporal distribution of population activities within the Metro Line 

2 stations. Instead, there is a continuous fluctuation between 09:00 and 18:00. Additionally, the 

population activity level on off day within this time range is higher than on working day, indicating 

that people prefer to engage in activities between 09:00 and 18:00 on off day. 

 
Figure 4- 21. Statistics on single-day population activities within Metro Line 2 station realm 

According to the global spatial autocorrelation analysis results (Table 4- 17), the 𝑍𝐼-Score of 

Moran's I indicates that the population activities within the station realms of Metro Line 2 are in a 

clustered spatial distribution state on both working day and off day. The 𝑍𝐼-Score on working day 

is slightly higher than on off day, indicating that the degree of clustering of population activities 

within the station realms is relatively higher on working day than on off day. In addition, the 𝑍𝐼-

Score of the high-low clustering analysis for both working day and off day is positive, indicating 

that the spatial clustering pattern of population activities within the station realms is characterized 

by high/high clustering, meaning that areas with high population activity levels tend to cluster 

together. 

Table 4- 17. Results of global spatial autocorrelation analysis in Metro Line 2 station realm 

Date 𝑍𝐼-Score 𝑍𝐺-Score 

Working day 136.749 134.949 

Off day 135.722 134.179 

The Figure 4- 22 represents the visualization of the local spatial autocorrelation analysis (hotspot 

analysis) results. It shows that there is significant spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of 

population activities within the Metro Line 2 station realm, particularly in the XXZX station realm, 

NSM station realm, and HZZX station realm, where both high/high clustering and low/low 

clustering phenomena are observed. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4- 22. Hotspot analysis of single-day population activity within station realm of Xi'an 

Metro Line 2. (a) Working day. (b) Off day 

The specific statistical results are presented in the Table 4- 18, which indicates that population 

activities exhibit a higher degree of clustering on working day but with a lower proportion of 

high/high clustering compared to off day. This suggests that on working day, the spatial distribution 

of population activities within the stations is more concentrated, while on off day, the spatial 

distribution of population activities is more widespread. 

Table 4- 18. Hotspot analysis statistics of population activities in Metro Line 2 station realm 

Date Percentage of high/high concentration Max. GiZ-Score Min. GiZ-Score 

Working day 39.50% 10.581 -2.070 

Off day 42.91% 10.360 -2.098 

(2) Spatial distribution pattern of functional facilities in Line 2 station realms 

The results of the average nearest neighbor analysis for each type of facility are illustrated in 

Figure 4- 23. It can be observed that all types of functional facilities exhibit an aggregated 

distribution pattern within the station realms of Metro Line 2. Shopping facilities have the highest 

level of clustering, followed by dining services, while public service facilities show the lowest 

degree of clustering. 

Using the kernel density analysis tool, we conducted further research on the overall spatial 

distribution of functional facilities in the Metro Line 2 station realms, as well as the spatial 

distribution of different types of facilities. As shown in the Figure 4- 24, the functional facilities in 

the station realms of Metro Line 2 exhibit an overall spatial distribution pattern resembling a "central 

line with six hearts." The facilities are primarily clustered between the FCWL station realm, STSG 
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station realm, LSY station realm, ZL station realm, YNM station realm, and NSM station realm, 

with XZ station realm encompassing these six realms. 

 
Figure 4- 23. Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis of POI within Metro Line 2 station realm 

 

  

(a) POI point distribution (b) Kernel density analysis 

Figure 4- 24. Spatial distribution of POIs within Xi'an Metro Line 2 station realm 
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The kernel density analysis of different types of functional facilities, as shown in Figure 4- 25, 

reveals significant variations in the distribution patterns across different station realms. Among them, 

the ZL station realm serves as the central area of Metro Line 2. Except for medical and health 

facilities, other types of functional facilities exhibit a high level of clustering within this realm. 

Particularly, entertainment facilities, accommodation services, and public service facilities are 

predominantly concentrated within the ZL station realm. Additionally, compared to other types of 

facilities, transportation service facilities show a relatively balanced distribution across the entire 

Metro Line 2 station realms. 

 

Figure 4- 25. Kernel density analysis of various functional facilities 

4.5.2 Analysis of spatial distribution pattern within Under development type station realm 

(1) Spatial distribution pattern of population activity 

In terms of time distribution, the statistical results of population activity in BY station realm and 

YDGY station realm on working day and off day are shown in the Figure 4- 26 and Figure 4- 27. 

On working day, population activity in BY station realm and YDGY station realm is mainly 

characterized by commuting, with noticeable peaks during morning and evening rush hours. The 

morning peak is concentrated between 08:00 and 10:00, while the evening peak is mainly distributed 

between 17:00 and 19:00. On off day, there is no significant morning peak in population activity in 

BY station realm. The number of population activities continues to rise between 07:00 and 09:00 

and starts to decline after 09:00. In YDGY station realm, population activity shows a continuous 

fluctuating pattern between 11:00 and 17:00. Overall, the population activity in BY station realm 

and YDGY station realm during the time period of 09:00 to 18:00 on off day is higher than on 

working day. 
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Figure 4- 26. Statistics on number of single-day population activities within YDGY station 

realm 

 

 

Figure 4- 27. Statistics on number of single-day population activities within BY station realm 

In terms of spatial distribution, based on the results of the High/Low clustering analysis (Table 4- 

19), both BY station realm and YDGY station realm show positive 𝑍𝐺-Score for population activity 

on working day and off day. This indicates that the spatial clustering type of population activity in 

these two station realms is high/high clustering, meaning a high number of population activities are 

concentrated in areas with high population activities. 

Table 4- 19. High/low cluster analysis statistics of single-day population activities within under 

development type station realm 

Code 
Number of people 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day Working day Off day 

BY 3397 4055 20.04 20.79 

YDGY 6007 6798 27.07 27.48 
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The Figure 4- 28 presents the visualization of the hotspot analysis results. It can be observed that 

population activity in the BY station realm is mainly concentrated in the southwest area of the station, 

while in the YDGY station realm, population activity is primarily concentrated in the east. 

Furthermore, considering the statistical results from Table 4- 20, the proportion of high/high 

clustering in both the BY station realm and YDGY station realm is higher on off day compared to 

working day. This indicates that on off day, the range and degree of population activity are larger 

than on working day. 

Table 4- 20. Statistics of the percentage of high/high 𝒛𝑮- score in station realm 

Code 
Percentage of H/H 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day 

BY 43.13% 46.72% 

YDGY 42.20% 43.46% 

 

 

(a) BY station realm 

 

(b) YDGY station realm 

Figure 4- 28. Hot spot analysis of single-day population activity within under development 

type station realm 
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In addition, this study also conducted hotspot analysis on population activity at different time 

periods on working day and off day in the BY station realm and YDGY station realm. As shown in 

the Figure 4- 29, the distribution of population activity within the station realms exhibits different 

characteristics as it varies with time. 

 

(a) BY station realm 

 

(b) YDGY station realm 

Figure 4- 29. Temporal and spatial distribution of population activities within under 

development type station realm 

(2) Spatial distribution pattern of functional facility 

The analysis results for functional facility within the BY station realm and YDGY station realm 

are shown in the Table 4- 21. In the BY station realm, only accommodation facilities, catering 

services, living services, shopping facilities, and transportation services exhibit clustered 

distribution patterns, with dining services showing the highest level of clustering. In the YDGY 

station realm, accommodation facilities, catering services, living services, shopping facilities, and 

transportation services also exhibit clustered distribution patterns, with shopping services showing 

the highest level of clustering. 

Table 4- 21. Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis of POI within under development type station 

realm 

POI types 

BY station realm YDGY station realm 

Number 
Average Nearest 

Neighbor (Z-score) 
Number 

Average Nearest 

Neighbor (Z-score) 

Entertainment 5 3.62 10 2.14 

Financial service 3 14.14 6 4.27 

Government agency 2 125.69 3 30.55 

Medical & Health care 6 1.69 6 0.11 

Accommodation service 22 -2.66 19 -0.13 

Catering service 48 -6.63 37 -5.96 
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Living service 49 -2.62 75 -7.58 

Shopping 42 -5.32 83 -10.25 

Public service 0 0.00 3 7.77 

Transportation service 37 -5.77 90 -5.13 

Figure 4- 30 illustrates the visual representation of the kernel density analysis results for the 

distribution of functional facilities within BY station realm and YDGY station realm. It can be 

observed that in BY station realm, functional facilities are primarily clustered in the southern part 

of the station, exhibiting a high-density distribution. On the other hand, in YDGY station realm, 

functional facilities are mainly concentrated in the eastern and southern parts of the station, also 

demonstrating a high-density distribution. This indicates significant regional variations in the spatial 

distribution of functional facilities within these two station realms. 

 

Figure 4- 30. Kernel density analysis of functional facilities within station realm 

4.5.3 Analysis of spatial distribution pattern within Urban center type station realm 

(1) Spatial distribution pattern of population activity 

The statistical results of population activities in ZL station realm on both working day and off 

day are presented in Figure 4- 31. On working day, population activities in ZL station realm exhibit 

a commuting pattern, with clear peak hours. The morning peak hour is concentrated between 08:00 

and 10:00, while the evening peak hour is mainly distributed from 16:00 to 18:00, with higher 

population activity during the evening peak hour compared to the morning peak hour. On off day, 

there is a distinct unimodal distribution of population activities in ZL station realm. Throughout the 

day, population activities steadily increase between 07:00 and 13:00 and start to decline after 13:00. 

Overall, ZL station realm experiences higher population activity levels on off day between 10:00 

and 19:00 compared to working day. 

Regarding the spatial distribution, based on the results of the High/Low clustering analysis (Table 

4- 22), both working day and off day show positive 𝑍𝐺-Score for population activities in ZL station 

realm, indicating a high/high clustering pattern. This implies a concentration of population activities 
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with high population density and clustering in the spatial distribution within ZL station realm. 

 

Figure 4- 31. Statistics of single-day population activities within ZL station realm 

 

Table 4- 22. High/low cluster analysis results of single-day population activities within ZL 

station realm 

Analysis method Indicators 
Date 

Working day Off day 

Numerical statistics Number of people 9739 10447 

High/Low Clustering Analysis 𝑍𝐺-Score 24.57 27.15 

Figure 4- 32 shows the visualization of hotspot analysis results, it can be observed that the areas 

of population activity aggregation within ZL station realm are mainly concentrated within a radius 

of 500 meters around the station. Additionally, considering the statistical results from the table, the 

proportion of high/high clustering in ZL station realm is 44.11% on working day and 46.35% on off 

day. This indicates that on off day, the range and clustering intensity of population activities are 

greater compared to working day. 

 

Figure 4- 32. Hot spot analysis of single-day population activity within ZL station realm 
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In addition, this study also conducted hotspot analysis on population activity at different time 

periods on working day and off day in the ZL station realm. As shown in the Figure 4- 33, the 

distribution of population activity within the station realms exhibits different characteristics as it 

varies with time. 

 
Figure 4- 33. Temporal and spatial distribution of population activities within ZL station 

realm 

The average nearest neighbor analysis results for various types of facilities within ZL station 

realm are presented in the Table 4- 23, indicating that all types of facilities exhibit an aggregated 

distribution pattern. Among them, shopping services show the highest level of aggregation, followed 

by catering services and accommodation services.  

Table 4- 23. Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis of POIs within ZL station realm 

POI types Number of POIs Average Nearest Neighbor (Z score) 

Entertainment 174 -12.30 

Financial service 118 -12.80 

Government agency 140 -12.22 

Medical & Health care 105 -9.25 

Accommodation service 583 -22.47 

Catering service 1293 -36.09 

Living service 1049 -29.79 

Shopping 1634 -47.35 

Public service 82 -4.85 

Transportation service 196 -10.72 

Total 5374 -19.78 

In terms of spatial distribution characteristics, the visualization of the kernel density analysis 

results for facility distribution within the station realm shows that facilities mainly aggregate in the 

western and northern areas of ZL station realm (Figure 4- 34). It can be determined that the 

aggregated areas of facilities are also distributed within a radius of 500 meters from the station. 
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Figure 4- 34. Kernel density analysis of functional facilities within ZL station realm 

4.5.4 Analysis of spatial distribution pattern within High population density hub type 

station realm 

High population density hub type station realm including XZZX station realm, NSM station realm 

and XZ station realm. 

(1) Spatial distribution pattern of population activities within station realms 

Regarding the temporal distribution, the statistical results of population activities within the 

station realms during working day are shown in the Figure 4- 35. XZZX station realm exhibits peak 

hours during the morning rush from 08:00 to 10:00 and the afternoon rush from 15:00 to 17:00. 

NSM station realm experiences peak hours from 09:00 to 11:00 and 17:00 to 19:00. XZ station 

realm shows three peak periods, namely 08:00 to 10:00, 12:00 to 14:00, and 16:00 to 18:00.  

On off day, the temporal distribution of population activities within the station realms is illustrated 

in the Figure 4- 36. XZZX station realm displays a clear morning peak between 08:00 and 10:00. 

The population activities in NSM station realm gradually increase from 07:00 to 12:00 and then 

fluctuate. In XZ station realm, the population activities steadily rise from 07:00 to 15:00 and then 

show a declining trend after 15:00. 

Overall, there are significant differences in the number of population activities between working 

day and off day in XZZX station realm, NSM station realm, and XZ station realm. Particularly, XZ 

station realm experiences a substantial increase in population activities on off day. 
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Figure 4- 35. Statistics of working day population activities within High population density 

hub type station realm 

 

 

Figure 4- 36. Statistics of off day population activities within High population density hub type 

station realm 

In terms of spatial distribution, based on the results of the High/Low clustering analysis (Table 4- 

24), the 𝑧𝐺- score for population activities in XZZX station realm, NSM station realm, and XZ 

station realm are positive for both working day and off day. This indicates that the spatial clustering 

type of population activities in these three station realms is high/high clustering, meaning there is a 

high quantity of population activities and a high degree of spatial clustering of population activities. 

Table 4- 24. High/low cluster analysis statistics of single-day population activities within high 

population density-hub type station realm 

Code 
Number of people 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day Working day Off day 

XZZX 5435 4965 41.73 40.29 

NSM 9307 8757 36.63 36.17 

XZ 9133 9566 36.12 37.68 

The Figure 4- 37 displays the visualization of hotspot analysis results. It can be observed that in 

XZZX station realm, population activities mainly cluster in the southwest area of the station realm. 

In NSM station realm, population activities are primarily concentrated in the northern and western 
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parts of the station. In XZ station realm, population activities are mainly concentrated around the 

station and in the northern part of the station realm.  

 

Figure 4- 37. Hot spot analysis of population activity within high population density-hub type 

station realm 

Furthermore, considering the statistical results (Table 4- 25), the proportion of high/high 𝑧𝐺- 

score for both working day and off day in XZZX station realm and XZ station realm is nearly equal. 

However, in NSM station realm, the proportion of high/high clustering of population activities on 

off day is slightly higher than on working day. 
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Table 4- 25. Statistics of the percentage of high/high 𝒛𝑮- score in high population density-hub 

type station realm 

Code 
Percentage of H/H 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day 

XZZX 33.65% 33.46% 

NSM 42.08% 43.10% 

XZ 39.33% 39.12% 

In addition, this study also conducted hotspot analysis on the spatial distribution characteristics 

of population activities in XZZX station realm, NSM station realm, and XZ station realm during 

working days and off day at different time intervals, as shown in Figure 4- 38. The distribution 

pattern of population activities in the station realms exhibits varying characteristics as the time 

changes. 

 

(a) XZZX station realm 

 

(b) NSM station realm 

 

(c) XZ station realm 

Figure 4- 38. Temporal and spatial distribution of population activities within high population 

density-hub type station realm 
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(2) Spatial distribution pattern of functional facility within station realm 

The average nearest neighbor analysis results for various functional facilities within XZZX 

station realm, NSM station realm, and XZ station realm are shown in Table 4- 26. Among them, all 

types of facilities in XZ station realm exhibit a clustered distribution pattern, while public service 

facilities in XZZX station realm and NSM station realm show a dispersed distribution pattern. 

Additionally, shopping facilities have the highest level of clustering in these three station realms. 

Table 4- 26. Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis of POI within high population density-hub 

type station realm 

POI types 
XZZX NSM XZ 

Number  Z score Number  Z score Number  Z score 

Entertainment 31 -1.23 110 -6.80 165 -13.11 

Financial service 34 -3.43 61 -8.89 78 -11.56 

Government agency 70 -9.23 95 -10.21 69 -8.33 

Medical & Health care 26 -5.18 43 -4.17 65 -7.20 

Accommodation service 40 -4.27 171 -14.05 202 -15.36 

Catering service 302 -20.45 730 -31.78 1299 -43.73 

Living service 163 -12.60 530 -26.41 960 -39.80 

Shopping 389 -27.03 788 -34.84 1549 -52.59 

Public service 14 2.74 22 0.69 39 -4.03 

Transportation service 129 -11.12 169 -8.95 149 -7.02 

Total 1198 -9.18 3643 -16.678 4575 -20.273 

Based on the spatial distribution characteristics, as shown in Figure 4- 39, the areas of functional 

facility clustering within XZZX station realm, NSM station realm, and XZ station realm are 

generally consistent with the areas of population activity clustering. Functional facilities in XZZX 

station realm mainly cluster in the southwestern part of the station realm, while in NSM station 

realm, they are primarily distributed in the northern part of the station. In XZ station realm, 

functional facilities cluster around the station and in the northern area. 

 

Figure 4- 39. Kernel density analysis of functional facilities within station realm. (a) XZZX 

station realm. (b) NSM station realm. (c) XZ station realm 
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4.5.5 Analysis of spatial distribution pattern within Interchange type station realm 

(1) Spatial distribution pattern of population activities within station realms 

In terms of time distribution, the statistics of population activity during working day in the station 

realms are shown in the Figure 4- 40. Generally, the morning peak of population activity occurs 

between 08:00 and 10:00 across all six station realms. However, the evening peak varies among 

them. For instance, in LSY station realm, the evening peak of population activity appears between 

20:00 and 21:00, while in BDJ station realm, it occurs between 16:00 and 18:00. The other station 

realms generally experience their evening peaks between 17:00 and 19:00. It is worth noting that 

both FCWL station realm and BDJ station realm exhibit a population activity peak between 12:00 

and 14:00. 

 

Figure 4- 40. Statistics on number of working day population activities within interchange type 

station realm 

On off day, as shown in the Figure 4- 41, the first peak of population activity in all six station 

realms appears between 12:00 and 14:00, while the second peak mainly occurs between 17:00 and 

19:00. In LSY station realm, the second peak occurs between 16:00 and 18:00. Overall, FCWL 

station realm, LSY station realm, AYM station realm, BDJ station realm, and YNM station realm 

have higher population activity levels on off day compared to working day.  

 

Figure 4- 41. Statistics on number of off day population activities within interchange type 

station realm 
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On spatial distribution, according to the results of the High/Low clustering analysis (Table 4- 27), 

the 𝑧𝐺- score for population activity in the six interchange-type station realms are positive for both 

working day and off day. This indicates that the spatial clustering type of population activity in these 

station realms is high/high clustering, meaning there is a high concentration of population activity 

and a high level of clustering of population activity. 

Table 4- 27. High/low cluster analysis statistics of population activities within interchange type 

station realm 

Code 
Number of people 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day Working day Off day 

FCWL 8240 8974 36.32 36.58 

LSY 9594 11278 27.24 26.23 

AYM 7760 8088 33.74 32.38 

BDJ 8808 8934 25.47 25.13 

YNM 8679 8885 26.85 24.54 

TYC 9434 9429 33.87 34.74 

In terms of spatial distribution, as shown in Figure 4- 42 and Figure 4- 43, the population activity 

in XZZX station realm mainly clusters in the southwestern part of the station realm. NSM station 

realm exhibits a concentration of population activity in the northern and western parts of the station, 

while XZ station realm shows a significant concentration of population activity in the vicinity of 

the station and the northern part of the station realm. 

 
Figure 4- 42. Hot spot analysis of population activity within interchange type station realm on 

working day 
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Figure 4- 43. Hot spot analysis of population activity within interchange type station realm on 

off day 

Analyzing the proportion of high/high clustering of population activity in each station realm 

(Table 4- 28), it can be observed that on off day, all six station realms have a higher proportion of 

high/high clustering based on the 𝑧𝐺- score compared to working day. LSY station realm, BDJ 

station realm, and YNM station realm show a significant increase in the proportion of 𝑧𝐺- score for 

high/high clustering on off day, indicating a larger coverage of population activity clustering during 

off day in these three station realms compared to working day. 

Table 4- 28. Statistics of the percentage of high/high 𝒛𝑮- score in interchange type station 

realm 

Code 
Percentage of H/H 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day 

FCWL 39.26% 40.65% 

LSY 40.59% 44.05% 

AYM 40.50% 41.11% 

BDJ 42.06% 45.35% 

YNM 39.84% 45.59% 

TYC 38.39% 39.36% 

In addition, this study also conducted hotspot analysis on the spatial distribution of population 

activities in FCWL station realm, LSY station realm, AYM station realm, BDJ station realm, YNM 

station realm, and TYC station realm during working day and off day at different time intervals, as 

shown in Figure 4- 44. The distribution patterns and locations of population activities within each 

station realm exhibited varying characteristics with the changing time. 
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(a) FCWL station realm.  

 

(b) LSY station realm 

 

(c) AYM station realm 

 

(d) BDJ station realm.  
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(e) YNM station realm 

 

(f) TYC station realm 

Figure 4- 44. Temporal and spatial distribution of population activities within interchange 

type station realm 

(2) Spatial distribution pattern of functional facilities in the station realm 

The average nearest neighbor analysis results for various functional facilities in FCWL station 

realm, LSY station realm, AYM station realm, BDJ station realm, YNM station realm, and TYC 

station realm are shown in Table 4- 29. It can be observed that functional facilities in FCWL station 

realm exhibit a clustered spatial distribution, while the public service facilities in the other station 

realms show a dispersed distribution. Additionally, YNM station realm has the highest level of 

clustering for dining service facilities, while shopping facilities exhibit the highest level of 

clustering in the other station realms. 

Regarding spatial distribution characteristics, Figure 4- 45 visualizes the kernel density analysis 

results for functional facilities in interchange-type station realms. Functional facilities in FCWL 

station realm and LSY station realm exhibit a clustered distribution around the stations. In AYM 

station realm, functional facilities are mainly concentrated in the northern part of the station realm, 

while in BDJ station realm, YNM station realm, and TYC station realm, functional facilities are 

primarily concentrated in the southern part of the station realm. 

Table 4- 29. Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis of POIs within interchange type station realm 

POI types FCWL LSY AYM BDJ YNM TYC 

Entertainment -6.50 -3.67 -2.91 -0.03 -5.78 -6.80 

Financial service -10.65 -7.03 -7.04 -10.88 -14.87 -8.89 

Government agency -3.41 -13.77 -5.41 -14.21 -9.28 -10.21 

Medical & Health care -5.90 -6.82 -5.38 -14.59 -8.79 -4.17 

Accommodation service -5.32 -7.22 -7.73 -8.97 -14.41 -14.05 

Catering service -29.50 -30.84 -19.95 -30.63 -35.81 -31.78 

Living service -24.48 -26.78 -24.29 -24.63 -34.79 -26.41 

Shopping -43.17 -40.20 -26.04 -41.55 -34.45 -34.84 

Public service -0.73 2.10 0.96 0.94 0.69 0.69 

Transportation service -8.37 -12.43 -9.98 -7.95 -9.29 -8.95 

Mean -13.80 -14.67 -10.78 -15.25 -16.68 -14.54 
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Figure 4- 45. Kernel density analysis of off day population activity within interchange type 

station realm 

4.5.6 Analysis of spatial distribution pattern within General residential type station realm 

General residential-type station realms generally include STSG station realm, DMGX station 

realm, WYJ station realm, and HZZX station realm.  

(1) Spatial distribution pattern of population activities within station realms  

In terms of time distribution, the population activities in these station realms during working day 

are shown in the Figure 4- 46. STSG station realm, WYJ station realm, and HZZX station realm 

exhibit clear commuting patterns, with morning peaks occurring between 08:00 and 10:00, and 

evening peaks between 17:00 and 19:00. DMGX station realm shows a more stable time distribution, 

with only an evening peak observed between 16:00 and 18:00. 

On off day, as shown in the Figure 4- 47, STSG station realm experiences a second peak between 

17:00 and 19:00. DMGX station realm has a peak in population activities only between 10:00 and 

13:00. WYJ station realm shows a peak in population activities between 10:00 and 14:00. HZZX 

station realm experiences a peak in population activities between 16:00 and 18:00. 

Overall, during the time period from 11:00 to 18:00, the population activities in STSG station 

realm, DMGX station realm, WYJ station realm, and HZZX station realm are higher on off day 

compared to working day. 
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Figure 4- 46. Statistics on number of population activities within general residential type 

station realm on working day 

 

 

Figure 4- 47. Statistics on number of population activities within general residential type 

station realm on off day 

According to the results of the High/Low Clustering Analysis (Table 4- 30), the 𝑧𝐺- score for 

population activities in the four general residential type station realms are positive for both working 

day and off day. This indicates that the spatial clustering type of population activities in these four 

station realms is high/high clustering, meaning a high number of population activities and their 

clustering. 

Table 4- 30. High/low cluster analysis statistics of population activities within general 

residential type station realm 

Code 
Number of people 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day Working day Off day 

STSG 8176 8181 36.30 34.78 

DMGX 6571 7195 31.62 30.50 

WYJ 11257 11119 35.80 35.21 

HZZX 11989 12498 43.16 42.69 
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Figure 4- 48 and Figure 4- 49 displays the visualization of the hotspot analysis results. It shows 

that population activities in the STSG station realm exhibit a clustered distribution around the station 

realm. In contrast, the distribution of population activities in the DMGX station realm and WYJ 

station realm is relatively dispersed in the clustered areas. However, in the HZZX station realm, 

there is a noticeable variation in the distribution of population activities. The population activities 

are mainly concentrated in the northeast part of the station realm, while the clustering level of 

population activities in the southeast part of the station realm is significantly lower. 

 

Figure 4- 48. Hot spot analysis of population activity within general residential type station 

realm on working day 
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Figure 4- 49. Hot spot analysis of population activity within general residential type station 

realm on off day 

According to the statistical results of the hotspot analysis (Table 4- 31), the proportion of 

high/high clustering 𝑧𝐺- score for population activities in the STSG station realm, WYJ station 

realm, and HZZX station realm is higher on off day than on working day. However, in the DMGX 

station realm, the proportion of 𝑧𝐺- score for population activities is lower on off day compared to 

working day. This indicates that the area covered by population activity clusters in the DMGX 

station realm decreases on off day. 

Table 4- 31. Statistics of the percentage of high/high 𝒛𝑮- score in general residential type 

station realm 

Code 
Percentage of H/H 𝑧𝐺- score 

Working day Off day 

STSG 39.13% 41.02% 

DMGX 41.93% 41.62% 

WYJ 39.80% 40.89% 

HZZX 39.49% 41.71% 
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In addition, this study conducted hotspot analysis on the spatial distribution of population 

activities in the STSG station realm, DMGX station realm, WYJ station realm, and HZZX station 

realm during working day and off day, as shown in the Figure 4- 50. The distribution patterns and 

locations of population activities within each station realm exhibit varying characteristics over time. 

 

(a) STSG station realm 

 

(b) DMGX station realm 

 

(c) WYJ station realm 

 

(d) HZZX station realm 

Figure 4- 50. Temporal and spatial distribution of population activities within general 

residential type station realm 
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(2) Spatial distribution pattern of functional facility within station realm 

As shown in Table 4- 32, the public service facilities in the STSG station realm, DMGX station 

realm, WYJ station realm, and HZZX station realm exhibit a dispersed distribution pattern. 

Furthermore, the catering service facilities show the highest level of agglomeration in the DMGX 

station realm, WYJ station realm, and HZZX station realm, while the STSG station realm 

demonstrates the highest level of agglomeration for shopping facilities in terms of spatial 

distribution. 

Table 4- 32. Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis of POIs within general residential type station 

realm 

POI types STSG DMGX WYJ HZZX 

Entertainment  -4.28 -3.49 -5.06 -4.58 

Financial service  -13.26 -1.51 -7.40 -5.01 

Government agency -5.55 -10.71 -10.57 -7.65 

Medical & Health care -5.40 0.21 -3.93 -8.34 

Accommodation service -12.00 -1.56 -8.71 -11.26 

Catering service -25.00 -19.98 -27.98 -29.23 

Living service -30.32 -12.51 -18.68 -24.81 

Shopping -33.46 -17.83 -25.97 -28.72 

Public service 6.22 138.43 0.07 1.06 

Transportation service -11.78 -9.08 -5.00 -9.21 

Mean -4.28 -3.49 -5.06 -4.58 

In terms of spatial distribution characteristics, as shown in the Figure 4- 51, the functional 

facilities in the STSG station realm exhibit a spatial distribution pattern that clusters around the 

station. In the DMGX station realm, the functional facilities primarily concentrate in the southern 

part of the station realm. In the WYJ station realm, the functional facilities mainly cluster in the 

western and southern parts of the station realm. As for the HZZX station realm, the functional 

facilities are primarily distributed in the western side of the station realm, with the agglomeration 

area located in the northwestern part of the station realm. 

 

Figure 4- 51. Kernel density analysis of off day population activity within general residential 

type station realm 
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4.6 Discussion 

4.6.1 The overall spatial distribution pattern of the station realm of Xi'an Metro Line 2 

The time distribution of population activity in the stations of Line 2 of the Xi'an subway, as shown 

in Figure 4- 52 and Figure 4- 53, reveals distinct commuting patterns on working day. The morning 

peak occurs between 08:00 and 10:00, while the evening peak is concentrated between 17:00 and 

19:00. On off day, there is no clear morning peak in population activity within Line 2 station realms. 

Instead, activity fluctuates continuously between 09:00 and 18:00, with higher population activity 

levels observed on off day. This indicates a preference for activities during the 09:00-18:00 time 

period on off day. Additionally, the overall population activity on Line 2 of the Xi'an subway exhibits 

an increasing trend from north to south throughout the day. 

 

Figure 4- 52. Temporal distribution of working day population activities in each station realm 

 

 

Figure 4- 53. Temporal distribution of off day population activities in each station realm 
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Based on the global spatial autocorrelation analysis results, the population activity in the Line 2 

station realms is characterized by high/high clustering, indicating a high level of population activity 

and spatial clustering of population activity on both working day and off day. The visualization of 

local spatial autocorrelation analysis (hotspot analysis) results shows significant spatial variations 

in population activity distribution within the Line 2 station realms, particularly in the XXZX, NSM, 

and HZZX station realms, where high/high clustering and low/low clustering phenomena are 

evident. Furthermore, the statistical results indicate that the degree of population activity clustering 

and the proportion of high/high clustering are lower on working days compared to off day. This 

suggests that on working days, population activity is more concentrated spatially, while on off day, 

population activity is more widely dispersed across the station realms. 

In terms of the spatial distribution pattern of functional facilities, as shown in Table 4- 33, the top 

three facilities in terms of quantity are shopping, catering service, and living service. Overall, 

various types of functional facilities in Line 2 subway station realms exhibit a clustered distribution 

pattern, with shopping facilities showing the highest level of clustering, followed by catering service 

and living service. 

Table 4- 33. Statistics on the number and concentration of top three functional facilities 

POI types Number Average Nearest Neighbor (Z-score) 

Catering service 9258 -121.786 

Living service 7772 -106.314 

Shopping 11475 -143.426 

Based on the overall kernel density analysis results of functional facilities in the station realms, 

there is a spatial distribution pattern of "one line and six cores" within Line 2 subway station realms. 

Specifically, functional facilities are primarily clustered between the FCWL, STSG, LSY, ZL, YNM, 

and NSM station realms, with XZ station realm playing a role as well. The kernel density analysis 

results for different categories of functional facilities indicate that the ZL station realm is the central 

area of Line 2 subway, where, except for Medical & Health care facilities, other functional facilities 

exhibit a high level of clustering. Entertainment facilities, accommodation services, and public 

services show the highest level of clustering within the ZL station realm. Entertainment facilities 

only exhibit a clustered distribution in the ZL and XZ station realms. Additionally, compared to 

other types of facilities, transportation services are relatively evenly distributed throughout the Line 

2 station realms. 

4.6.2 Spatial distribution pattern of each type of station realm 

In terms of the time distribution of population activities, the population activities in each station 

realm generally exhibit the commuting characteristics of peak hours during working day, and the 

population activity levels during 10:00-18:00 on off day are higher than on working day. In terms 

of spatial distribution, the population activities in various station realms show a clustered 

distribution pattern during both working day and off day, with a high/high clustering type, indicating 

a high level of population activity and clustering. 

Regarding the spatial distribution of functional facilities, although there are significant 

differences in the spatial distribution characteristics of different types of facilities in different station 

realms, there are still some commonalities. Except for the ZL station realm, public service facilities 
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are dispersed in the other 15 station realms, while dining services, daily necessities services, and 

shopping facilities are among the top three in terms of their clustering levels in each station realm. 

In terms of the distribution of population activities, as shown in the Figure 4- 54, there are 

significant differences in the clustering positions between station realms. The spatial distribution 

patterns of most station realms do not exhibit the geographical characteristics proposed by many 

studies, which describe a concentric distribution pattern around the stations [10,11]. This indicates 

that there is some deviation between theoretical expectations and the actual development of station 

realms. However, this study also found that in the Xi'an Metro Line 2, the population activities, and 

functional facilities in eight station realms are concentrated within a radius of 500 meters from the 

stations. These station realms include the Urban center type ZL station realm, the High population 

density hub type XZ station realm, the Interchange type FCWL station realm, LSY station realm, 

AYM station realm, BDJ station realm, and the General residential type STSG station realm, WYJ 

station realm. This to some extent reflects the agglomeration effect of stations on the surrounding 

environment, which is consistent with some related research conclusions [12 ,13 ]. Additionally, 

through comparison, it is observed that there is a certain spatial correspondence between the 

clustering positions of population activities and functional facilities in each station realm. However, 

further analysis is needed to understand the spatial relationship and interaction between the two. 

 
Figure 4- 54. Spatial correspondence between population activities and functional facilities 

within station realm of Xi’an Metro Line 2 

4.6.3 Spatial Correspondence of Station Realm 

Based on the analysis of the spatial distribution patterns of station realms in Xi'an Metro Line 2, 

as shown in Figure 4- 55, the distribution areas of population activities and the clustering areas of 

functional facilities in the station realms are generally consistent. This indicates a clear spatial 

correspondence between high population activity clusters and areas with a high concentration of 

functional facilities. In other words, areas with a high concentration of population activities tend to 

coincide with places where functional facilities are highly clustered. 
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Figure 4- 55. Spatial location relationship between population activities and functional 

facilities in the station realm of metro line 2 

From a local perspective, as shown in Figure 4- 56, the distribution areas of population activity 

clusters and the clustering areas of functional facilities also correspond to each other in the spatial 

context of each type of station realm. However, there are cases where the distribution areas of 

population clusters do not match the areas where functional facilities are clustered. For example, in 

the HZZX station realm, population activities are clustered in the northeast, but the results of kernel 

density analysis show that the clustering area of functional facilities is in the northwest of the station 

realm. This suggests the presence of a certain category of functional facility in the HZZX station 

realm that strongly attracts population activities or has a high degree of interaction with them. In 

the subsequent research, spatial relationship models will be used to further analyze and evaluate this 

phenomenon. 

 

Figure 4- 56. Spatial location relationship between population activities and functional 

facilities in each type of station realm 
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4.7 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, the spatial distribution patterns of the overall station realm of Xi'an Metro Line 2 

and its 16 station realms were studied based on field investigations and big data analysis techniques. 

Firstly, the scope and types of station realms were defined through field investigations and statistical 

analysis. Secondly, data collection and integration analysis were conducted from two dimensions: 

"spatiotemporal behavior of population activities" and "functional facilities." This allowed for the 

exploration of the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of population activities and the 

distribution characteristics of functional facilities in the overall station realm of Xi'an Metro Line 2 

and different station realms. The study investigated the support and guidance patterns of population 

activities on functional facilities, and preliminary correspondences were identified between the 

spatiotemporal distribution of population activities and the distribution characteristics of various 

types of functional facilities within different station realms. These findings provide data support for 

the subsequent analysis of the relationship between population activities and functional facilities. 
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Introduction 

In this chapter, the study will analyze the correlation between population activities and functional 

facilities in the station realm on both working day and off day. The aim is to explore the degree and 

variations of the correlation between population activities and various types of functional facilities. 

Specifically, functional facilities that exhibit a significant positive correlation will be selected as 

explanatory variables, in preparation for the establishment of the spatial relationship model in the 

subsequent steps. The research framework for this chapter is illustrated in Figure 5- 1. 

 

Figure 5- 1. Research framework 

5.1 Methodology 

Although the analysis of the spatial distribution patterns of population activities and functional 

facilities in the station realms of Xi'an Metro Line 2 in the previous chapter suggests a certain spatial 

correspondence, the specific quantitative relationship needs to be determined through correlation 

analysis. In this chapter, the Spearman correlation analysis method, using the Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences (SPSS) [1], will be employed to calculate the correlation matrix and determine 

the degree of correlation between population activities and various types of functional facilities 

within different station realms.  

5.1.1 Selection of experimental subjects 

The selection criteria for the experimental objects should meet the following two conditions: 

1. Representative and Universal Selection: 

The selection of experiment objects should primarily consider station realms with representative 

spatial patterns. Otherwise, selecting objects with highly similar features would not provide intuitive 

characteristics and significance for comparison. Additionally, the selected objects must cover all 

types of station realms along the Xi'an Metro Line 2 to ensure more convincing analysis results.  

2. Different Urban Segments: 

The selected objects should be located in different urban segments, taking into account various 

sections along Metro Line 2 in the city. It is not advisable to choose consecutive or concentrated 

station realms. This approach aims to sample different urban segments and achieve more distinct 

results in correlation analysis. 
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In summary, following the criteria, this study selects the following station realms as the 

experimental objects: YunDongGongYuan Station, ShiTuShuGuan station, Longshouyuan Station, 

BeiDaJie station, ZhongLou Station, NanShaoMen station, Xiaozhai Station, and WeiYiJie Station. 

The specific information of each experimental subjects is shown in Table 5- 1. 

 

Figure 5- 2. The location of experimental station realms 

 

Table 5- 1. Experimental subjects of Xi’an Metro Line 2 

Code Station name Station realm type 

M02 YunDongGongYuan (YDGY) Under development type 

M10 ZhongLou (ZL) Urban center type 

M12 NanShaoMen (NSM) 
High population density Hub type 

M14 XiaoZhai (XZ) 

M07 LongShouYuan (LSY) 
Interchange type 

M09 BeiDaJie (BDJ) 

M05 ShiTuShuGuan (STSG) 
General residential type 

M15 WeiYiJie (WYJ) 

5.1.2 Variable selection 

Before conducting the correlation analysis between population activities and functional facilities 

in this study, it is necessary to provide a conceptual definition and establish the value range for the 

results of the Spearman correlation analysis model. The correlation coefficient, denoted as 𝑟𝑠 , 

represents the correlation between variables in the research sample and indicates the magnitude of 

the correlation (-1 ≤ 𝑟𝑠 ≤ 1) [2]. A value closer to 1 indicates a stronger positive correlation 
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between the variables, while a value closer to -1 indicates a stronger negative correlation. Based on 

the reference to relevant research literature [3,4], this study adopts a significance level of p ＜ 0.05 

as the criterion for determining significance. The p-value is a test statistic used to determine the 

significance of the correlation between variables. A p-value ＜ 0.05 or 0.05 ＜ 𝑝  ＜ 0.1 (a 

relatively lenient significance level) indicates a significant relationship between the two variables 

[5]. In addition, for the convenience of data statistics and analysis, this study designates the quantity 

of population activity on working day and off day as WD and OD, respectively. Various types of 

functional facilities are denoted as F01 to F10. The specific details as show in Table 5- 2 and Table 

5- 3. 

Table 5- 2. The code for quantity of population activity on working day and off day 

Date Code 

Working day WD 

Off day OD 

 

Table 5- 3. The code for POIs 

POI types Code 

Entertainment F01 

Financial Service F02 

Government Agency F03 

Medical & Health Care F04 

Accommodation Service F05 

Catering Service F06 

Living Service F07 

Shopping F08 

Public Service F09 

Transportation Service F10 

5.1.3 Processing of data 

The specific data processing procedures for population activity and functional facility data in this 

study are as follows: 

(1) Constructing database 

Using the ArcGIS platform, a spatial dataset is created for each experimental station realm, and 

EasyGo point data representing population activity and POI point data representing functional 

facilities are imported separately. The total population activity on working days and off day within 

each experimental station realm is calculated, along with the quantity of various types of functional 

facilities. The data is then stored in the data set in Shp format.  

(2) Build fishing network 

Using the boundary of each experimental station realm, a rectangular grid with a cell size of 25 

m * 25 m (corresponding to the sampling scale of EasyGo point data [6]) is created using the fishnet 

tool. 
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(3) Establishing spatial connections 

The spatial join tool in ArcGIS is utilized to match the attribute values of connected features with 

target features based on their relative spatial positions. In this study, the previously calculated 

population activity data and functional facility data are connected to the established grid based on 

the station realm type. This ensures that each ID field in the grid contains attribute values for 

population activity and the quantity of various types of functional facilities. 

(4) Exporting data 

The spatially connected grid data is exported as a dBASE format table file. 

(5) Conducting correlation analysis 

The exported table files for each research station realm are imported into the SPSS software for 

Spearman correlation analysis between the quantity of population activity and functional facilities 

within each station realm. 

5.2 Correlation analysis of population activities and functional Facilities within Metro Line 2 

station realm 

5.2.1 Results of correlation analysis between population activities and functional facilities 

Based on the correlation matrix analysis in Table 5- 4, it can be observed that there is a positive 

correlation between the population activity in station realms of the Xi'an Metro Line 2 and the 

functionality facilities on both working days and off days, with a P-value < 0.05. 

This indicates a significant positive relationship between population activity and functionality 

facilities. Moreover, the positive correlation coefficient on off days is slightly higher than that on 

working days. 

Table 5- 4. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and functional 

facilities in Metro Line 2 station realm 

  WD OD 

POI Correlation coefficient 0.243** 0.246** 

 P-value 0.000* 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

5.2.2 Results of correlation analysis between population activities and various functional 

facilities 

According to the results of correlation analysis in Table 2-1, it can be observed that there is a 

positive correlation between population activity in station realms of the Xi'an Metro Line 2 and 

various types of functionality facilities on both working days and off days, with a P-value < 0.05. 

This indicates a significant positive relationship between population activity and functionality 

facilities. 
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Specifically, on both working days and off days, the highest correlation with population activity 

is observed for catering service facilities, followed by living service facilities, while government 

agencies exhibit the lowest positive correlation with population activity. 

When comparing across working days and off days, it is found that the positive correlation 

coefficients between population activity and catering service facilities, living service facilities, and 

shopping facilities are higher on off days compared to working days. However, there is a slight 

decrease in the positive correlation coefficients for financial service facilities, government agencies, 

and transportation service facilities on off days. The remaining four categories of service facilities 

show similar correlation coefficients on both working days and off days. 

Table 5- 5. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in Metro Line 2 station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.080** 0.000 0.080** 0.000 

F02 0.074** 0.000 0.067** 0.000 

F03 0.033** 0.000 0.017** 0.001 

F04 0.085** 0.000 0.085** 0.000 

F05 0.109** 0.000 0.110** 0.000 

F06 0.178** 0.000 0.188** 0.000 

F07 0.170** 0.000 0.177** 0.000 

F08 0.167** 0.000 0.173** 0.000 

F09 0.035** 0.000 0.034** 0.000 

F10 0.100** 0.000 0.095** 0.000 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

5.3 Correlation analysis of population activities and functional facilities within different 

types of station realm 

5.3.1 Results of correlation analysis between population activities and functional facilities 

in different types of station realm 

Based on the correlation analysis results shown in Table 5- 6, it can be observed that there is a 

significant positive correlation (P-value < 0.05) between population activity and functional facilities 

in all the tested station realms during both working days and off days. 

In terms of station realm types, the XZ station realm, characterized by a high population density 

and hub, exhibits the highest positive correlation coefficient between population activity and 

functionality facilities. On the other hand, the YDGY station realm, which is still under development, 

shows the lowest correlation coefficient. 

Furthermore, except for the YDGY station realm and STSG station realm, the correlation 

coefficients between population activity and functional facilities in other station realms increase on 
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off days compared to working days. 

Table 5- 6. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in different types of station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

YDGY  0.156** 0.000* 0.143** 0.000* 

ZL 0.220** 0.000* 0.242** 0.000* 

NSM 0.284** 0.000* 0.292** 0.000* 

XZ 0.339** 0.000* 0.343** 0.000* 

LSY 0.226** 0.000* 0.235** 0.000* 

BDJ 0.195** 0.000* 0.209** 0.000* 

STSG 0.325** 0.000* 0.291** 0.000* 

WYJ 0.181** 0.000* 0.203** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

5.3.2 Results of correlation analysis between population activities and various functional 

facilities in different types of station realm 

(1) YDGY station realm 

From the correlation matrix analysis in Table 5- 7, it can be observed that the YDGY station realm, 

there is a significant positive correlation between population activity and four types of functional 

facilities: catering services, living services, shopping services, and transportation services. Among 

these, transportation services exhibit the highest correlation coefficient with population activity. The 

correlation coefficients between living services and population activity, as well as shopping services 

and population activity, increase on off days compared to working days. 

Table 5- 7. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in YDGY station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.007 0.730 -0.010 0.628 

F02 0.018 0.398 0.035 0.102 

F03 0.016 0.446 0.014 0.516 

F04 0.032 0.135 0.016 0.460 

F05 0.033 0.127 0.017 0.425 

F06 0.054** 0.012 0.054** 0.013 

F07 0.086** 0.000* 0.091** 0.000* 

F08 0.051** 0.000* 0.058** 0.000* 

F09 0.013 0.536 0.016 0.471 

F10 0.107** 0.000* 0.092** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 
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* Represents value less than 10-6. 

(2) ZL station realm 

According to Table 5- 8, in the ZL station realm, there is a negative correlation between 

government agencies and population activity. There is no correlation between public service 

facilities and population activity, while financial service facilities show a significant positive 

correlation with population activity only on working days. The remaining six types of functional 

facilities exhibit a significant positive correlation with population activity, with catering services 

showing the highest correlation coefficient. Additionally, accommodation services, catering services, 

living services, and shopping services all demonstrate an increase in positive correlation coefficients 

with population activity on off days. 

Table 5- 8. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in ZL station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.069** 0.001 0.053** 0.010 

F02 0.044** 0.032 0.026 0.195 

F03 -0.013 0.527 -0.032 0.117 

F04 0.057** 0.005 0.047** 0.020 

F05 0.122** 0.000* 0.140** 0.000* 

F06 0.177** 0.000* 0.187** 0.000* 

F07 0.141** 0.000* 0.174** 0.000* 

F08 0.131** 0.000* 0.170** 0.000* 

F09 0.021 0.308 0.026 0.209 

F10 0.080** 0.000* 0.065** 0.001 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

(3) NSM station realm 

As shown in Table 5- 9, within the NSM station realm, apart from government agencies and 

public service facilities, the other eight types of functional facilities exhibit a significant positive 

correlation with population activity. Among them, catering services have the highest correlation 

coefficient, while medical and health care facilities have the lowest correlation coefficient. 

Additionally, accommodation services, catering services, living services, and shopping services all 

show an increase in positive correlation coefficients with population activity on off days. 

Table 5- 9. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in NSM station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.171** 0.000* 0.140** 0.000* 

F02 0.066** 0.002 0.052** 0.000* 

F03 0.020 0.347 0.028 0.191 

F04 0.064** 0.002* 0.036 0.089 
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F05 0.121** 0.000* 0.132** 0.000* 

F06 0.151** 0.000* 0.178** 0.000* 

F07 0.114** 0.000* 0.133** 0.000* 

F08 0.168** 0.000* 0.169** 0.000* 

F09 0.015 0.473 0.019 0.359 

F10 0.138** 0.000* 0.116** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

(4) XZ station realm 

As shown in Table 5- 10, within the XZ station realm, government agencies do not exhibit any 

correlation with population activity. However, the other nine types of functional facilities show a 

significant positive correlation with population activity. Among them, catering services have the 

highest correlation coefficient with population activity both on off days and working days., followed 

by shopping services and living services. Public service facilities have the lowest correlation 

coefficient with population activity.  

Table 5- 10. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in XZ station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.178** 0.000* 0.174** 0.000* 

F02 0.097** 0.000* 0.103** 0.000* 

F03 0.059 0.134 0.023 0.275 

F04 0.082** 0.000* 0.090** 0.000* 

F05 0.179** 0.000* 0.188** 0.000* 

F06 0.299** 0.000* 0.295** 0.000* 

F07 0.229** 0.000* 0.242** 0.000* 

F08 0.261** 0.000* 0.262** 0.000* 

F09 0.044** 0.032 0.060** 0.014 

F10 0.126** 0.000* 0.143** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

(5) LSY station realm 

As shown in Table 5- 11, within the LSY station realm, there is no correlation between medical 

and health care facilities as well as public service facilities and population activity. This could be 

due to a small sample size or the absence of a true correlation between the two variables. Further 

research is needed to study the relationship trend between them before making definitive 

conclusions. On off days, government agencies exhibit a significant negative correlation with 

population activity. The remaining seven types of functional facilities show a significant positive 

correlation with population activity, with catering services having the highest correlation coefficient. 
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Table 5- 11. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in LSY station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.105** 0.000* 0.095** 0.000* 

F02 0.067** 0.001 0.070** 0.000* 

F03 0.005 0.794 -0.046** 0.020 

F04 0.037 0.062 0.038 0.054 

F05 0.095** 0.000* 0.107** 0.000* 

F06 0.184** 0.000* 0.190** 0.000* 

F07 0.153** 0.000* 0.157** 0.000* 

F08 0.160** 0.000* 0.183** 0.000* 

F09 0.028 0.159 0.019 0.320 

F10 0.098** 0.000* 0.094** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

(6) BDJ station realm 

As shown in Table 5- 12, within the BDJ station realm, there is no correlation between 

entertainment facilities, financial service facilities, government agencies, and public service 

facilities with population activity. The remaining six types of functional facilities exhibit a 

significant positive correlation with population activity. On working days, medical and health care 

facilities have the highest correlation coefficient with population activity, followed by shopping 

service facilities, while living service facilities have the lowest correlation. On off days, shopping 

service facilities have the highest correlation coefficient with population activity, and 

accommodation service facilities have the lowest positive correlation. 

 

Table 5- 12. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in BDJ station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.023 0.293 0.025 0.257 

F02 0.042 0.053 0.031 0.146 

F03 0.042 0.050 0.022 0.301 

F04 0.131** 0.000* 0.125** 0.000* 

F05 0.096** 0.000* 0.096** 0.000* 

F06 0.122** 0.000* 0.141** 0.000* 

F07 0.083** 0.000* 0.115** 0.000* 

F08 0.129** 0.000* 0.155** 0.000* 

F09 0.007 0.752 0.004 0.842 

F10 0.115** 0.000* 0.106** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 
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* Represents value less than 10-6. 

(7) STSG station realm 

As shown in Table 5- 13, within the STSG station realm, except for medical and health care 

facilities and public service facilities, the other eight types of functional facilities exhibit a 

significant positive correlation with population activity on both working days and off days. Among 

them, living service facilities have the highest positive correlation coefficient with population 

activity, followed by dining service facilities, while government agencies have the lowest 

correlation. 

Table 5- 13. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in STSG station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.130** 0.000* 0.122** 0.000* 

F02 0.138** 0.000* 0.119** 0.000* 

F03 0.089** 0.000* 0.066** 0.001 

F04 0.051 0.210 0.018 0.374 

F05 0.165** 0.000* 0.151** 0.000* 

F06 0.227** 0.000* 0.215** 0.000* 

F07 0.249** 0.000* 0.235** 0.000* 

F08 0.222** 0.000* 0.206** 0.000* 

F09 0.032 0.116 0.079 0.320 

F10 0.178** 0.000* 0.156** 0.000* 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

 

(8) WYJ station realm 

As shown in Table 5- 14, within the WYJ station realm, government agencies do not exhibit any 

correlation with population activity, while entertainment facilities only show a significant positive 

correlation on off days. The other eight types of functional facilities have a significant positive 

correlation with population activity on both working days and off days, with shopping service 

facilities having the highest correlation coefficient with population activity. 

Table 5- 14. Statistics of correlation coefficients between population activities and various 

functional facilities in WYJ station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

F01 0.027 0.164 0.040 0.136 

F02 0.063** 0.001 0.045** 0.009 

F03 0.032 0.088 0.002 0.899 

F04 0.071** 0.000* 0.073** 0.000* 

F05 0.111** 0.000* 0.127** 0.000* 

F06 0.119** 0.000* 0.138** 0.000* 
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F07 0.112** 0.000* 0.116** 0.000* 

F08 0.144** 0.000* 0.166** 0.000* 

F09 0.044** 0.021 0.058** 0.012 

F10 0.043** 0.024 0.045** 0.019 

Notes: 

Asterisks next to numbers indicate statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

** Represents significant correlation. 

* Represents value less than 10-6. 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 The variability of correlation at different aspects 

In terms of time, the positive correlation between population activity and functional facilities on 

off days is generally higher than on working days in most station realms. This is primarily due to 

the typical activity patterns of urban populations. On off days, people usually have more time for 

shopping, entertainment, and other activities. However, it is worth noting that in the YDGY station 

realm, which is in the under-development type, and the STSG station realm, which is of a general 

residential type, the positive correlation between population activity and functional facilities is 

higher on working day than on off days. This could be attributed to the inadequate configuration of 

functional facilities in these two station realms, which fail to meet the increased activity demands 

of people on off days, thereby forcing them to seek additional service facilities in other areas. 

Additionally, it is also possible that some residents in these two station realms prefer to stay at home 

and refrain from going out on off days. 

As shown in Table 5- 15, there are significant variations in the correlation coefficients between 

different station realms. However, both on working day and off days, the XZ station realm exhibits 

the highest correlation between population activity and functional facilities, while the YDGY station 

realm has the lowest correlation. It is worth noting that although the ZL station realm, which is of 

the urban center type, has the highest number of functional facilities, its correlation coefficient with 

population activity ranks fourth. Additionally, for example, both the ZL and XZ station realms have 

lower population activity counts than the WYJ station realm, but their correlation coefficients are 

higher than that of the WYJ station realm. Therefore, while summarizing the overall patterns, it is 

important to conduct specific analyses of individual phenomena that emerge. 
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Figure 5- 3. Positive correlation intensity between population activity and functional facilities 

in station realm during working day and off day 

 

Table 5- 15. Positive correlation intensity and quantity statistics of population activities and 

functional facilities in station realm 

Name of 

station realm 

Working day Off day Number of 

functional 

facilities 

Population 

numbers 

Correlation 

coefficient 

Population 

numbers 

Correlation 

coefficient 

Metro Line 2 167748 0.243 177125 0.246 37012 

YDGY  6007 0.156 6798 0.143 332 

ZL 9739 0.143 10447 0.242 5374 

NSM 9307 0.284 9133 0.292 3125 

XZ 9133 0.339 9566 0.343 4575 

LSY 9594 0.226 11278 0.235 3358 

BDJ 10798 0.195 11209 0.209 3163 

STSG 8176 0.325 8181 0.291 2443 

WYJ 14998 0.181 14468 0.203 1846 

From the perspective of functional facility categories, the correlation coefficients between 

population activity and three types of facilities—namely, catering services, living services, and 

shopping—are consistently ranked among the top three in each station realm of Xi'an Metro Line 2. 

This indicates that catering services, living services, and shopping are important factors influencing 

the quantity and spatial distribution of population activity in the station realms. Additionally, public 

service facilities exhibit significant positive correlation only in the XZ station realm, while there is 
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no correlation in other station realms. Government agencies show positive correlation with 

population activity only in the STSG station realm. 

5.4.2 Determining quantitative indicators for the spatial relationship models 

(1) Under development type 

Based on the results of the correlation analysis, as shown in Table 5- 16, there is a significant positive 

correlation between population activity and the following four categories of functional facilities: catering 

service, living service, shopping, and transportation service, both on working days and off days. 

Therefore, this study will consider these four categories of functional facilities as the primary indicators 

for the spatial relationship model of the YDGY station realm. 

Table 5- 16. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of YDGY station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Catering 0.054** 0.012 0.054** 0.013 

Living 0.086** 0.000* 0.091** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.051** 0.000* 0.058** 0.000* 

Transportation 0.107** 0.000* 0.092** 0.000* 

(2) Urban center type 

Based on the results of the correlation analysis, there is no correlation between population activity and 

government agencies as well as public service facilities on both working days and off days. Therefore, 

these two categories are excluded. This study will consider the remaining eight categories of functional 

facilities as the primary indicators for evaluating the spatial relationship model of the ZL station realm, 

as shown in Table 5- 17. 

Table 5- 17. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of ZL station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Entertainment 0.069** 0.001 0.053** 0.010 

Financial  0.044** 0.032 — —— 

Medical & Health care 0.057** 0.005 0.047** 0.020 

Accommodation 0.122** 0.000* 0.140** 0.000* 

Catering 0.177** 0.000* 0.187** 0.000* 

Living 0.141** 0.000* 0.174** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.131** 0.000* 0.170** 0.000* 

Transportation 0.080** 0.000* 0.065** 0.001 

(3) High population density with hub type 

Based on the results of the correlation analysis for the NSM station realm, there is no correlation 

between government agencies and public service facilities with population activity. However, medical 

& health care facilities show a significant positive correlation with population activity only on working 

days. Therefore, as shown in Table 5- 18, this study will exclude government agencies and public service 

facilities, while considering the remaining eight categories of service facilities as the primary indicators 
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for evaluating the spatial relationship model of the NSM station realm on working days. For the model 

indicators on off days, the evaluation will include seven categories of service facilities, excluding 

government agencies, medical and health care facilities, and public service facilities. 

Table 5- 18. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of NSM station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Entertainment 0.171** 0.000* 0.140** 0.000* 

Financial  0.066** 0.002 0.052** 0.000* 

Medical & Health care 0.064** 0.002* 0.036 0.089 

Accommodation 0.121** 0.000* 0.132** 0.000* 

Catering 0.151** 0.000* 0.178** 0.000* 

Living 0.114** 0.000* 0.133** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.168** 0.000* 0.169** 0.000* 

Transportation 0.138** 0.000* 0.116** 0.000* 

Based on the correlation analysis results for the XZ station realm, except for government agencies, 

population activity shows a significant positive correlation with the other nine categories of 

functional facilities. Therefore, as shown in Table 5- 19, this study will consider these nine 

categories of functional facilities as the primary indicators for evaluating the spatial relationship 

model of the XZ station realm. 

Table 5- 19. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of XZ station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Entertainment 0.178** 0.000* 0.174** 0.000* 

Financial  0.097** 0.000* 0.103** 0.000* 

Medical & Health care 0.082** 0.000* 0.090** 0.000* 

Accommodation 0.179** 0.000* 0.188** 0.000* 

Catering 0.299** 0.000* 0.295** 0.000* 

Living 0.229** 0.000* 0.242** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.261** 0.000* 0.262** 0.000* 

Public service 0.044** 0.032 0.060** 0.014 

Transportation 0.126** 0.000* 0.143** 0.000* 

(4) Interchange type 

Based on the correlation analysis results for the LSY station realm, it is evident that there is a 

significant positive correlation between population activity and seven categories of functional 

facilities, except for government agencies, Medical & Health care, and public services. Therefore, 

as shown in Table 5- 20, these seven categories of functional facilities will be considered as the 

primary indicators for evaluating the spatial relationship model of the LSY station realm. 

Table 5- 20. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of LSY station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Entertainment 0.105** 0.000* 0.095** 0.000* 
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Financial 0.067** 0.001 0.070** 0.000* 

Accommodation 0.095** 0.000* 0.107** 0.000* 

Catering 0.184** 0.000* 0.190** 0.000* 

Living 0.153** 0.000* 0.157** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.160** 0.000* 0.183** 0.000* 

Transportation 0.098** 0.000* 0.094** 0.000* 

Based on the correlation analysis results for the BDJ station realm, it is evident that there is a 

significant positive correlation between population activity and six categories of functional facilities, 

including medical and health care, accommodation services, catering services, living services, 

shopping, and transportation services, on both working days and off days. Therefore, as shown in 

Table 5- 21, these six categories of functional facilities will be considered as the primary indicators 

for evaluating the spatial relationship model of the BDJ station realm. 

Table 5- 21. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of BDJ station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Medical & Health care 0.131** 0.000* 0.125** 0.000* 

Accommodation 0.096** 0.000* 0.096** 0.000* 

Catering 0.122** 0.000* 0.141** 0.000* 

Living 0.083** 0.000* 0.115** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.129** 0.000* 0.155** 0.000* 

Transportation 0.115** 0.000* 0.106** 0.000* 

(5) General residential type 

Based on the correlation analysis results for the STSG station realm, it is observed that there is a 

significant positive correlation between population activity and eight categories of service facilities, 

excluding medical and health care facilities and public service facilities. Therefore, as shown in 

Table 5- 22, these eight categories of functional facilities will be considered as the primary indicators 

for evaluating the spatial relationship model of the STSG station realm. 

Table 5- 22. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of STSG station realm 

Functional facilities 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Entertainment 0.130** 0.000* 0.122** 0.000* 

Financial 0.138** 0.000* 0.119** 0.000* 

Government agency 0.089** 0.000* 0.066** 0.001 

Accommodation 0.165** 0.000* 0.151** 0.000* 

Catering 0.227** 0.000* 0.215** 0.000* 

Living 0.249** 0.000* 0.235** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.222** 0.000* 0.206** 0.000* 

Transportation 0.178** 0.000* 0.156** 0.000* 

Similarly, within the WYJ station realm, there is a significant positive correlation between 

population activity and eight categories of functional facilities, excluding entertainment facilities 

and government agencies. Thus, as presented in Table 5- 23, these eight categories of functional 
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facilities will be regarded as the primary indicators for assessing the spatial relationship model of 

the WYJ station realm. 

Table 5- 23. Quantitative indicators of spatial relationships of HZZX station realm 

Code 
WD OD 

Correlation coefficient P-value Correlation coefficient P-value 

Entertainment 0.027 0.164 0.040** 0.036 

Financial  0.063** 0.001 0.045** 0.009 

Medical & Health care 0.071** 0.000* 0.073** 0.000* 

Accommodation 0.111** 0.000* 0.127** 0.000* 

Catering 0.119** 0.000* 0.138** 0.000* 

Living 0.112** 0.000* 0.116** 0.000* 

Shopping 0.144** 0.000* 0.166** 0.000* 

Public service 0.044** 0.021 0.058** 0.012 

Transportation 0.043** 0.024 0.045** 0.019 

5.5 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, the study employed Spearman correlation analysis to examine the relationships 

between overall population activity and various types of functional facilities in the station realms of 

Xi'an Metro Line 2. It also investigated the correlation levels between population activity and 

different types of functional facilities in each station realm. Based on the criterion of significant 

positive correlation, interaction indicators were selected for different types of station realms. The 

"Under development" type YDGY station realm includes four types of functional facilities: catering 

service, living Service, shopping, and transportation service. The "Urban center" type ZL station 

realm includes seven types of functional facilities: entertainment, medical & health care, 

accommodation service, catering service, living service, shopping, and transportation service. The 

"High population density with hub" type XZ station realm includes nine types of functional facilities, 

excluding government agencies. The "Interchange" type LSY station realm includes seven types of 

functional facilities, excluding government agencies, Medical & Health Care, and public service 

facilities. The "General residential" type HZZX station realm includes eight types of functional 

facilities, excluding government agencies and public service facilities. These research findings 

provide a quantitative indicator system for the construction of the subsequent interactive mechanism 

framework and spatial relationship model. 
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Introduction 

This chapter is based on the results of the previous chapter's correlation analysis. It selects the 

service facilities that have a significant positive correlation with population activity as explanatory 

variables and the number of population activity on working days and off days as the dependent 

variable. An OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) global regression model is established to analyze the 

basic interaction between population activity and functional facilities in different types of station 

realms. Furthermore, for the explanatory variables with good significance, a GWR (Geographically 

Weighted Regression) local regression model is constructed to further explore the key variables that 

dominate the interaction relationship. 

The chapter also investigates the differences in the interaction between population activity and 

functional facilities across different station realms from three perspectives: time, type, and scale. 

Leveraging the theory of supply and demand relationships, it summarizes the interaction 

mechanisms between population activity and various types of functional facilities, and provides 

recommendations for the future development of rail transit station realms. The research framework 

of this chapter is illustrated in Figure 6- 1. 

 
Figure 6- 1. Research framework 

6.1 Methodology 

6.1.1 Parameterization of the models 

In this study, the dependent variable in both the OLS and GWR regression models is the total 

number of population activities within each experimental station realm on either working days or 

off days. The specific variable codes for the dependent variable are presented in Table 6- 1. 
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Table 6- 1. The dependent variable code of each experimental station realm 

Station realm 

Code 

Number of working day population 

activities 

Number of off day population 

activities 

YNGY Y_WD Y_OD 

ZL Z_WD Z_OD 

NSM N_WD N_OD 

XZ X_WD X_OD 

LSY L_WD L_OD 

BDJ B_WD B_OD 

STSG S_WD S_OD 

WYJ W_WD W_OD 

The explanatory variables in the OLS and GWR regression models are the quantities of various 

functional facilities within each station realm. The selection of explanatory variables in this study 

is mainly based on the results of the correlation analysis in sections 5.3 and 5.4, focusing on the 

functional facility categories that have a significant positive correlation with population activities 

within each experimental station realm. The specific variable codes for the explanatory variables in 

each station realm are presented in Table 6- 2. 

Table 6- 2. Independent variable code of each experimental station realm 

Name of station realm POI types Code 

YDGY station realm 

Catering service POI Y_01 

Living service POI Y_02 

Shopping service POI Y_03 

Transportation service POI Y_04 

ZL station realm 

Entertainment POI Z_01 

Financial service POI Z_02 

Medical & Health care POI Z_03 

Accommodation service POI Z_04 

Catering service POI Z_05 

Living service POI Z_06 

Shopping service POI Z_07 

Transportation service POI Z_08 

XZ station realm 

Entertainment POI X_01 

Financial service POI X_02 

Medical & Health care POI X_03 

Accommodation service POI X_04 

Catering service POI X_05 

Living service POI X_06 

Shopping service POI X_07 

Public service POI X_08 

Transportation service POI X_09 

LSY station realm 
Entertainment POI L_01 

Financial service POI L_02 
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Accommodation service POI L_03 

Catering service POI L_04 

Living service POI L_05 

Shopping service POI L_06 

Transportation service POI L_07 

WYJ station realm 

Financial service POI W_01 

Medical & Health care POI W_02 

Accommodation service POI W_03 

Catering service POI W_04 

Living service POI W_05 

Shopping service POI W_06 

Public service POI W_07 

Transportation service POI W_08 

6.1.2 OLS modeling 

The specific operational procedure for conducting regression analysis of population activities and 

functional facilities using the OLS tool in the ArcGIS platform in this study is outlined as follows: 

1. Input 

In order to more accurately assess the dynamic influence relationship between functional facilities 

and population activities. Based on the boundaries of each study station realm, a grid with an image 

element scale of 25*25 m was created on ArcGIS platform as the spatial statistical unit for the 

regression analysis in this paper (which is consistent with the collection scale of our population 

activity data).  

The dependent variable (population activity) and the explanatory variable (functional facility) 

were connected to this grid for OLS regression analysis. 

2. Checking the performance of the regression model 

Model performance is evaluated using the multiple R-squared and adjusted R-squared values. 

These metrics measure the goodness-of-fit of the model and range from 0.0 to 1.0. The adjusted R-

squared value, which takes into account the complexity of the model (number of variables), is 

usually slightly smaller than the multiple R-squared value. 

The AICc (Akaike Information Criterion, AIC corrected) is used to assess and compare the 

performance of regression models. Models with lower AICc values better fit the observed data. If 

the difference in AICc values between two models is greater than 3, the model with the lower AICc 

value is considered superior. 

The significance of the model is evaluated using the joint F-statistic and joint chi-square statistic. 

The joint F-statistic is reliable only when the Koenker (BP) statistic is not statistically significant. 

If the Koenker (BP) statistic is significant, the significance of the entire model should be determined 

based on the joint chi-square statistic. The null hypothesis for both tests is that the explanatory 

variables have no effect in the model. For a confidence level of 95%, p-values less than 0.05 indicate 

statistical significance of the model. 
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3. Interpretation of OLS results: 

The variance inflation factor (VIF) is used to measure the redundancy among explanatory 

variables. Explanatory variables associated with VIF values greater than 10 are typically removed 

from the regression model one by one. 

Coefficients are used to interpret the relationships between each explanatory variable and the 

dependent variable. The sign of the coefficient indicates the direction of the relationship. A negative 

sign indicates a negative relationship between the explanatory variable and the dependent variable. 

The coefficient reflects the expected change in the dependent variable for a one-unit change in the 

associated explanatory variable, with all other variables held constant. 

The T-test is used to assess the statistical significance of individual explanatory variables. When 

the probability or robust probability (p-value) is small, the likelihood that the coefficient is zero is 

also small. 

4. Assessment of stationarity 

The Koenker (BP) statistic, which is a standardized Breusch-Pagan statistic, is used to test 

whether the explanatory variables in the model have consistent relationships with the dependent 

variable in both geographic space and data space. If the model is consistent in geographic space, the 

spatial process represented by the explanatory variables will also exhibit consistency across different 

locations in the study area. If the model is consistent in data space, the relationship between the 

predicted values and each explanatory variable will not vary with changes in the explanatory 

variable values (indicating the absence of heteroscedasticity in the model). For a confidence level 

of 95%, p-values less than 0.05 indicate statistically significant heteroscedasticity or non-

stationarity in the model. 

The above is the detailed operational procedure for conducting regression analysis of population 

activities and functional facilities using the OLS tool in the ArcGIS platform, as described in this 

study. 

6.1.3 GWR modeling 

The basic construction process of GWR modeling using the GWR tool in the ArcGIS platform 

for regression analysis of population activities and functional facilities in each study station realm 

is as follows: 

1. Input: 

In the input feature parameters, include the field for the dependent variable and the fields 

representing the explanatory variables. Identify features in the data that contain missing values in 

either the dependent or explanatory variables and use the fill missing values tool to complete the 

dataset. 

2. Model type: 

The GWR tool provides three types of regression models: continuous, binary, and count. In 

statistical literature, these regression types are referred to as Gaussian, logistic, and Poisson, 

respectively. Based on the measurement and range of values of the dependent variable in this study, 
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the Gaussian model type is selected. 

3. Bandwidth selection: 

The bandwidth, also known as the neighborhood, is the distance range or number of neighboring 

features used for each local regression equation. It is a crucial parameter to control the smoothness 

of the model. The shape and extent of the analyzed neighborhood depend on the input parameters 

of neighborhood type and neighborhood selection method. 

The neighborhood type parameter can be based on either the number of neighboring features or 

the distance range. When using the number of neighboring features, the neighborhood size is 

specified as a function of the specified number of neighboring features, resulting in smaller 

neighborhoods in dense feature locations and larger neighborhoods in sparse feature locations. 

When using the distance range, the neighborhood size for each feature in the study area remains 

constant, resulting in more features included in the neighborhood in dense feature locations and 

fewer features in sparse feature locations. 

The neighborhood selection method parameter specifies how the neighborhood size is determined 

(actual distance used or number of neighboring features). When selecting the neighborhood through 

the golden search or manual interval option, the basis is always to minimize the value of the Akaike 

Information Criterion (AICc). 

In this study, the golden search method is chosen to determine the optimal value of the distance 

range or number of neighboring features parameter. The golden search first identifies the maximum 

and minimum distances and iteratively tests the AICc at different distances between them. Once the 

number of features in the dataset exceeds 1000, the maximum distance is the distance at which each 

feature has at most 1000 neighboring features. The minimum distance is the distance at which each 

feature has at least 20 neighboring features. If the number of features is less than 1000, the maximum 

distance is the distance at which each feature has n/2 neighboring features (half of the features as 

neighboring features), and the minimum distance is the distance at which each feature has at least 

5% of n neighboring features (5% of the features in the dataset as neighboring features). The golden 

search determines the distance or number of neighboring features with the lowest AICc as the 

neighborhood size. 

4. Setting the local weight scheme: 

The strength of GWR is that it can apply geographic weights to the features used in each local 

regression equation. Features that are farther away from the regression point have smaller weights, 

resulting in less influence on the regression results for the target feature, while features that are 

closer to the regression point have larger weights. A kernel is used to determine the weights, which 

is a distance decay function that determines the rate at which the weights decrease with increasing 

distance. The GWR tool provides two kernel options in the local weight scheme parameter: 

Gaussian and bisquers. 

Due to the Gaussian weight scheme ensuring that each regression feature has multiple 

neighboring features, it increases the chances of variations in those neighboring feature values. This 

helps avoid the issue of spatial autocorrelation in geographically weighted regression. Therefore, 

the Gaussian weight scheme is selected to assign weights to each regression feature. The Gaussian 
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weight scheme assigns a weight value of 1 to the regression feature (feature i), and as the distance 

between surrounding features (feature j) and the regression feature increases, the weight becomes 

smooth and gradually decreases. The Gaussian weight scheme never reaches zero, but for features 

far from the regression feature, the weight may be very small and have almost no impact on the 

regression. 

6. Output: 

In addition to the regression residuals, the output table includes parameter fields such as observed 

and predicted values of the dependent variable, condition number (COND), local R2, explanatory 

variable coefficients, and standard errors. It also reports parameters such as intercept, standard error 

of the intercept, coefficients, standard errors for each explanatory variable, predictions, and residuals. 

Regression coefficients: They represent the strength and type of relationship between the 

explanatory variables and the dependent variable. If the regression coefficient is positive, it indicates 

a positive relationship between the explanatory variable and the dependent variable; otherwise, a 

negative relationship exists. If the relationship is strong, the regression coefficient will be relatively 

large, while it will be close to 0 for weak relationships. 

R2 can be used to assess the goodness of fit. Its value varies between 0.0 and 1.0, with higher 

values indicating a better fit. This value can be interpreted as the proportion of the dependent 

variable variance covered by the regression model. 

AdjR2 is the adjusted R-squared value, which compensates for the effect of the number of 

variables in the model, so the adjusted R2 value is typically smaller than the R2 value. 

AICc can be used to assess model performance and compare regression models. Considering 

model complexity, models with lower AICc values will provide a better fit to the observed data. 

Sigma2 is the least-squares estimate of the residual variance (square of the standard deviation). 

Smaller values of this statistic are preferable. This value represents the normalized sum of squared 

residuals (sum of squared residuals divided by the effective degrees of freedom of the residuals). 

Sigma2 is used in AICc calculation. 

6.2 Regression results and analysis of the OLS model 

For OLS regression results it is first necessary to calculate the variance inflation factor (VIF) to 

avoid multicollinearity among the explanatory variables of the model and to exclude variables with 

VIF values greater than 10 [1]. Secondly, the R-squared of the regression results also needs to be 

tested, and if the value is greater than 0.6, it indicates a good fit for the model. For the P-value of 

regression results, a regression coefficient is considered significant when P < 0.05 [2]. This means 

that statistically, we can reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is a genuine association 

between the regression coefficient and the dependent variable, rather than it being due to random 

error. 
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6.2.1 OLS regression results of each station realm 

(1) YDGY station realm 

The OLS regression results for the YDGY station realm are shown in Table 6- 3, and the VIF 

values for all explanatory variables are below 10. This indicates that there is no significant 

multicollinearity among the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R-squared for the model 

established on working days is 0.6810, and for off days, it is 0.7140. These values suggest that the 

model fits the data well, indicating that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a good 

explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 3. The explanatory variables of the VIF of YDGY station realm 

Code VIF 

Y_01 1.049174 

Y_02 1.118599 

Y_03 1.150115 

Y_04 1.003770 

Table 6- 4 presents the OLS regression results for the model. Both the coefficients of living 

services and transportation services show significance for both working days and off days. Therefore, 

the interaction model between population activities and functional facilities in the YDGY station 

realm on working days and off days can be expressed as follows: 

𝑌𝑊 = 2.9280 + 1.6989 × Y02 + 1.5124 × Y04 6- 1 

𝑌𝑂 = 3.3849 + 1.6905 × Y02 + 1.9742 × Y04 6- 2 

Where 𝑌𝑊 is the total population activity in the YDGY station realm on working days, 𝑌𝑂 is 

the total population activity on working days, Y02 represents the number of living services, and Y04 

represents the number of transportation services. 

Table 6- 4. The OLS regression results for the YDGY station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

Y_WD Y_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 2.9280 0.000000** 3.3849 0.000000** 

Y_01 1.1381 0.147526 2.4442 0.144393 

Y_02 1.6986 0.000137** 1.6905 0.001208** 

Y_03 0.3134 0.406285 0.1042 0.814612 

Y_04 1.5124 0.000132** 1.9742 0.000025** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 

(2) ZL station realm 

The VIF results for the OLS regression of the ZL station realm, as shown in Table 6- 5, it shows 

that all explanatory variables have VIF values less than 10, indicating the absence of 

multicollinearity among the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model established on 

working days is 0.63409, and for off days is 0.71392, suggesting a good fit of the model.  
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Table 6- 5. The explanatory variables of the VIF of ZL station realm 

Code VIF 

Z_01 1.002448 

Z_02 1.038727 

Z_03 1.033428 

Z_04 1.079613 

Z_05 1.255517 

Z_06 1.264698 

Z_07 1.211425 

Z_08 1.010687 

The OLS regression results for the ZL station realm are presented in Table 6- 6. The regression 

coefficients for accommodation facilities, catering services, shopping facilities, and transportation 

services are all statistically significant on both working days and off days. However, the regression 

coefficient for medical and health care services is significant only on working days and not on off 

days. The regression coefficient for living services is significant on off days but not on working 

days. Based on these results, the interaction equation between population activity and functional 

facilities in the ZL station realm on working days and off days can be expressed as follows: 

𝑍𝑊 = 4.1941 + 1.2653 × 𝑍03 + 0.4481 × 𝑍04 + 0.2279 × 𝑍05 + 0.1686 × 𝑍07

+ 1.2017 × 𝑍08 
6- 3 

𝑍𝑂 = 4.7826 + 0.6542 × 𝑍04 + 0.3699 × 𝑍05 + 0.331 × Z06 + 0.262 × 𝑍07

+ 0.8524 × 𝑍08 
6- 4 

Where: 𝑍𝑊 is the total population activity in the ZL station realm on working days, 𝑍𝑂 is 

the total population activity on off days, Z02 represents the quantity of medical and health care 

facilities, Z03 represents the quantity of accommodation facilities, Z04 represents the quantity 

of catering services, Z05 represents the quantity of living services, Z06 represents the quantity 

of shopping facilities, and Z07 represents the quantity of transportation services in the ZL 

station realm. 

Table 6- 6. The OLS regression results for the ZL station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

Z_WD Z_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 4.1941 0.000000** 4.7826 0.000000** 

Z_01 0.1732 0.592388 -0.1145 0.777830 

Z_02 0.0975 0.537931 — — 

Z_03 1.2653 0.001554** 0.2311 0.644199 

Z_04 0.4481 0.000000** 0.6542 0.000000** 

Z_05 0.2279 0.003122** 0.3699 0.000142** 

Z_06 0.1404 0.187876 0.3306 0.013404** 

Z_07 0.1686 0.000000** 0.2620 0.000000** 

Z_08 1.2017 0.000220** 0.8524 0.035699** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 
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(3) NSM station realm 

As shown in Table 6- 7, all the explanatory variables have VIF values below 10, indicating the 

absence of multicollinearity among the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model on 

working days is 0.6141, and on off days it is 0.6399, indicating that the selected combination of 

explanatory variables explains the dependent variable well. 

Table 6- 7. The explanatory variables of the VIF of NSM station realm 

Code VIF 

N_01 1.143303 

N_02 1.049968 

N_03 1.036397 

N_04 1.826333 

N_05 2.343824 

N_06 2.433788 

N_07 1.432870 

N_08 1.034472 

The OLS regression results for the NSM station realm are shown in Table 6- 8. Among the 

variables, only the regression coefficients of entertainment facilities, shopping services facilities, 

and transportation services facilities are statistically significant, both on working days and off days. 

Additionally, the catering services facility has a significant positive regression coefficient only on 

off days. Therefore, the interactive relationship can be represented by the following equation: 

𝑁𝑊 = 4.590375 + 3.988998 × 𝑁01 + 0.646578 × 𝑁07 + 3.493961 × 𝑁08 6- 5 

𝑁𝑂 = 4.204225 + 2.486632 × 𝑁01 + 0.516433 × 𝑁05 + 0.646578 × 𝑁07

+ 3.493961 × 𝑁08 
6- 6 

Where: 𝑁𝑊 is the total population activity in the NSM station realm on working days, 𝑁𝑂 

is the total population activity on off days, N01 represents the quantity of entertainment facilities, 

N05 is the quantity of catering facilities, N07 represents the quantity of shopping facilities, N08 

represents the quantity of transportation services in the NSM station realm. 

Table 6- 8. The OLS regression results for NSM station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

N_WD N_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 4.590375 0.000000** 4.204225 0.000000** 

N_01 3.988998 0.000000** 2.486632 0.000367** 

N_02 0.589181 0.374523 0.254917 0.679775 

N_03 0.651641 0.223042 — — 

N_04 0.524970 0.167754 0.436278 0.218102 

N_05 0.312630 0.072137 0.516433 0.001450** 

N_06 -0.202454 0.130922 -0.142650 0.251487 

N_07 0.646578 0.000007** 0.541029 0.000044** 

N_08 3.493961 0.000000** 2.70064 0.000007** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 
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(4) XZ station realm 

The VIF results of the OLS regression for the XZ station realm are shown in Table 6- 9. All the 

explanatory variables have VIF values below 10, indicating the absence of multicollinearity among 

the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model on working days is 0.7871, and on off days 

it is 0.7630, indicating a good fit of the model and suggesting that the selected combination of 

explanatory variables explains the dependent variable well. 

Table 6- 9. The explanatory variables of the VIF of XZ station realm 

Code VIF 

X_01 1.192279 

X_02 1.075916 

X_03 1.145246 

X_04 1.024140 

X_05 2.043808 

X_06 2.049021 

X_07 1.459824 

X_08 1.008882 

X_09 1.045759 

The OLS regression results for XZ station realm are shown in Table 6- 10, Among the variables, 

accommodation services, dining services, shopping services, and transportation services exhibit 

positive and significant regression coefficients on both working days and off days. The regression 

coefficient for entertainment facilities is only positively significant on working days. Additionally, 

living services facilities show a significant negative regression coefficient on off days. Therefore, 

the interactive relationship between population activity and functional facilities in the XZ station 

realm on working days and off day can be represented by the following equation: 

𝑋𝑊 = 4.408006 + 0.816378 × 𝑋01 + 0.350034 × 𝑋04 + 0.774405 × 𝑋05

+ 0.253428 × 𝑋07 + 20447416 × 𝑋09 
6- 7 

𝑋𝑂 = 5.067337 + 0.503266 × 𝑋04 + 0.980967 × 𝑋05 − 0.245065 × 𝑋06

+ 0.390971 × 𝑋07 + 3.130025 × 𝑋09 
6- 8 

Where 𝑋𝑊 is the total population activity in the XZ station realm on working days, 𝑋𝑂 is 

the total population activity on off day. X01 is the quantity of entertainment facilities, X04 is the 

quantity of accommodation services, X05 is the quantity of catering services, X06 is the 

quantity of living services facilities, X07 is the quantity of shopping services, X09 is the 

quantity of transportation services facilities in XZ station realm. 

Table 6- 10. The OLS regression results for the XZ station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

X_WD X_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 4.408006 0.000000** 5.067337 0.000000** 

X_01 0.816378 0.030991** 0.865511 0.081154 

X_02 0.515782 0.469110 0.980156 0.294197 

X_03 0.214575 0.810740 1.031404 0.294197 
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X_04 0.350034 0.018093** 0.503266 0.009568** 

X_05 0.774405 0.000000** 0.980967 0.000000** 

X_06 -0.135322 0.090119 -0.245065 0.019279** 

X_07 0.253428 0.000050** 0.390971 0.000002** 

X_08 0.431237 0.585278 0.834247 0.420826 

X_09 2.447416 0.000050** 3.130026 0.000075** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 

(5) LSY station realm 

The VIF results of the OLS regression for the LSY station realm are shown in Table 6- 11. All the 

explanatory variables have VIF values below 10, indicating the absence of multicollinearity among 

the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model on working days is 0.73682, and on off 

days it is 0.69318, indicating a good fit of the model and suggesting that the selected combination 

of explanatory variables explains the dependent variable well. 

Table 6- 11. The explanatory variables of the VIF of LSY station realm 

Code VIF 

L_01 1.136245 

L_02 1.020754 

L_03 1.186348 

L_04 1.411381 

L_05 1.352967 

L_06 1.339626 

L_07 1.013178 

Table 6- 12 displays the OLS regression results for the LSY station realm. The regression 

coefficients for financial services, accommodation services, catering services, shopping services, 

and transportation services are all positively significant on both working days and off days. 

Therefore, the interactive relationship between population activity and functional facilities in the 

LSY station realm on working days and off days can be represented by the following equation: 

𝐿𝑊 = 4.317336 + 3.006991 × 𝐿02 + 1.041471 × 𝐿03 + 0.715467 × 𝐿04

+ 0.557436 × 𝐿06 + 1.786846 × 𝐿07 
6- 9 

𝐿𝑂 = 3.585013 + 4.316638 × 𝐿02 + 4.316638 × 𝐿03 + 1.081538 × 𝐿04

+ 0.401561 × 𝐿06 + 1.691191 × 𝐿07 
6- 10 

Where 𝐿𝑊 is the total population activity in LSY station realm on working day, 𝐿𝑂 is the 

total population activity on off day. L02 is the quantity of financial services facilities, L03 is the 

quantity of accommodation services, L04 is the quantity of catering services, L06 is the quantity 

of living services facilities, L07 is the quantity of transportation services facilities. 

Table 6- 12. The OLS regression results for the LSY station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

L_WD L_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 4.3173 0.000000** 3.5850 0.000000** 

L_01 0.5508 0.443173 0.2227 0.765160 
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L_02 3.0070 0.000071** 4.3166 0.000000** 

L_03 1.0415 0.010216** 1.0816 0.010185** 

L_04 0.7155 0.000000** 0.5272 0.000098** 

L_05 0.2196 0.137467 0.3155 0.248769 

L_06 0.5574 0.000000** 0.4016 0.000003** 

L_07 1.7869 0.000001** 1.6912 0.000008** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 

(6) BDJ station realm 

The VIF results of the OLS regression for the BDJ station realm are shown in Table 6- 13. All the 

explanatory variables have VIF values below 10, indicating the absence of multicollinearity among 

the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model on working days is 0.6308, and on off days 

it is 0.6147, indicating a good fit of the model and suggesting that the selected combination of 

explanatory variables explains the dependent variable well. 

Table 6- 13. The explanatory variables of the VIF of BDJ station realm 

Code VIF 

B_01 1.044839 

B_02 1.068353 

B_03 1.175305 

B_04 1.286978 

B_05 1.272553 

B_06 1.031302 

Table 6- 14 presents the OLS regression results for the BDJ station realm. On working days, the 

regression coefficients for medical and health care facilities, catering services, and transportation 

services are positively significant. On off days, the regression coefficients for medical and health 

care facilities, accommodation services, catering services, and transportation services are positively 

significant. Therefore, the interactive relationship between population activity and functional 

facilities in the BDJ station realm on working days and off days can be represented by the following 

equation: 

𝐵𝑊 = 4.5070 + 2.1487 × 𝐵01 + +0.5842 × 𝐵03 + 1.3123 × 𝐵06 6- 11 

𝐵𝑂 = 4.6608 + 1.7867 × 𝐵01 + 1.5448 × 𝐵02 + 0.5251 × 𝐵03 + 1.1401 × 𝐵06 6- 12 

Where 𝐵𝑊 is the total population activity in BDJ station realm on working day, 𝐵𝑂 is the 

total population activity on off day. B01 is the quantity of medical and health care facilities, B02 

is the quantity of accommodation services, B03 is the quantity of catering services, B06 is the 

quantity of transportation services facilities in the BDJ station realm. 

Table 6- 14. The OLS regression results for the BDJ station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

B_WD B_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 4.5070 0.000000** 4.6608 0.000000** 

B_01 2.1487 0.000000** 1.7867 0.001321** 

B_02 0.4717 0.245601 1.5448 0.009016** 
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B_03 0.5842 0.000068** 0.5251 0.013064** 

B_04 -0.2833 0.160914 -0.2549 0.385822 

B_05 0.1471 0.097086 0.1980 0.124654 

B_06 1.3123 0.016257** 1.1401 0.011044** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 

(7) STSG station realm 

The VIF results of the OLS regression for the STSG station realm are shown in Table 6- 15. All 

the explanatory variables have VIF values below 10, indicating the absence of multicollinearity 

among the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model on working days is 0.6599, and on 

off days it is 0.7234, indicating a good fit of the model and suggesting that the selected combination 

of explanatory variables explains the dependent variable well. 

Table 6- 15. The explanatory variables of the VIF of STSG station realm 

Code VIF 

S_01 1.441120 

S_02 1.256115 

S_03 1.021219 

S_04 1.303485 

S_05 1.425181 

S_06 1.805255 

S_07 1.250721 

S_08 1.030349 

Table 6- 16 presents the OLS regression results for the STSG station realm. On working days, the 

regression coefficients for catering services, shopping services, and transportation services are 

positively significant. On off days, the regression coefficients for catering services, living services, 

shopping services, and transportation services are positively significant. Therefore, the interactive 

relationship between population activity and functional facilities in the STSG station realm on 

working days and off days can be represented by the following equation: 

𝑆𝑊 = 3.5439 + 1.7827 × S01 + 1.1405 × S03 + 0.4585 × 𝑆05 + 0.1688 × 𝑆07

+ 2.2465 × 𝑆08 
6- 13 

𝑆𝑂 = 3.3091 + 0.6723 × S04 + 0.5302 × 𝑆05 + 0.3313 × 𝑆06 + 0.2347 × 𝑆07

+ 2.5440 × 𝑆08 
6- 14 

Where 𝑆𝑊 is the total population activity in STSG station realm on working day, 𝑆𝑂 is the 

total population activity on off day. S05 is the quantity of catering services facilities, S06 is the 

quantity of living services, S07 is the quantity of shopping services, S08 is the quantity of 

transportation services facilities in the STSG station realm. 

Table 6- 16. The OLS regression results for the STSG station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

S_WD S_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 3.5439 0.000000** 3.3091 0.000000** 

S_01 1.7827 0.011961** 0.6270 0.372681 
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S_02 0.6731 0.129526 1.6595 0.141627 

S_03 1.1405 0.005601** 0.5086 0.165275 

S_04 0.4605 0.224122 0.6723 0.009271** 

S_05 0.4585 0.013963** 0.5302 0.000280** 

S_06 0.1264 0.318368 0.3313 0.000815** 

S_07 0.1688 0.005144** 0.2347 0.000001** 

S_08 2.2465 0.000000** 2.5440 0.000000** 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 

(8) WYJ station realm 

The VIF results of the OLS regression for the WYJ station realm are shown in Table 6- 17. All 

the explanatory variables have VIF values below 10, indicating the absence of multicollinearity 

among the variables. Additionally, the adjusted R2 for the model on working days is 0.6009, and on 

off days it is 0.6842, indicating a good fit of the model and suggesting that the selected combination 

of explanatory variables explains the dependent variable well. 

Table 6- 17. The explanatory variables of the VIF of WYJ station realm 

Code VIF 

W_01 1.038049 

W_02 1.014184 

W_03 1.032932 

W_04 1.075704 

W_05 1.371271 

W_06 1.167010 

W_07 1.379308 

W_08 1.047104 

W_09 1.021893 

Table 6- 18 presents the OLS regression results. On working days, the regression coefficients for 

medical & health care services, catering services, and living services are positively significant. On 

off days, the regression coefficients for catering services and living services are positively 

significant. Therefore, the interactive relationship between population activity and functional 

facilities in the STSG station realm can be represented by the following equation: 

𝑊𝑊 = 5.095837 + 2.351781 × 𝑊02 + 0.5536 × 𝑊04 + 0.791246 × 𝑊05 6- 15 

𝑊𝑂 = 4.816953 + 0.959781 × 𝑊04 + 0.742302 × 𝑊05 6- 16 

Where 𝑊𝑊 is the total population activity in WYJ station realm on working day, 𝑊𝑂 is the 

total population activity on off day. W02 is the quantity of medical & health care facilities, S04 is 

the quantity of catering services, S05 is the quantity of living services in the WYJ station realm. 

Table 6- 18. The OLS regression results for the WYJ station realm 

Independent 

variable 

Dependent variable 

W_WD W_OD 

Coefficient P-value Coefficient P-value 

Intercept 5.095837 0.000000** 4.816953 0.000000** 

W_01 2.351781 0.041279** 0.633504 0.559356 
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W_02 1.226950 0.335287 1.435845 0.231285 

W_03 0.643173 0.320848 1.113414 0.068134 

W_04 0.553600 0.022801** 0.959781 0.000034** 

W_05 0.791245 0.022499** 0.742302 0.023038** 

W_06 0.175639 0.500361 0.160098 0.514273 

W_07 -0.822482 0.661984 0.228337 0.897448 

W_08 0.665353 0.407944 0.829422 0.273444 

** indicates that the coefficients are significantly correlated at the 5% statistical level (p < 0.05) 

6.2.2 Significant variables in the regression results of the OLS model 

(1) Under development type station realm 

Based on the regression results using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model, this study selected 

the service facilities with statistically significant regression coefficients in the YDGY station realm 

as variables to establish the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) model. The specific 

selection results are presented in Table 6- 19. 

Table 6- 19. Significant variables in the regression results of the OLS model for the YDGY 

station realm 

Station realm Types of facility WD OD 

YDGY 
Living service Y_02 Y_02 

Transportation service Y_04 Y_04 

(2) Urban center type station realm 

Based on the regression results using the OLS model, this study selected the service facilities 

with statistically significant regression coefficients in the ZL station realm as variables to establish 

the GWR model. Specifically, for working days, the selected variables included medical and health 

care facilities, accommodation services, catering services, shopping services, and transportation 

services. For off days, the selected variables included accommodation services, catering services, 

living services, shopping services, and transportation services. The specific selection results are 

presented in Table 6- 20. 

Table 6- 20. Significant variables in the regression results of the OLS model for the ZL station 

realm 

Station realm Types of facility WD OD 

ZL 

Medical & Health care Z_03 —— 

Accommodation service Z_04 Z_04 

Catering service Z_05 Z_05 

Living service —— Z_06 

Shopping service Z_07 Z_07 

Transportation service Z_08 Z_08 

(3) High population density Hub type station realm 

Based on the regression results using the OLS model, this study selected the service facilities 

with statistically significant regression coefficients in the high population density hub station realms 

as variables to establish the GWR model. Specifically, in the NSM station realm, the selected 
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variables included entertainment facilities, catering services, shopping services, and transportation 

services. In the XZ station realm, the selected variables included entertainment facilities, 

accommodation services, catering services, shopping services, and transportation services. The 

specific selection results are presented in Table 6- 21. 

Table 6- 21. Significant variables in the regression results of the OLS model for the NSM and 

XZ station realm 

Station realm Types of facility WD OD 

NSM 

Entertainment N_01 N_01 

Catering service —— N_05 

Shopping service N_07 N_07 

Transportation service N_08 N_08 

XZ 

Entertainment X_01 —— 

Accommodation service X_04 X_04 

Catering service X_05 X_05 

Shopping service X_07 X_07 

Transportation service X_09 X_09 

(4) Interchange type station realm 

Based on the regression results using the OLS model, this study selected the service facilities 

with statistically significant regression coefficients in the Interchange type station realms as 

variables to establish the GWR model. Specifically, in the LSY station realm, the selected variables 

included financial services, accommodation services, catering services, shopping services, and 

transportation services. In the BDJ station realm, the selected variables included medical and health 

care services, accommodation services, catering services, and transportation services. The specific 

selection results are presented in Table 6- 22. 

Table 6- 22. Significant variables in the regression results of the OLS model for the LSY and 

BDJ station realm 

Station realm Types of facility WD OD 

LSY 

Financial service L_02 L_02 

Accommodation service L_03 L_03 

Catering service L_04 L_04 

Shopping service L_06 L_06 

Transportation service L_07 L_07 

BDJ 

Medical & Health care B_01 B_01 

Accommodation service —— B_02 

Catering service B_03 B_03 

Transportation service B_06 B_06 

(5) General residential type station realm 

Based on the regression results using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model, this study selected 

the service facilities with statistically significant regression coefficients in the General residential 

type of station realms as variables to establish the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) 

model. Specifically, in the STSG station realm, the selected variables included entertainment, 

government agency, accommodation services, catering services, living service, shopping services, 
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and transportation services. In the WYJ station realm, the selected variables included financial 

services, catering services, and living services. The specific selection results are presented in Table 

6- 23. 

Table 6- 23. Significant variables in the regression results of the OLS model for the STSG and 

WYJ station realm 

Station realm Types of facility WD OD 

STSG 

Entertainment S_01 —— 

Government agency S_03 —— 

Accommodation service —— S_04 

Catering service S_05 S_05 

Living service —— S_06 

Shopping service S_07 S_07 

Transportation service S_08 S_08 

WYJ 

Financial service W_01 —— 

Catering service W_04 W_04 

Living service W_05 W_05 

6.3 Regression results and analysis of the GWR model 

6.3.1 Under development type station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model established for the 

YDGY station realm on working days is 0.7084, and on off days it is 0.7406. These values indicate 

a good fit of the model, suggesting that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a 

strong explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 24 provides the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the YDGY 

station realm. The regression coefficients for the living service facilities and transportation service 

facilities show both positive and negative values, indicating the presence of spatial heterogeneity in 

the interaction between these two types of functional facilities and population activity. By 

calculating the average values of the regression coefficients for each variable, we can determine the 

relative degree of interaction between functional facilities and population activity. It is found that, 

both on working days and off days, the degree of interaction is highest for transportation service 

facilities, followed by living service facilities. In terms of time, the level of interaction for both 

living service facilities and transportation service facilities decrease on off days compared to 

working days. Therefore, in the YDGY station realm, transportation service facilities emerge as the 

key variable driving the interaction between functional facilities and population activity. 

On the spatial distribution pattern of the regression coefficients, the Figure 6- 1 illustrates this 

analysis, where darker colors represent higher positive regression coefficients between service 

facilities and population activity. Within the YDGY station realm, the regression coefficients for 

living service facilities exhibit a distribution pattern indicating lower levels of interaction with 

population activity as the distance from the station decreases, both on working days and off days. 

On the other hand, the regression coefficients for transportation service facilities display a 

decreasing pattern from the west to the east, suggesting that the western region of the YDGY station 

realm exhibits a higher level of interaction between population activity and transportation service 
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facilities. 

Table 6- 24. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for YDGY station realm 

Date Coefficient 
Dependent variable 

Y_02 Y_04 

Y_WD 

Mean 1.1457 1.4321 

ABS (mean) 1.472897 1.60303 

Max 8.5462 6.1396 

Min -2.4056 -1.9627 

Y_OD 

Mean 0.9750 1.2252 

ABS (mean) 1.2598 1.5575 

Max 6.9807 6.7863 

Min -2.3369 -2.9808 

 

 

Figure 6- 2. Visualization of GWR regression results for YDGY station realm 
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6.3.2 Urban center type station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model established for the 

ZL station realm on working days is 0.7325, and on off days it is 0.8307. These values indicate a 

good fit of the model, suggesting that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong 

explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 25 provides the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the ZL 

station realm. It can be observed that the regression coefficients for the different types of service 

facilities exhibit both positive and negative signs, indicating the presence of spatial heterogeneity 

in the interaction between these six types of facilities and population activity within the station realm. 

Based on the average values of the regression coefficients, on working days, transportation service 

facilities show the highest level of interaction with population activity, followed by medical and 

health care facilities, while shopping service facilities exhibit the lowest level of interaction. On off 

days, the interaction level with transportation service facilities remains the highest, followed by 

accommodation service facilities, with shopping service facilities showing the lowest level of 

interaction. This suggests that transportation service facilities play a key role in driving the 

interaction with population activity within the ZL station realm. Furthermore, in terms of temporal 

variations, compared to working days, the interaction level between population activity and 

accommodation, catering, living, and shopping service facilities all show an increase, while the 

interaction level with transportation service facilities decreases. 

Table 6- 25. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for ZL station realm 

Date 
 Dependent variable 

Coefficient Z_03 Z_04 Z_05 Z_06 Z_07 Z_08 

Z_WD 

Mean 2.2619 0.7721 1.5008 — 0.6255 4.6165 

Max 34.9524 14.9270 10.0985 — 5.9858 24.1159 

Min -21.494 -14.3004 -6.1440 — -9.3664 -11.1857 

Z_OD 

Mean — 1.7874 1.6872 1.3995 1.0195 3.4260 

Max — 18.0608 13.2798 24.2217 13.1310 27.3705 

Min — -12.2548 -9.0972 -10.0806 -11.5889 -13.8928 

In terms of the spatial distribution patterns of the regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6- 

3, there is evident spatial heterogeneity in the interaction levels between these six types of service 

facilities and population activity within the ZL station realm. Particularly, medical and health care 

facilities exhibit a spatial pattern where the interaction level with population activity decreases as 

the distance to the station decreases. 
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(a) Working day 

 

(b) Off day 

Figure 6- 3. Visualization of GWR regression results for ZL station realm  

6.3.3 High population density Hub type station realm 

(1) NSM station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model established for the 

NSM station realm on working days is 0.8199, and on off days it is 0.7964. These values indicate a 

good fit of the model, suggesting that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong 

explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 26 presents the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the NSM 

station realm. It can be observed that the regression coefficients of various service facilities have 

both positive and negative signs, indicating the presence of spatial heterogeneity in the interaction 

between these four types of facilities and population activities within the station realm. In terms of 

the average values of the regression coefficients, on both working days and off days, entertainment 

facilities exhibit the highest positive interaction with population activities, followed by 

transportation services. On the other hand, shopping facilities generally exhibit a negative 

interaction with population activities. This suggests that entertainment facilities play a key role in 

the interaction between population activities and the NSM station realm. Furthermore, in terms of 

temporal variations, the degree of interaction for entertainment facilities and transportation services 

all decreased on the off days. 

Table 6- 26. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for NSM station realm 

Date 
Dependent variable 

Coefficient N_01 N_05 N_07 N_08 

N_WD 

Mean 3.9363 —— -1.2283 1.9835 

Max 25.4423 —— 8.8806 9.4760 

Min -1.7846 —— -7.9873 -4.3218 

N_OD 

Mean 3.0701 0.5085 -0.8359 1.2234 

Max 17.4684 2.6082 9.1606 9.8493 

Min -13.2922 -1.2989 -7.2485 -2.6223 

In terms of the spatial distribution patterns of the regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6- 

4, the interaction levels of these four types of service facilities exhibit significant spatial 

heterogeneity within the NSM station realm. Specifically, entertainment facilities and transportation 

services facilities show a distribution pattern where the closer they are to the station, the higher 
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interaction level with population activities. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6- 4. Visualization of GWR regression results for NSM station realm. (a) Working day. 

(b) Off day 

(2) XZ station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model established for the 

XZ station realm on working days is 0.8206, and on off days it is 0.8341. These values indicate a 

good fit of the model, suggesting that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong 

explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 27 provides the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the XZ 

station realm. It can be observed that the regression coefficients of the different service facilities 

have both positive and negative signs, indicating the presence of spatial heterogeneity in the 

interaction between these facilities and population activities within the station realm. By examining 

the average values of the regression coefficients, on working days, accommodation services have 

the highest positive interaction level with population activities, followed by transportation services. 

On the other hand, the interaction levels of shopping services and catering services with population 

activities are relatively lower. On off days, transportation services have the highest positive 

interaction level with population activities, followed by accommodation services. This suggests that 

in the XZ station realm, accommodation services play a key role in the interaction with population 

activities on working days, while transportation services are crucial for the interaction on off days. 

Furthermore, in terms of temporal variations, the interaction levels between accommodation 
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services, shopping services, and transportation services with population activities increase on off 

days. Entertainment facilities only exhibit a positive interaction with population activities on off 

days, while the impact of catering services remains relatively stable. 

Table 6- 27. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for XZ station realm 

Date 
Dependent variable 

Coefficient X_01 X_04 X_05 X_07 X_09 

X_WD 

Mean 1.1428 1.8048 0.5564 0.4043 1.7727 

Max 17.0751 40.8892 7.7080 4.6148 11.5254 

Min -27.2881 -3.4334 -1.3878 -0.3628 -3.9562 

X_OD 

Mean —— 2.3137 0.5052 0.6243 2.4404 

Max —— 40.2463 5.0880 4.4112 15.6221 

Min —— -6.8033 -1.4666 -0.8131 -3.7951 

Regarding the spatial distribution pattern of regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6- 5, there 

is evident spatial heterogeneity in the degree of interaction between these five types of service 

facilities and population activities within the XZ station realm. Particularly, entertainment facilities 

exhibit a distribution pattern where the closer they are to the station, the lower their interaction level 

with population activities. This suggests that areas closer to the station have relatively less 

interaction between entertainment facilities and population activities. Additionally, the interaction 

level of shopping facilities shows a decreasing distribution pattern from the south to the north within 

the station realm. This means that the southern region has a higher interaction level between 

shopping facilities and population activities compared to the northern region. This spatial 

distribution pattern may be influenced by factors such as population distribution, road networks, 

and the layout of commercial development within the XZ station realm. 

 

Figure 6- 5. Visualization of GWR regression results for XZ station realm 

6.3.4 Interchange type station realm 

(1) LSY station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model established for the 

LSY station realm on working days is 0.7485, and on off days it is 0.7795. These values indicate a 
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good fit of the model, suggesting that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong 

explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 28 displays the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the LSY 

station realm. It can be observed that the regression coefficients of various service facilities have 

both positive and negative signs, indicating spatial heterogeneity in the interaction between these 

five types of service facilities and population activities within the station realm. Looking at the 

average values of the regression coefficients, financial services exhibit the highest positive 

interaction level with population activities on both working days and off days, followed by 

transportation services. On the other hand, the interaction levels of catering services and shopping 

services with population activities are relatively lower.  

This implies that financial services play a dominant role in the interaction between functional 

facilities and population activities within the LSY station realm. Furthermore, in terms of temporal 

variation, the interaction levels of shopping services and transportation services with population 

activities increase on off days, while financial services and accommodation services show a slight 

decrease. The interaction level of catering services remains relatively stable with minor changes. 

Table 6- 28. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for LSY station realm 

Date 
Dependent variable 

Coefficient L_02 L_03 L_04 L_06 L_07 

L_WD 

Mean 2.5414 1.2116 0.5069 0.4201 1.4944 

Max 9.9361 4.6161 1.2803 1.7116 5.0358 

Min -2.3499 -1.5475 -0.0370 -1.0844 -0.9012 

L_OD 

Mean 2.4922 1.1010 0.5957 0.6415 1.6120 

Max 9.4623 5.0498 1.5794 1.6082 5.3814 

Min -2.6325 -2.3505 -0.4742 0.0605 -1.3402 

Regarding the spatial distribution pattern of the regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6- 6, 

there is evident spatial heterogeneity in the interaction levels between these five types of service 

facilities and population activities within the LSY station realm. 

 

Figure 6- 6. Visualization of GWR regression results for LSY station realm 
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(2) BDJ station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR (Geographically Weighted Regression) model established for the 

BDJ station realm on working days is 0.7232, and on off days it is 0.6633. These values indicate a 

good fit of the model, suggesting that the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong 

explanatory power for the dependent variable. 

Table 6- 29 presents the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the BDJ 

station realm. It can be observed that the regression coefficients of various service facilities have 

both positive and negative signs, indicating the presence of spatial heterogeneity in the interaction 

between these four types of service facilities and population activities within the station realm. 

 From the average values of the regression coefficients, on working days, the interaction between 

transportation services and population activities is the highest, followed by medical and health care 

facilities, while the interaction between catering services and population activities is the lowest. On 

off days, the interaction between medical and health facilities and population activities is the highest, 

followed by transportation services, while the interaction between catering services and population 

activities is the lowest. 

This suggests that transportation services are the key variable dominating the interaction between 

functional facilities and population activities on working days in the BDJ station realm, while 

medical and health care facilities play a crucial role in the interaction on off days. Furthermore, in 

terms of temporal variations, apart from transportation services, the interaction levels between 

medical and health care facilities, accommodation services, and catering services with population 

activities all increase on off days. 

Table 6- 29. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for BDJ station realm 

Date 
Dependent variable 

Coefficient B_01 B_02 B_03 B_06 

B_WD 

Mean 1.0022 —— 0.5480 1.2472 

Max 10.9586 —— 2.7195 6.6855 

Min -3.5232 —— -4.6841 -2.7819 

B_OD 

Mean 1.6169 0.8330 0.6174 1.0045 

Max 2.7574 2.9115 1.5582 3.4696 

Min 0.1444 -2.6352 -0.1456 -0.5390 

Regarding the spatial distribution pattern of the regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6- 7, 

there is evident spatial heterogeneity in the interaction levels between these five types of service 

facilities and population activities within the BDJ station realm.  

In addition, there are significant differences in the spatial distribution patterns of the regression 

coefficients for various service facilities between working days and off days in the BDJ station realm. 

This indicates that there is greater population mobility in the BDJ station realm, leading to distinct 

variations in the interaction between population activities and functional facilities at different times. 

The differences may be attributed to the varying activity demands and behavioral patterns of people 

on working days and off days, resulting in different levels of interaction between different types of 

service facilities and population activities. These variations may be influenced by factors such as 

population mobility, consumer habits, and social culture on working days and off days. This finding 
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emphasizes the importance of considering the characteristics of population activities at different 

time periods in the planning and allocation of functional facilities in station realms to accommodate 

population mobility and changing demands. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6- 7. Visualization of GWR regression results for BDJ station realm. (a) Working day. 

(b) Off day 

6.3.5 General residential type station realm 

(1) STSG station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR model established for the STSG station realm on working days is 

0.6852, and on off days it is 0.7904. These values indicate a good fit of the model, suggesting that 

the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong explanatory power for the dependent 

variable. 

Table 6- 30 presents the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the STSG 

station realm. It can be observed that the regression coefficients for various service facilities have 

both positive and negative signs, indicating the existence of spatial heterogeneity in the interaction 

between these seven types of service facilities and population activities within the station realm. 

Based on the average values of the regression coefficients, on working days, entertainment facilities 

exhibit the highest positive interaction with population activities, followed by transportation 

services, while catering and shopping facilities show relatively lower levels of interaction. On off 

days, accommodation services demonstrate the highest positive interaction with population 

activities, followed by transportation services, while catering facilities exhibit the lowest level of 

interaction. These findings suggest that entertainment facilities play a crucial role in the interaction 

between functional facilities and population activities on working days in the STSG station realm, 

whereas accommodation services are key variables in this interaction on off days. Furthermore, in 

terms of temporal variation, the interaction levels between population activities and accommodation 
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services, living services, and shopping services all increase on off days. 

Table 6- 30. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for STSG station realm 

Date 
Dependent variable 

Coefficient S_01 S_03 S_04 S_05 S_06 S_07 S_08 

S_WD 

Mean 2.6136 0.9897 —— 0.4276 —— 0.4490 1.5636 

Max 8.6523 13.5439 —— 1.7617 —— 3.1715 5.5497 

Min -1.4672 -3.6593 —— -0.9706 —— -0.6659 -4.2359 

S_OD 

Mean —— —— 1.3746 -0.1987 0.7288 0.8312 1.1176 

Max —— —— 11.4023 3.6774 18.4312 17.4094 5.5886 

Min —— —— -9.0509 -47.7611 -1.6956 -1.2238 -7.7288 

Regarding the spatial distribution pattern of the regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6-8, 

there is evident spatial heterogeneity in the interaction levels between these five types of service 

facilities and population activities within the STSG station realm. Particularly, shopping facilities 

exhibit a distribution pattern where the closer they are to the station, the lower their interaction level 

with population activities. This suggests that areas closer to the station have relatively less 

interaction between shopping facilities and population activities. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6- 8. Visualization of GWR regression results for STSG station realm. (a) Working day. 

(b) Off day 

(8) WYJ station realm 

The adjusted 𝑅2 for the GWR model established for the WYJ station realm on working days is 

0.7477, and on off days it is 0.7230. These values indicate a good fit of the model, suggesting that 

the selected combination of explanatory variables has a strong explanatory power for the dependent 

variable. 
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Table 6- 31 presents the descriptive statistics of the GWR model regression results for the WYJ 

station realm. The regression coefficients for various types of service facilities exhibit both positive 

and negative signs, indicating the presence of spatial heterogeneity in the interaction between these 

three types of service facilities and population activities within the station realm. Based on the 

average values of the regression coefficients, it is evident that living services demonstrate the 

highest positive interaction with population activities on both working days and off days, followed 

by catering services, while financial services exhibit the lowest level of interaction. This suggests 

that transportation services play a dominant role in the interaction between functional facilities and 

population activities in the WYJ station realm. Additionally, in terms of temporal variation, the 

correlation between catering services and population activities increases on off days, while living 

services show minimal changes. 

Table 6- 31. Descriptive statistics of GWR regression results for WYJ station realm 

Date 
Dependent variable 

Coefficient W_01 W_04 W_05 

W_WD 

Mean -0.4334 0.7389 1.2046 

Max 10.2878 12.2594 11.3001 

Min -8.1581 -2.7757 -2.1018 

W_OD 

Mean —— 1.0688 1.21305 

Max —— 10.0578 13.5295 

Min —— -1.8956 -2.1889 

 

 

Figure 6- 9. Visualization of GWR regression results for WYJ station realm 
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Regarding the spatial distribution pattern of the regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6-9, 

there is evident spatial heterogeneity in the interaction levels between these three types of service 

facilities and population activities within the WYJ station realm. These three service facilities in the 

WYJ station realm do not exhibit a distribution pattern where their correlation with population 

activities increases as they are closer to the station. Instead, these facilities are dispersed in a 

clustered shape within the WYJ station realm. 

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 Model performance comparisons 

Although the OLS and GWR models provide similar regression results in terms of the overall 

characteristics of the interaction relationships, it is necessary to compare their model performance 

to quantify the degree of interaction between population activity and functional facilities in each 

station realm. As shown in Table 6- 32, comparing the Adjusted R2 and AIcc of the models reveals 

that the GWR models have higher Adjusted R2 values and lower AIcc values compared to the OLS 

model. This indicates that the GWR models have better fit and performance than the OLS model, 

demonstrating their superior explanatory power in describing the spatial distribution characteristics 

of micro-level station realm interaction relationships. The GWR models highlight the spatial aspects 

of the data, which is consistent with the findings of many scholars in current research [3,4,5]. 

However, the GWR model cannot be used alone due to its inability to diagnose multicollinearity 

among explanatory variables. The fundamental reason for this is that the GWR model does not 

address the issue of multicollinearity, whereas the global OLS model does. Additionally, any 

explanatory variables that are not significant in the OLS regression should be removed before using 

the GWR model to avoid introducing errors in the regression results. Therefore, in this study, the 

OLS regression results serve as a reference, while the GWR regression results serve as the standard 

for evaluating the degree of interaction between population activity and functional facilities in each 

station realms. 

Table 6- 32. Performance Comparison of OLS Model and GWR Model 

Station 

realm 

OLS model GWR model 

WD OD WD OD 

Adjusted R2 AIcc Adjusted R2 AIcc Adjusted R2 AIcc Adjusted R2 AIcc 

YGGY 0.6810 1252 0.7140 1954 0.7084 785 0.7406 703 

ZL 0.6341 1501 0.7139 1610 0.7325 627 0.8307 650 

NSM 0.6141 1308 0.8199 1141 0.8199 979 0.7964 782 

XZ 0.7871 1657 0.7630 1783 0.8206 969 0.8341 722 

LSY 0.7378 1575 0.6932 1677 0.7485 659 0.7795 634 

BDJ 0.6308 1355 0.6147 1657 0.7232 698 0.6633 842 

STSG 0.6599 1514 0.7234 1396 0.6852 613 0.7904 439 

WYJ 0.6009 1962 0.6842 1632 0.7417 967 0.7230 941 
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6.4.2 Establishment and application of interaction sequences 

Overall, based on the mean regression coefficients, we obtained a sequence of the degree of 

interaction between population activities and various service facilities in Table 6-6, and the 

interaction mechanism of each station realm was finally established. Therefore, the optimization 

and allocation of public resources according to the sequence of interaction relations can effectively 

fulfill people's demands and thus achieve the matching of supply and demand in station realm. 

Table 6- 33. The interaction sequence of each experimental station realm 

Station realm Working day  Off day 

YDGY F10 > F07 F10 > F07 

ZL F10 > F04 > F06 > F05 > F08 F10 > F05 > F06 > F07 > F08  

NSM F01 > F10 > F08 F01 > F10 > F06 > F08 

XZ F05 > F10 > F01 > F06 > F08 F10 > F05 > F08 > F06 

LSY F02 > F10 > F05 > F06 > F08 F02 > F10 > F05 > F08 > F06 

BDJ F10 > F04 > F06 F04 > F10 > F05 > F06 

STSG F01 > F10 > F03 > F08 > F06 F05 > F10 > F08 > F07 > F06 

WYJ F07 > F06 > F02 F07 > F06 

Based on the study of the interaction relationships discussed earlier, it is evident that there exist 

complex mechanisms between population activity and functional facilities in station realms, 

involving various aspects such as time, type, scale, and space. To better understand the interaction 

mechanisms between population activity and functional facilities in station realms, this study adopts 

the concept of "supply and demand" from microeconomics to explore the "supply-demand 

relationship" between them. By analyzing the operational principles, a better grasp of the spatial 

functioning of station realms can be achieved, providing theoretical support for spatial development 

recommendations for different types of station realms. 

In the context of rail transit station realms, the demand refers to the distribution of population 

activity in a certain period on different types of service facilities within the station realm. On the 

supply side, it refers to the configuration and distribution of various types of functional facilities. 

The supply-demand relationship, therefore, refers to the degree of interaction between these two 

aspects. Thus, the supply-demand relationship between population activity and functional facilities 

in station realms can be further explained as follows: different types of service facilities that 

positively interact with population activity within different station realms will generate different 

levels of population activity occurrence and attraction. Conversely, the various demands generated 

by population activities for different travel purposes can further adjust the configuration of 

functional facilities. Additionally, the research findings of this study also indicate that the supply-

demand relationship between population activity and functional facilities tends to exhibit dynamic 

characteristics, which is an important component of the station realm system. The supply-demand 

relationship is depicted in Figure 6- 10. 

In summary, addressing the supply of various functional facilities in station realms is not simply 

a matter of adding more facilities based on the quantity of population activity. Instead, it should be 

demand-driven, considering the diverse activity needs generated by the population at different times. 

This approach allows for the planning of the appropriate quantity and distribution of functional 
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facilities, leading to more rational allocation of public resources and improved utilization efficiency 

of station realm spaces. 

 
Figure 6- 10. Supply and demand relationship between population activities and functional 

facilities in station realm 

6.4.3 The variability of interaction mechanisms at time dimension 

The regression results from different types of station realms indicate that the degree of positive 

interaction between population activities and various service facilities varies between working days 

and off days. For example, in the STSG station realm on working days, there is no interaction 

between population activities and accommodation services or living services. However, on off days, 

there is a positive interaction between population activities and these two types of facilities, 

especially with a high degree of interaction with accommodation services. 

In the YDGY station realm, the interaction between transportation services and living services 

with population activities is higher on working days than on off days. Based on empirical 

investigations, developing station realms often lack sufficient functional facilities to meet residents' 

various daily needs. Therefore, on off days, residents intentionally travel to city centers or well-

established areas to engage in various activities, leading to increased usage of transportation services 

and higher levels of interaction between transportation services and population activities. 

In the urban center type of ZL station realm, the interaction between accommodation services and 

shopping services with population activities increases on off days, while the interaction between 

transportation services and population activities decreases. Based on empirical investigations, 

popular tourist attractions such as the Bell Tower, Drum Tower, Muslim Quarter, and Beilin Museum 

exist in the ZL station realm. Therefore, on off days, the increase in the number of tourists promotes 

a higher degree of interaction between accommodation services, shopping services, and population 

activities. Since tourists typically explore and visit these attractions on foot, the interaction between 

transportation services and population activities decreases. 

In the high population density hub type of station realms, specifically in the XZ station realm, the 

interaction between entertainment, accommodation services, shopping services, and transportation 

services with population activities increases on off days. This suggests an increase in the number of 

population activities utilizing these four types of facilities on off days. Through empirical 

investigations and interpretation of urban planning, the Xiazhai station realm has become the central 
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commercial area in the southern part of Xi'an. Moreover, it is home to numerous tourist attractions, 

universities, and large commercial complexes. Therefore, on off days, the Xiazhai station realm 

becomes the busiest commercial area in the southern part of Xi'an. 

Additionally, the study found that the key variables influencing the positive interaction in the 

station realms also vary between working days and off days. As shown in Table 6- 34, in the ZL 

station realm, transportation services are the key variables on working days, while accommodation 

services become the key variables on off days. In the XZ station realm, accommodation services are 

the key variables on working days, while transportation services become the key variables on off 

days. In the BDJ station realm, the key variables shift from transportation services on working days 

to medical and health care services on off days. This observation indicates that the degree of 

interaction between population activities and various functional facilities in different types of station 

realms varies over time. Moreover, even within the same type, the key variables may change. This 

finding emphasizes the importance of considering the characteristics of population activities during 

different time periods in planning and allocating functional facilities in station realms to adapt to 

the changing population mobility and demands. 

Table 6- 34. Key variables of interaction relationships within different types of station realms 

Type of station realm Case Working day Off day 

Under development type YDGY Transportation Transportation 

Urban center type ZL Transportation Accommodation 

High population density Hub type 
NSM Entertainment Entertainment 

XZ Accommodation Transportation 

Interchange type 
LSY Financial Transportation 

BDJ Transportation Medical & Health care 

General residential type 
STSG Entertainment Accommodation 

WYJ Living Living 

Therefore, the research results contribute to urban managers' understanding of the most urgent 

service facility needs in people's daily activities within different types of station realms from a 

dynamic perspective. This understanding enables the formulation of more targeted planning 

measures and more effective improvements in the allocation of urban public resources. Specifically, 

driven by the key variables, efforts can be made to develop and attract populations by focusing on 

the development of these key variables. As the number of population activities increases, the 

demand for urban functional facilities becomes more diverse, thereby driving the development of 

other service facilities until a functionally mixed-use station realm is formed. 

6.4.4 The variability of interaction mechanisms at category dimension 

Based on the regression results of the GWR model, the study summarized the frequency of 

occurrence of service facility types that have a positive interaction with population activities within 

different types of station realms, as shown in the Table 6- 35. Among the five categories and eight 

station realms, transportation services have the highest frequency of positive interaction with 

population activities (14 occurrences), followed by catering services (12 occurrences) and shopping 

services (11 occurrences), while government agencies have the lowest frequency (1 occurrence). 

This indicates that within station realms, transportation services, catering services, and shopping 
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services are the most frequently used urban functional facilities in people's daily lives, which is 

consistent with the findings of previous related research [6,7].  

Table 6- 35. Service facilities with positive interaction with population activities in different 

types of station realms 

Type of station realm Case 
Positive interactive functional facilities 

Working day Off day 

Under development type YDGY 
Living service 

Transportation service 

Living service 

Transportation service 

Urban center type ZL 

Medical & Health care 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Living service 

Transportation service 

High population density 

Hub type 

NSM 

Entertainment 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

Entertainment 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

XZ 

Entertainment 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

Interchange type 

LSY 

Financial service 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

BDJ 

Medical & Health care 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Transportation service 

Medical & Health care 

Accommodation service 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

General residential type 

STSG 

Financial service 

Government Agency 

Catering service 

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

Accommodation service 

Living service  

Shopping service 

Transportation service 

WYJ 
Catering service 

Living service 

Catering service 

Living service 

Specifically, transportation services have become the key variables influencing the interaction 

between population activities in the YDGY station realm, ZL station realm, XZ station realm, LSY 

station realm, and BDJ station realm. Through empirical investigations, it was found that the number 

of transportation services is generally higher in these five station realms. For example, BDJ station 
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is a transfer station between Metro Line 2 and Line 1, ZL station is a transfer station between Metro 

Line 2 and Line 6, and XZ station is a transfer station between Metro Line 2 and Line 3. Therefore, 

in people's daily lives, the metro has become an indispensable means of transportation, and the 

convenient transfer between stations and other public transportation can effectively improve the 

intra-station realm accessibility, attracting more population to engage in activities in these areas. 

In terms of the spatial pattern of regression coefficients, as shown in Figure 6- 11, only 

transportation facilities exhibit a distribution pattern where the closer they are to the station, the 

higher their interaction with population activities, such as ZL station realm, NSM station realm, and 

STSG station realm. On the other hand, the regression coefficients of other service facility types 

show significant spatial heterogeneity within the station realm. This finding further emphasizes the 

importance of transportation services in the planning and development of urban rail transit station 

realms, particularly in terms of convenient connections between stations and various transportation 

modes, as well as internal accessibility within the station realm. 

 

Figure 6- 11. Distribution patterns of regression coefficients of transportation service 

facilities in different types of station realms 
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Therefore, in the current context of urban traffic congestion and limited land resources, improving 

transportation services can effectively strengthen the connections between different types of service 

facilities within the station realm. This, in turn, can meet the diverse activity needs of people and 

enhance the utilization of urban functions. By prioritizing the enhancement of transportation 

services, urban planners and policymakers can create a more integrated and efficient station realm, 

ensuring seamless mobility and promoting sustainable urban development. 

It is worth noting that medical and health care facilities show a high level of positive interaction 

with population activities only in the BDJ station realm. Through field investigations, it was found 

that the BDJ station realm is home to several large public hospitals, as well as numerous medical 

support facilities and pharmacies. In the current environment, there is an increasing demand for 

quality healthcare environments and medical services, which leads people to gather in station realms 

with relatively good medical resources. The rapid transportation and high capacity of the urban rail 

transit system further exacerbate this phenomenon, resulting in increased burden on hospitals and 

reduced medical experience for patients. Balancing the allocation of public healthcare resources in 

station realms and addressing the social equity issues arising from this situation should be of concern 

to urban managers and researchers. 

6.4.5 The variability of interaction mechanisms at scale dimension 

In previous studies, most scholars have taken a macro perspective, assuming a positive correlation 

between the quantity of functional facilities and population activities [8,9]. That is, the higher the 

quantity of a particular type of facility, the greater its interaction with population activities, and 

consequently, the higher the number of people using that facility. However, this study conducted a 

comparative analysis of the quantity of functional facilities and their regression coefficients within 

each station realm. The findings revealed that a higher quantity of facilities within a station realm 

does not necessarily indicate a higher level of interaction with population activities. 

For example, as shown in Table 6- 36, although there is a positive interaction between catering 

services as well as shopping facilities with population activities in most station realms, and their 

quantity is usually higher than other service facilities, the degree of interaction they generate is 

relatively low. Therefore, for urban managers, solely focusing on the development of traditional 

catering businesses and shopping services is no longer sufficient to effectively enhance the 

population vitality and regional economy of station realms, particularly considering the rapid growth 

of the catering delivery and online shopping industries. 

Furthermore, the regression coefficients of the same type of service facility may vary between 

working days and off days. This indicates that at a more micro level of the station realm, the 

interaction between population activities and functional facilities is often dynamic. Moreover, in 

practical planning and development, simply pursuing an increase in the quantity of functional 

facilities is not an effective way to promote population activities. On the contrary, it may lead to 

significant waste of public resources and reduced spatial efficiency within the station realm. This is 

particularly evident in centrally located station realms within land-constrained areas and densely 

populated hub station realms. 

Therefore, when formulating planning and development measures for station realms, it is 

important to consider the interactive mechanism between population activities and functional 
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facilities within each type of station realm. This approach ensures the coordinated development of 

station realm planning and construction while meeting the diverse activity needs of people. 

Table 6- 36. Comparison of the number of service facilities and their degree of interaction in 

different types of station realms 

Station 

realm 
Types of facility 

Number of 

facilities 

Regression coefficient (GWR) 

Working day Off day 

ZL 

Medical & Health care 105 0.7395 -0.0648 

Accommodation service 583 1.0393 1.4718 

Catering service 1293 0.4505 0.4929 

Shopping service 1634 0.3030 0.5526 

Transportation service 196 1.3868 0.8882 

XZ 

Entertainment 165 1.1428 1.2706 

Accommodation service 202 1.8048 2.3137 

Catering service 1299 0.5564 0.5052 

Shopping service 1549 0.4043 0.6243 

Transportation service 149 1.7727 2.4404 

BDJ 

Medical & Health care 211 0.9821 1.5783 

Accommodation service 153 0.7486 0.7245 

Catering service 781 0.5146 0.4959 

Shopping service 1080 —— 0.2409 

Transportation service 158 1.2636 0.9067 

WYJ 

Financial service 36 -0.4334 -0.3145 

Catering service 570 0.7389 1.0688 

Living service 332 1.2046 1.21305 

6.5 Chapter summary 

This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the vertical and horizontal interaction 

principles and magnitudes between population activity and key elements of functional facilities in 

different types of station realms along the Xi'an Metro Line 2. Based on the findings of the 

correlation analysis in Chapter 5, an OLS model was established to comprehensively study the 

interaction relationship between population activity and functional facilities in the station realms. 

Significant explanatory variables were identified and selected from each station realm. Subsequently, 

a GWR model was constructed to further analyze the level of interaction between population activity 

and various types of functional facilities within different station realms. The GWR model helped 

identify the key variables that dominate the interaction relationships. Lastly, the chapter explored 

the differences in interaction relationships among various station realms at different levels. Based 

on the findings, recommendations were made for the spatial development direction of future station 

realms. 

By conducting these analyses, this chapter provides insights into the interaction mechanisms 

between population activity and functional facilities in different types of station realms along Line 

2, allowing for a deeper understanding of the dynamics and spatial patterns of these interactions. 

The research outcomes also offer valuable suggestions for the future spatial development of station 

realms. 
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7.1 Conclusion 

7.1.1 Spatial distribution pattern of population activities and functional facilities in the 

station realm 

(1) Spatiotemporal distribution pattern of station realm population activities 

In terms of temporal distribution characteristics, population activities in the station realms are 

primarily characterized by commuting patterns on working days. As a result, distinct morning and 

evening peaks are observed. During the morning peak, population activities are concentrated 

between 08:00 and 10:00, while the evening peak mainly occurs between 17:00 and 19:00. On off 

days, there is no clear morning and evening peak phenomenon in the temporal distribution of 

population activities. Instead, activities fluctuate continuously between 09:00 and 18:00. 

Furthermore, the population activity levels within the 09:00-18:00 timeframe on off days are 

generally higher than those on working days. This indicates that people prefer to engage in activities 

during this time period on off days. In Xi'an, despite the increasing proportion of public 

transportation usage, with the subway accounting for over 50% in 2021, urban traffic congestion 

remains a serious issue. Therefore, understanding the variations in active periods of population 

activities can help city managers accurately and effectively optimize the operation time and structure 

of public transportation, thereby alleviating urban traffic congestion and related issues. 

Regarding spatial distribution, the global spatial autocorrelation analysis results indicate that 

population activities in different types of station realms exhibit an overall clustering pattern, 

characterized as high/high clustering. However, local spatial autocorrelation analysis (hotspot 

analysis) reveals significant variations in the distribution of population activity clusters among 

different station realms. Most station realms exhibit dispersed areas of population activity clusters 

and do not show a concentric distribution pattern around the stations, indicating a certain deviation 

between theoretical expectations and actual development of station realms. However, the study also 

identifies eight station realms where population activities exhibit a higher degree of clustering 

within a radius of 500 meters from the stations. These station realms include ZL, XZ, FCWL, LSY, 

AYM, BDJ, STSG, and WYJ. This to some extent reflects the agglomeration effect of stations on 

population activities. Additionally, influenced by the variations in population activity levels between 

working days and off days, population activities tend to have a higher degree of clustering on off 

days compared to working days. 

(2) Spatial distribution pattern of station realm functional facilities 

The results of average nearest neighbor analysis indicate significant variations in the clustering 

levels of different types of functional facilities across station realms. However, within each station 

realm, the quantities and clustering levels of catering services, living services, and shopping 

facilities generally rank among the top three. In addition, public service facilities only exhibit 

clustering distribution in the ZL station realm. This is mainly because the quantities of public service 

facilities such as newsstands, public toilets, and rest areas are generally low in other station realms, 

and under normal circumstances, these types of public facilities do not have a strong attraction to 

pedestrians. 
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The kernel density analysis results show that functional facilities in the studied station realms 

generally exhibit clustered distributions. However, only six station realms (BY, XZ, FCWL, LSY, 

STSG, WYJ) demonstrate the characteristic of higher facility density closer to the stations. In fact, 

compared to developed countries, China's rail transit development started relatively late, and 

stations are often constructed in already mature built-up areas [1 ]. This has limited the spatial 

development of station realms due to factors such as public policies, transportation supply, station 

location, and land use structure [2 ,3 ]. Therefore, in most station realms, the desired spatial 

distribution patterns advocated by TOD and station-city integration, characterized by station-

centered, high-density, and mixed-use development, have not been fully realized. 

(3) Spatial correspondence between station realm population activities and functional facilities 

The analysis of station realm spatial distribution patterns reveals a certain spatial correspondence 

between population activities and functional facilities within station realms, which is consistent with 

most previous research findings [4,5,6]. It suggests that areas with a high concentration of functional 

facilities tend to attract a higher population density. However, a notable difference is observed in 

several station realms along Metro Line 2, where there is a mismatch between areas of population 

aggregation and areas of single-service facility concentration. For example, in the HZZX station 

realm, there is a population aggregation in the northeast area, while the kernel density analysis 

shows a concentration of functional facilities in the northwest area of the station realm. In the ZL 

station realm, the aggregation areas of population activities and functional facilities demonstrate 

good spatial correspondence in the western and northern parts of the realm, but no such 

correspondence exists in the southeastern part of the realm. 

(4) Data considerations 

In contrast to previous studies that have utilized big data sources such as mobile signaling [7,8], 

social media [9 ,10 ], and Wi-Fi signaling technologies [11 ] to explore population distribution 

characteristics, this study employs more accurate and timely Yi Chu Xing positioning data, which 

provides researchers with a reliable data source for identifying dynamic distribution patterns of 

population activities from a micro-perspective. Additionally, existing literature suggests that POI 

(Point of Interest) data can effectively reflect the functional layout of urban areas [12]. Therefore, 

the use of EasyGo real-time positioning data and Amap POI data in this study helps researchers 

obtain more compelling analytical results. 

7.1.2 Correlation between population activities and functional facilities in station realm 

The results of the Spearman correlation analysis indicate that there are variations in the 

correlation between population activities and various service facilities within different types of 

station realms. For instance, in the YDGY station realm (under development), population activities 

are significantly and positively correlated with four types of service facilities: catering services, 

living services, shopping services, and transportation services. In contrast, in the XZ station realm 

(high population density hub), population activities exhibit significant positive correlations with all 

nine types of service facilities except for government agencies. Specifically, catering services, living 

services, shopping services, and transportation services show significant positive correlations with 

population activities in all station realms. On the other hand, public service facilities demonstrate 

significant positive correlations with population activities only in the XZ station realm. Government 
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agencies show positive correlations with population activities only on working days in the STSG 

station realm. Furthermore, the variations in the degree of correlation also manifest in temporal 

changes. For example, in the NSM station realm, medical and wellness facilities are significantly 

and positively correlated with population activities on working days, but not on off days. In the ZL 

station realm, entertainment facilities in the WYJ station realm show significant positive 

correlations with population activities only on off days. These findings suggest that the relationship 

between population activities and service facilities within station realms is dynamic in nature. 

7.1.3 Interaction mechanism of population activities and functional facilities in station 

realm 

(1) The GWR model provides a better explanation for the interactive relationship between 

population activities and functional facilities in station realms, emphasizing the spatial aspect of the 

data. 

In terms of the overall characteristics of the interaction, comparing the Adjusted R2 and AIcc of 

the models, it can be concluded that the GWR models constructed for each station realm have better 

goodness of fit and performance than the OLS model. Therefore, the GWR model in this study 

demonstrates better explanatory power and is more suitable for describing the spatial distribution 

characteristics of station realm interactions at the micro-level, highlighting the spatial aspect of the 

data. This finding is consistent with current research results in spatial relationships [13 ,14 ,15 ]. 

However, this does not mean that the GWR model can be used alone. The fundamental reason is 

that it cannot diagnose multicollinearity issues among the explanatory variables. Therefore, the 

global OLS model is used to identify insignificant explanatory variables, which should be removed 

from the GWR model to avoid errors in the regression results. 

(2) The interactive relationship between population activities and functional facilities in station 

realms exhibits dynamic characteristics. 

Firstly, the regression results indicate that the degree of interaction between population activities 

and various types of functional facilities varies over time, and even the key variables driving the 

interaction may change within the same type of station realm. For example, in the urban center type 

of ZL station realm, the interaction between accommodation facilities and population activities 

increases on off days, while the interaction between transportation facilities and population activities 

decreases. In the XZ station realm, accommodation facilities are the key variables on working days, 

while transportation facilities play a dominant role on off days. The BDJ station realm transitions 

from transportation facilities as the dominant factor on working days to Medical & Health care 

facilities on off days. 

Secondly, in terms of station realm types, station realms located on the urban periphery tend to 

have fewer types of functional facilities with a positive interactive relationship. For example, in the 

YDGY and WYJ station realms, there are only two types of functional facilities with a positive 

interactive relationship with population activities. In high population density-hub station realms, 

entertainment, shopping, and transportation facilities all have a positive interactive relationship with 

population activities. In interchange type of station realms, accommodation, dining, and 

transportation facilities all have a positive interactive relationship with population activities. In 
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general, residential station realms, catering, and living service facilities both have a positive 

interactive relationship with population activities. 

In summary, the spatial relationship model constructed in this study effectively explains the 

dynamic characteristics of the interactive relationship between population activities and various 

functional facilities in different types of station realms. The research findings contribute to the 

understanding of the dynamic demands generated by people's daily activities in different types of 

station realms, aiding urban managers in more effectively improving the allocation of urban public 

resources from a dynamic perspective. 

(3) The transportation service facilities have become a key factor influencing population activities 

in station realms. 

The regression results indicate that among the various study station realms, transportation 

services exhibit the highest frequency of positive interactive relationships with population activities 

(14 occurrences), making them the key variables dominating the interaction between functional 

facilities and population activities in multiple station realms (with the highest degree of positive 

interaction). Furthermore, the spatial distribution pattern of regression coefficients reveals that only 

transportation services exhibit a distribution characteristic where proximity to the station 

corresponds to a higher level of interaction with population activities. Thus, transportation services 

have become a crucial factor influencing population activities in station realms. 

In contemporary China, traffic congestion and limited land resources are widespread challenges 

in most cities. Concurrently, the development of station realms often lags the overall urban 

construction process. Therefore, enhancing the scale of transportation services, improving the 

connectivity between subway stations and other modes of transportation, and enhancing the internal 

accessibility of station realms are effective approaches to elevate the level of transportation services 

in these realms. By doing so, the connections between different service facilities can be strengthened, 

attracting a greater volume of population activities and ultimately enhancing the utilization of urban 

functionalities. 

(4) The regression coefficients of catering services and shopping facilities are inversely 

proportional to their scale. 

The research results demonstrate that, within each station realm, both catering services and 

shopping facilities have larger scales compared to other service facilities. However, their positive 

interaction with population activities is generally low. This indicates that catering services and 

shopping facilities have limited impact on promoting population activities. Furthermore, with the 

rapid rise of the food delivery and online shopping industries, traditional catering services and 

physical retail stores will be further influenced. Therefore, in station realm planning and 

development, simply pursuing an accumulation of functional facilities is not an effective approach 

to enhance population activities. On the contrary, it may result in significant waste of public 

resources and reduce the efficiency of station realm utilization. For urban managers, it is essential 

to fully understand the interactive relationship between population activities and functional facilities 

in different types of station realms and grasp the most urgent needs of residents. This understanding 

will enable the formulation of spatial development strategies that are more aligned with reality and 

achieve coordinated development of station realm planning and construction. 
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(5) The rational allocation and equity of public healthcare resources in station realms need to be 

emphasized. 

The research findings indicate that medical and healthcare facilities only exhibit a higher level of 

positive interaction with population activities in station realms where healthcare resources are 

superior. For instance, in the BDJ station realm, medical and healthcare facilities have a significant 

positive interaction with population activities, and during off days, they have become a key variable 

influencing population activities. Through on-site investigations, it has been observed that there are 

multiple large-scale or comprehensive public hospitals, as well as numerous medical supporting 

facilities and pharmacies in the BDJ station realm. In the current context of environmental changes, 

there is a significant increase in people's demand for high-quality medical environments and 

healthcare standards, which prompts them to seek medical treatment in station realms with relatively 

good healthcare resources. The characteristics of rapid metro transportation and high passenger 

volume will further exacerbate this phenomenon, leading to increased burden on healthcare 

institutions in the area and decreased healthcare experience for patients. Therefore, it is crucial for 

urban managers and researchers to address how to balance the allocation of public healthcare 

resources in each station realms and the associated issues of social equity. 

7.2 Research innovation points 

This study treats the station realm of rail transit as a complete and independent urban spatial unit, 

breaking the limitations of traditional urban spatial boundaries. It adopts a more micro perspective 

to understand the spatial distribution patterns and temporal dynamics of population activities and 

urban functions, thus expanding the research scope of urban spatial structure. The study combines 

urban planning, transportation, and geography, and establishes a systematic research framework 

focusing on station realm scope, station realm types, and spatial distribution patterns. It achieves 

quantitative analysis of the spatial distribution of population activities and urban functional layout 

within station realms, enriching the theoretical and methodological system of station realm spatial 

research in rail transit. 

In terms of data, unlike big data such as mobile phone signaling, social media, and WIFI signaling 

technology, this study uses the positioning data of the EasyGO with higher accuracy and a larger 

user group [16 ,17 ], which provides a reliable source of data for the researchers to analyze the 

characteristics of the dynamic distribution of the population activities in the station realm at the 

micro level. Meanwhile, existing literature shows that POI data based on electronic map location 

information has important application value for understanding urban phenomena [18], estimating 

public resource allocation [19,20], and identifying functional areas of the city [21], especially to 

help better understand the complex interconnections between people and places [22]. Therefore, this 

study uses EasyGO data and AotoNavi Map’s POI data to identify and analyze the spatial 

distribution characteristics of population activities and functional facilities, which can more 

accurately reveal the interaction mechanism between population activities and functional facilities 

in the station realm, which could provide a reliable basis for improving the allocation of public 

resources and realizing the matching of supply and demand in this region. 

The study establishes a spatial relationship model for the interaction between population activities 

and functional facilities within station realms. Through correlation analysis, it constructs OLS 
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global regression models for variables with significant tests to understand the basic interaction 

relationships between population activities and functional facilities in different types of station 

realms. Then, by establishing GWR local regression models, it further identifies the key variables 

that dominate the interaction between population activities and various types of service facilities. 

The GWR model effectively explains the mechanisms of population activities and functional 

facilities and exhibits good generality and performance. It reveals the general patterns of the 

interaction between population activities and functional facilities at different periods, types, and 

scales, providing technical support for future research on optimizing station realm spaces. 

7.3 Prospect 

This research has made some important progress in the study of urban spatial distribution patterns 

within rail transit station realms, especially in revealing the intrinsic interaction mechanism between 

population activities and functional facilities. However, due to the differences in the economic, 

cultural, and natural environments of different cities, the spatial characteristics presented in the 

station areas may vary. The conclusions of this study will also have some limitations in the process 

of practical promotion and application. Therefore, future research can also be explored in depth in 

the following three directions: 

(1) Future research can consider a comparative analysis of the spatial distribution characteristics 

of rail transit station realms in different cities, which could further improve the generalizability and 

application value of the research results. 

(2) Future research can consider conducting individual analysis of the interaction between a 

particular category of the facility with population activity, which could help support more specific 

and targeted data for improving the allocation of public resources in the station realm. 

(3) Future research could consider expanding the form of positioning data, for example, by adding 

information such as age, income, and occupation to population activity data, thus further improving 

the rationality of the spatial relationship model. 
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Appendix B. Definition and classification of POI data 

Serial 

number 
Primary classification 

Secondary 

classification 
Tertiary classification 

1 Entertainment 

Culture 
Museums, science and technology 

museums, libraries, etc. 

Leisure and 

Recreation 
Parks, playgrounds, KTV, etc. 

Sports and Fitness 
Swimming pools, badminton courts, 

gymnasiums, etc. 

2 Financial Service 

Bank 
Bank management, banks, credit 

unions, etc. 

Insurance Insurance management, insurance, etc. 

Securities 
Securities management, investment, 

guarantee, etc. 

3 Government Agency 

Government 
Provincial, city (local), district 

governments, etc. 

Public, 

Prosecution, Law 

Public security, public prosecutor's 

office, court 

Taxation State tax, local tax 

Social groups Public groups at all levels 

4 
Medical & Health 

Care 

Medical 

institutions 
Hospitals, medical points, clinics 

Epidemic 

Prevention and 

Control 

Epidemic prevention, medical 

examination 

Health Care 

Rehabilitation 
Health care, rehabilitation 

Pharmacy Pharmacies, medical equipment stores 

5 
Accommodation 

Service 
Hotel 

Express hotels, hotels, hostels, guest 

houses 

6 Catering Service 

Chinese 

restaurants 

Local flavor restaurants, hot pot 

restaurants, etc. 

Foreign restaurants 
Western restaurants, foreign cuisine 

restaurants 

Fast food 

restaurants 
KFC, McDonalds, Pizza Hut, etc. 

Teahouse Teahouse 

Beverage stores 
Coffee shops, cold drink stores, 

dessert stores, etc. 

7 Living Service 

Water, electricity, 

gas services 

Various types of life payment business 

hall, electricity maintenance, gas 

maintenance, etc. 

Living Services 
Housekeeping, dry cleaners, wedding 

services, etc. 
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Ticket office 
Train ticket office, bus ticket office, 

etc. 

8 Shopping 

Store 

Supermarkets, shopping malls 

Electrical appliances, digital products 

stores 

Tobacco, wine, tea, souvenir, and 

clothing stores 

Flowers, pets Flower or pet stores 

Furniture, building 

materials 

Furniture stores, building materials 

markets 

Wholesale market All kinds of wholesale markets 

9 
Transportation 

Service 

Public 

Transportation 

Stops 

Bus stops, cab stands, public bicycle 

storage points, etc. 

Transportation 

parking facilities 
Various types of parking lots 

Car Service 
Gas stations, car rental, traffic vehicle 

management, etc. 

10 Public Service Public facilities 
Newsstands, telephone booths, public 

restrooms, etc. 
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XZZX FCWL 
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STSG DMGX 
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Appendix C. Building height in each station realm 

 

 


